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H ullo everybody! Here I extend
my greetings to the new entrants and
wish them a happy and fruitful time
in this "Temple of learning". It is
now nearly a year that I have been
associated with the 'Desh' which
purports to be your mouthpiece.
Every time I am asked to write for
its pages, I start fumbling for a sub
ject which should both interest and
instruct my readers. I am afraid I
am not competent enough to advise
and instruct, but as the duties of an
editor enjoin on me to be voluble,
I'll speak out m)" convictions to you.

Well, I feel that whatever we do,
we should do it well. When good
seed is sown in rich soil and is tended
well by the farmers, we can expect a
bumper harvest, Let me apply this
simile to this magazine. If we all
make a concerted effort to embellish
these pages, we can rightly expect
a rise in their weight and worth. But
it is a pity that the opportunities of
trimming and pruning this garden are
wastefully cast aside by our neglect,
apathy and idleness, The 'Desh' has
actually to go round students for arti
cles-and these contributions are
made unwillingly. Students by them
selves evince little interest-s-which
cannot be . inculcated ·by sheer
persuasion on our part. Let us make

the most of it, for it behoves us all
to do everything we can and to do it
well. Inexperienced farmers though
we are, a sincere desire to tend this
plant laboriously, can take U8

nearer our ideals and ends.

Men in ancient tirnes believed in
fate. They thought that their'
future was predestined, and that they
were what their stars made. them..
What good was it then to strive and
struggle? But we live in 'an ~ra of
science and civilization. All such no
tions stand falsified. Man is now the
a.rchitectof his fate, provided be does
not waste his opportunities in mere
wishful dreaming. Yet even the most
practical and self-controlled persons
spend some energy in wishing. Thus
we wish away our time, our energies
and our chances, instead of doing
something useful. Life is a prize for
those that can win it. It is a· struggle
where 'survival of the fittest' holds
true. Let us hold our heads high,
and utilize this great opportllnityof
improving ourselves. Let us put' to
use our education to enlighten and
elevate the weaker and the backward
amongst lIS, for it is only thus that
we can do the will of God.

Dilsher Nagi,
B.A ...lll year
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EUGENICS

Eugenics is the scientific study of ra
cial improvement or of human genetics
dealing with the inheritance of good
and bad qualities. According to Sir
Francis Galton (lM89), the inventor
of this term, it is the study of all
agencies under social control which
may improve or impair the inborn
qualities of future generations of man
either physically or mentally. In
other words, it is the science of being
well-born.

Man in the past, and even now, has
paid more attention to good breeding
of horses, wheat and chickens than to
the breeding of his own kind. Though
our knowledge of plant and animal
heredity is quite advanced, that of
human genetics is still poor. It is,
however, evident that man's heredity
a.nd development follow more or less
the same general principles as those
of plants and animals. These princi
ples of modern heredity can be
applicable to man for the improvement
of the- race. Man, being intelligent,
is unsatisfactory as a laboratory
animal. Moreover, social customs
prevent controlled experiments of
breeding on man.

The hereditary characteristics of
an individual are carried by the
chromosomes in the germ plasm
(reproductive cell). The chromosomes
are thread-like protein structures in
the nucleus of the cells of the body.
The hereditary characteristics, also
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called genes, if dominant, shall appear
in the next generation, but if recessive,
may appear after many generations.
For instance, if deafness is due to
recessive genes and OD.e of the parents
is deaf, one does not know in what
generation a child is born deaf.
Many traits like diabetes, curly hair,
thick lips, myopia and feeble-minded
ness are hereditary, and are carried
by genes.

In any society, one finds some
percentage of the population as insane,
feeble-minded, paupers, criminals and
prostitutes. These people make no
contribution to society but are a
burden and a nuisance. Due to eco
nomic and other reasons, such a group
is multiplying rapidly in our society.
The majority in the society is usually
the normal stock, the ordinary law
abiding, economically independent
people There is only a small percent
age of gifted individuals who are the
leaders and reformers of the society.
Proper eugenics measures would be to
eliminate the first stock, and try to
encourage the last two stocks to
increase.

A positive approach to eugenics is
not possible as only a dictator can
decide what exactly desirable human
traits should be. In the negative
approach, however, two methods are
frequently proposed for the elimi
nation of the undesirable elements.
These are .segregation and sterilization.
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Shri V. N. Pasricha

In the former, the two sexes are
separated and placed for life in differ
ent institutions so that they are
unable to reproduce. This may be

. impracticable due to the needof great
supervision and expenditure. The
process of sterilization deprives the
defective individual of power of repro
duction, but functions of the body
and normal sex behaviour and res
ponses are unimpaired. The defectives
could be released after these operations
and even. allowed to marry. This
may, however, be objected to as
inhumane and irreligious. Some States
in ...America have successfully adopted
SlICh measures.

There are, however, serious diffi
culties regarding negative eugenics
measures too. Who is qualified to
say who is fit and who is not? No
sharp line can be drawn between the
fit and the defective and as such these
measures cannot be applied im
partially, for a privileged class ifl

society may exploit the other classes
politically or otherwise by misuse of
these measures. Besides, by these
measures we can get rid of the domi
nant defective genes but there is no
surety as to the recessive genes.

There cannot, however, be opposi
tion to the following general eugenics
measures. 'I'he fittest and the best
in the society should be encouraged
to marry and reproduce fast and
should be economically assisted by the
State in this respect. For the general
public, however, both family planning
and birth control are essential in a
country like India. Over population
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is a great hindrance to eugenics
measures. Increased medical attention
has lowered death rate and decreased
natural selection. There is not food
for. the teeming 111illions.All this has
led to a deterioration in economic con
ditions and general health. A society
like this can only produce weaklings in.
large numbers.

Education seems to offer our
greatest hope at present. It is im
perative that the public mind should
be educated regarding the great
sociological - biological problem of
eugenics. Every individual in the
society should know the fundamental
laws of personal, mental and physical
health as well as hygiene. Instructions
in sex should be part of the child and
adolescent education. The state should
pay more attention to the gifted
children. Every citizen should realize
the importance of taking nutritive
food and living in fresh air.

Democracy loses its meaning if
there is no optimum quality of the
population. It can't survive long in
a nation unless the most competent
people in various social and occupati
onal groups have favoured conditions
for survival.

W?e speak of war as survival of the
fittest.> Actually mentally and phy
sically fit are killed in war and
consequently persons with poor germ
plasm are allowed to breed so that
it becomes survival of the unfit.
One war can upset years of careful
planning and set back a civilization
by a century.
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LEE TAUNG

I am Lee Taung's Indian friend,
but he does'nt know that. We never
spoke to each other or even smiled,
but I am his friend, I am certain he
doesn't remember me, just as I am
certain I shall never forget him. Act
ually, I don't even know his name.

I remember, I met him in
Connaught Place in Delhi, and his
life I planned to change. I had visited
Delhi with a group of fellow pilots to
see the monuments of this historic
city. We were staying at the
Grand Hotel ..

On the night I met Lee l'aung, I
was loitering around Connaught
Place. Though the sights were wort.h
enjoying, yet I felt uneasy in the
crowded corridors of Connaught Place.
I decided to shop. I had drawn
Rs. 2000 from the bank recently.

I wandered around the stalls for
about two hours I examined fur
gloves and leather boots, Indian
musical instruments, cameras, and
similar other things. I enj oyed every
moment of my slow progress, drinking
in the .strange atmosphere, listening
to hooting cars, examining curious car
vings and handicrafts and getting a
particular satisfaction out of m:y
blustering arguments over prices,
which delighted the ever present
crowd of onlookers.

In the course of aimless wandering,
I turned suddenly down a small shop
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that was darker and quieter than the
others. The lights over head were
less numerous, I was about to turn
back to the clamour of the main line
of stalls when Iny attention was
caught by this shop. At the very end
of the stall, there were furs exhibited.
and having heard that expensive furs
could be had cheap from Chinese
dealers in Delhi, I went in to
investigate.

As I walked into the S}10p, a stout
Chinese, in a long black gown and
wearing a round black cap, rose to
greet me.

I indicated that I wished to exa
mine the furs and he showed me a
rack of finished coats. I looked at
the coats negligently but one of them
won nle and the stout Chinese who
stood at my elbow spoke for the first
time, "It's very good, sir" I know
that a look of interest in any garment
would cause its price to leap up and
for that reason I said, "It's very
badly made".

"Very well made" he insisted-s
"Most excellent workmanship".

I examined the garment carelessly,
"Very bad," I said just for the, sake
of argument, "see how badly it... is
sewn".

There across the room, behind a
counter, unnoticed by me till that
moment, sat a boy who appeared to be
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no more t.han six Of seven years of
age. H~e had been working-s-and
had not stopped even 111 the (lim
light.

For a moment I was completely
unhinged. I let the coat fall from
lIlY hand, and felt a sudden sting of
shame. For the boy sat on a high
stool, and before him lay two squares
of fur that he was sewing with his
tiny hands. I walked over to him.
\Vith a small needle, he was making
a line of stitches as fine as C01Ild be
done on any machine. It was his
work I llad criticized.

"Sorry junior", I said lightly, "I
clidn't mean to run down your
work" .

TIle bov looked at me ill silence.
He had t}l~ most hurt expression on
his face. I looked into his inkv
black eyes, and noticed there ",Yer~e

shadows under them I noticed how
his smooth little face already showed
signs of fatigue, his shoulders and
eyes were already bent, and so was
his back. We stared at each other
for a long time-c-v'This child whose
work I had sneered at and 1-" and
then that Chinese spoke to him some
thing in Chinese, whereat he bowed
his head and his small fingers took up
their slow, painstaking stitching
again.

I turned and walked out of the
shop. It was late and the shopping
centre was closing. The IOl1g lines of
stalls were boarded up and their
owners were shuffling home. The
lights were going off. I boarded a
taxi and rode back to the Hotel.
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I went up to my room and went
to bed, but I could'nt sleep. I kept
thinking of the boy, who rode on my
conscience. At an age when he
should have been thinking of toys,
and at an hour when he should have
been in bed, he was sitting behind a
counter stitching carefully and
slowly.

I felt ashamed of the way I had
acted, and I wanted to make amends.
I wanted to go back and tell him that
it was all right, that his workmanship
was the best I had ever seen, and
that he should not feel bad. I
wanted to tell him that he ought not
to be working, but playing-I
thought of him ill terms of the
children of his age born in high
families. I wanted to do anything
I could, to help him, and suddenly it
occured to me .

I was so excited that I rolled out
of my bed and paced the floor. But it
was too late in the night; the next
day, as soon as the bazaar opened,
I would do it. I took my purse, opened
it, and counted out half of the llloney.·
Tomorro\v-although he did not
know it-v-the little boy, little-Lee
Taung, I called him suddenly-e
would be a rich boy.

I almost shouted in my joy at
that moment. I laughed, felt tears
in my eyes and I went to sleep,
impatient for the morning,

I was awakened before dawn by a
hand shaking me. It was our
leader-Mr. Rose. He was com-
pletely dressed.
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"Come all, sleepy head", he
grinned, "put all your clothes. \\7e
are leaving today".

"'I have something important to
do. I can't, ," I protested.

"There is a sudden call from the
Head Office. So we have to leave by
5-15 plane. We will come again in a
month's time."

I couldn't protest any further and
unwillingly entered the cloak room.

As we circled over Delhi, gaining

altitude, I looked down on that great
capital of my country and wondered
if Lee Taung was aw-ake. In a few
hours he would be returning to those'
tiny, never ending stitches.

He would never remember me, I
suppose. But if he at all remembered
me, it would make him sad. And I
was 1000 feet above him with his
one ,thousand rupees in my pocket.

Barish Kapur
B.A. (Final)

PANCH SHILA

The Panch Shila or the five
principles of international relationship
have been the logical culmination of
independent India's foreign policy
which has been constantly advocated
by Indias' Prime Minister, Pandit
Nehru. The word 'Panch Shila' means
in the Buddhist language, five principles
of conduct. These five principles are :-

1. Mutual respect for each other's
territorial integrity and so
'vereignty ;

2. Mutual non-aggression ;
3. Mutual non-interference ill

each other's internal affairs;
4. Equality and mutual benefit ;
5. Peaceful co-existence.

The first principle enjoins that
each State and its people should
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develop a sense of respect for other
nations' integrity and sovereignty-be
it sovereignty of the people or the
party or the dictator. The second
and the third principles prescribe
some action to implement the first
principle; the action involved being
negative. The fourth principle is a
principle of positive action. Countries
pledging their faith in it are at
liberty to take political or economic
measures as would mutually benefit
them as equals. The fifth one is self
explanatory and means 'Live and
let live'.

If these five principles get inter
national recognition. there would be
no fighting. Panch Shila is, therefore,
an extension of the scope of human
conduct in society between indivi-
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"With mirth and laughter let old wrinkles come"

Principal Harish Chandra and guests at the College plays



duals, between different groups in the
same State and between different
nations in the world. Consequently,
the two nations with different political
and, social ideologies can live in peace
for the benefit of each other and the
world as a whole.

These principles, for the first time,
came into lime light of international
politics on 29th April, 1954, when the
Republic of India and People's Re
public of China entered into an
agreement in respect of trade, cul
tural intercourse and facilities of
pilgrimage and travel between India
and Tibet.

Shortly thereafter, on 28t.h June,
1954, the Prime Ministers of India
and China issued a joint statement
from Delhi re ..affirming their faith in
the five principles and expressed the
hope that these principles, if sincerely
applied and faithfully adhered to,
would lay the foundation of world
peace and security.

Agreements on these principles
were also entered into with Burma,
Indonesia, Yugoslavia, Poland and
Soviet Russia. The Prime Ministers
of .India and Russia are convinced
that these principles are capable of
wider application, and wider accep
tance of these principles will enlarge
the area of peace, promote mutual
confidence and pave the way for
greater international co-operation.

At Bandung in Indonesia, rep
resentatives of 29 nations of Asia and
Africa assembled and they accepted
the principles of Panch Shila for
common benefit.
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These five principles are now
gaining ground as principles of inter
national ethics. The Indo-Chinese
agreement is an ideal example of
peaceful co-existence. The political
ideologies of both the countries are
different-one following the historical
and cultural traditions laid down in
the Vedas and the other follows the
Marxist principles. This applies with
equal force to the Indo-Russian agree
ment.

Our Prime Minister is the architect
of the Panch Shila philosophy in inter
national affairs .and has based it on
Gandhian principles. India's policy
of dynamic neutrality has been
instrumental in relieving the world
tension and promoting an atmosphere
of international amity and co-oper
ation. The essence of Panch Shila
is mutual tolerance, mutual respect
and help through negotiations and
friendly discussions. It has been
conceded by almost all the nations
that at present when big and power
ful countries are busy in piling up
destructive weapons such as Hydrogen
Bombs, Guided Missiles, etc., in an
armament race between the groups of
nations, the only path that will lead
to peaceful co-existence is the one
suggested by the Principles of Panch
Shila.

The Principles of Panch Shila have
been accepted by all religions of the
world. They all believe in tolerance,
and respect for one another's point
of view. Gandhiji has demostrated
its use in attainment of objectives .by
practising these principles of nOD-



violence and truth. He said that a
good end call be achieved by good
means only, Christ has also stated
that those who try to conquer by
sword perish by the sword.

At present, when nations are set
against one another, labour against
capital, party against party and class
against class to achieve material
benefit at the cost of the other, Panch
Shila alone can generate power

to overcome i11- will, distrust and
exploitation ..

Mall is born good and if he thinks
seriously with clear conscience he will
definitely choose the path of peace
and non-violence-the path of Panch
Sllila.

Sutendra Kumar

B.A. I year

Vrindavan - A

Temples have always held a vener
able place ill Hindu mythology • Hindus
being religious-minded. attaeh great
importance to these temples, which
are a rendezvous of th.: pious souls,
who congregate in these places to win
spiritual strength and peace of mind.

Generallv, Mathura is considered
to be a city of temples. But actually
it is not so. Vrindaban, a sma.ll town
situated six miles away from Ma.thura.,
is the land of temples. Ma.thura., being
the birth place of Lord Krishna was
more famous among the general masses
and they vaguely blended Ma thura
Vrindaban together. Grndua.llv
Vrindaban slipped a,\'ay from th~e
throats of the people and Mathura
was, thus, for quite a long time,
regarded as the home of temples.

Vrindaban, situated on the right
bank of the river -Iamuna, is a small
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City of Temples

town having a population of about
forty thousand. A visitor is at once
attracted by its clean roads and gooel
sanitation. But a sophisticated marl
might be disappointed, for he shall not"
find imposing shops with tempting
windows to hold his steps. There are
no big hotels nor any fine shopping
centres like the Connanght Place of
Delhi.

It is said that there were, besides
the temples ill 11011ses, 5500 big temples
in Vrindaban. But no\v-a-daysit
rather seems incredible. Due to deep
religious faith, people, especially
women, attach great importance to
these temples and almost daily make
a pilgrimage to these mansions of
I.Jord Krishna, Women, going to these
temples, remind 11S of the beautiful
scene of 'Gopis' who went running at
the call of the divine Flute, But.
there still prevails all old and accursed
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practice for which they are POOll
poohed by" the educated society. The
conservatives of Vrindaban (10 not
allow any Harijans : to enter the
te-mples.

Rangji, Shah Bihari, Banke Bihari,
Radha Ballabh, Ashta Sakhi, Gopes
war, Old Oovindevji, Nidhaban (where
t he great singer and preceptor of
Tanson and Beju Bawara Swami
Haridasji lived}, Sera Kunj (where an
other great saint, S,vamiHaribanshji
lived); old Madan Mohan (built by Lord
Krishna, as it is said, though it seems
to be quite dubious), Kalidah (where
I~ord I{ri~hlla kille(] the mighty
serpent Kalinag)- are the names of some
of the antediluvian temples. Besides
these there are some newly-built
temples also as Shivji }{H Mandir,
Chaitanva Prabhu ka Ma.ndir and
Shree K'rishan~H l\fanflir.

Rangji's 'I'emple, built by Seth
Lakshmi Narain about 105 years ago,
surpasses other temples as far as its size
and architecture are conoerned. 'I'he
perimeter of this temple itself is about
one mile and it looks like a citadel
from outside. One thing ill this
temple which attracts people from far
and near is a huge gold pillar and be
cause of this it is said to be the store
house of gold. Rath ka Mela in the
month of Chaitra is the most impor
tant fair celebrated in this temple on
a ·very grand scale. Besides this
there are celebrated so many other
fairs as tJal Bihar, I~attha l{a Mela,
Gaj-grah ka Mela, In the month of
Savana, there is found cxtraordinarv
jubilance in this temple. ~
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Next to this temple stands Seth
Shahbihari's temple, wholly made of
marble. The roof of its antechamber
is standing on serpentine columns
about 20 feet in height and each made
of one marble piece. Its architecture
and design are so fine that it seems
akin to a king's palace.

The temple of Banke Bihari is an
other old and important temple ill
Vrindaban. It is about 400 years old.
Charan Darshan, .Ihulan in Savana,
J anam Ashtami, Holi etc. are some
of the festivals celebrated on a very
grand scale. One thing which I like
very much in this temple is that a
small band of fi ve devotees, followed by
others, sing bhajans ill praise of Banke
J3iha.ri.

Old Govindevji's temple has a long
history behind it. It is said that
during the reign of Aurangzeb a light
shone at the spire of the temple, which
could be sighted from as far as Delhi.
Seeing it Aurangzeb became furious
and ordered the demolition of
seven top stories of this temple
for it had eleven stories then. The
grand statue of God Govind of this
temple was taken away by the Maharaja
of Jaipur at the time of the attack
and is still there. The architecture of
this temple is very fine, in my opinion
the finest in Vrindaban. A new
temple of Govindevji, by the side of
the old, was erected afterwards and a
new statue of Lord Govind was
installed in it.

Gopeswa.r is a temple of Lord
Shiva, and is one of the four most
important temples of Lord Shiva ill
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Braj-the other three being: Bhutes
war in Mathura, Kameshwar in Kain
Ban and Chakleswar ill Goverdhan.
Every outsider who comes here makes
it a point to see this temple, because
it is said that without having the
darshan of Gopeswar, the pilgrimage
is a farce.

Radha Raman, Gopinath, New
Marlall l\fohan, Damodar, Lala Babu,

_ Jaipur Maharaj ka Mandir are the
names of other important temples in
Vrindaban which generally attract
pilgrims and visitors. The newly
erected temple, Chaitanya Prabhu ka
Mandir, deserves a venerable men
tion. Early mortling and even
ing you can listen to, what we call
in our language, 'Kirtan' in praise of
Lord Chaitanya Prabhu. And so does
Birla Mandir, a massive structure of
red stone, standing midway between
Mathura and Vrindaban, deserve a
special mention.

Before I conclude, I would like to
devote a few lines to the Raslila of
Lord Krishna, for whirh Vrindaban
is known throughout Inclia. In the
month of Savana when this sacred
land wears a verdant robe, when the
trees put forth green leaves, when the
clouds cover the heavens and when the
city finds itself in exhilaration Raslila,
for which the natives have a great
knack, is held in almost every big
temple as well as in other important
places. Different Lilas of Lord
Krishna depicting the important
events of his life, such as, Makhan
Chori, Bansi Chori, 'I'arkasur Badh,
Chir Haran, Nagnathan, Kansa Badll
and Ukhal Lila, entice and enchant
the hearts of the gatherings. The city
of Vrindaban, therefore, has enough
to edify and entertain tile visitors.

Raj Kumar Sharma

B.A. rinal

A PUZZLE

The college Magazine is a puzzle to
those whose articles are never pub
lished. Every time they endeavour to
write beautiful and good articles, but
every time they fail in achieving their
purpose. Still they hold on to the
universal prop-the goddess Hope.
They worship it day and night but
without any visible effects. Frustra
tion dogs their efforts. Then there
stands a puzzling question before
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them. Everyone of them asks him
self, ('Is it that I don't know how to
write an article ?" The answer comes
from within, '-No, it is not so. I have
made man~y attempts-though abor
tive. If practice really perfects a
man, I should not be dubbed a raw
hand. " But this answer does not
present any solution to his problem.
'I'hen he begins to meditate that per
haps through inadvertence his article
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elided towards the waste-paper basket,
Or he had not written it in a fair
and clear hand. It might be that he
had not written his na me in clear
words. So he again tries his luck.

This time he is happy that his
article is going to be published. His
joy knows 110 bounds when he thinks
that he has written the article in the
right ,vay. When the College Magazine
reaches his hands he atonce tries to
find his name in the "Contents".
He does not find his name and alas!
he does not feel like .reading the rest
of the magazine except the "Contents"
on the first page. Still he is not fully
frustrated. He tries to find out where
the fault lies. He does so inorder to
get his article pllblished. Now he
comes to know that the article was
too short, Next time he shall write a
long one.

The magazine again makes its
appearance and there is the same

keenness in scanning its contents.
When he is not satisfied he is seen
saying that he wrote too long an
article or he is found cursing his fate.
Rut cursing Fate does not make
his problem easy. He is now again
busy in finding a solution to his ques
tion. At last he comes to the conclu
sion that the editors prefer partiality
to justice. The articles of popular
students and famous personalities are,
he says, never eclipsed. Still he is not
satisfied with the answer, for, with
such thoughts his purpose is not
served. He goes on putting questions
to himself without getting any satis
factory answer. H is questions are
interminable and simply confound him.
To see his composition in print can
alone set him at peace.

Veena Puri,
B.A. II Yr.

SPOONERISMS

Let us revere the memory of Dr.
W. A. Spooner who has bequeathed
such an interesting 'ism' to us all
'spooneriam'.

What is spoonerism j It is the
accidental transposition of the initial
letters of two or more words in a
sentence. Very often this transposi
tion of letters results in such fanciful
combination of words that one cannot
but laugh at them. Dr. Spooner was
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famous for making such utterances
and these are without number. Here
are some of these :

We have just received a blushing
crow (for crushing blow). For real en
joyment give me a boiled icicle (for
oiled bicycle). Kinquering congs their
titles take. (for conquering kings their
titles take).

Darken our lightness, we beseech
thee (for Iighten our darkness). Was
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he soaking with YOllor was he jerious?
(for, was he joking with yOll or was
he serious ?)

"Ah! come ill, Mr. Smith, come in.
I'm afraid I have already detected
several prowlers in your hose (prow
lers for how lers and hose forpose ).

1)1'. Spooner was a distiuguiehecl
professor at the University of Oxford.
When he hacl just turned 80 he was
described as having the outlook of a
marl half his age and the activities of
a man of 20. He was so agile! Once
when he was askerl vwhether 11e had of
late made any spoonerisms, he replied)
It is a lase bibel". (for it is a base
libel).

There are also certain anecdotes
connected with his life.

Once he was asked by a porter at
the railway station about his luggage
and he said that 110 had only "two
rags and a bug." (two hags and Ul

rug).

Another time he is said to have
reprimanded a student by telling him
that he had "taste(l a. whole worm."
(wasted a whole term )

It is said. tllatDr. Spooner once
went to a railway station to go on a
train journey. His wife went to see
him off. .Iust as the train was about
to start the Doctor solemnly kissed
the porter and gave a sixpence to
his wife-all example of 'practical'
spoonerism.

Sushma Tandon
B.A. I Year

Are you startled? Yes} wha t I
am about to defend is laziness. I can
not help but laugh at the people who
say that the real joy of life is in
struggle; it rather makes lne nervous
and unnecessarily excited. I simply
love to sit idle and laugh at the
people who pine for what is not} run
after endless ambitions and frustrated
desires and wish for ideals they cannot
reach.

What a fool is man! .If he is rich
he wants to be richer; he always tries
to add to his strength, and when he iR
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disappointed, all the world loses
charm for him. And a man who is
lazy, is naturally contented. He takes
life ill a playful spirit; he is as happy
as the "old king Cole".

People scorn at the word lazy,
forgetting how they wish to be lazy in
the heart of their hearts, but the tra
gedy of the modern man is that he is
neither fully civilized nor fully bar
baric; he is in between the two. The
result is that he is a confused person.
At times he would hate his life domi
nated ]1Y science and machinery and
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would Iike to break these bonds which
ha ve made his life miserable. "Alas,
poor rnan ! he was never created for
rest.

All the great thinkers, philosophers
and poets cannot help but be lazy.
After all, thought is the food of their
souls and how can they think unless
they sit in a COf11er ill a lazy and
lethargic posture. Even the poet
Davies says :.-

What is this life, if full of care,
\Ve have no t.ime to sta.nd and stare?

But all the other hand, struggle
and struggle seeII1S to be the order of
the day. When I go outside, I sec
people running in order to catch a
bus , small school children having
satchels ill their arms, worried because
they have not done their horne work ~

hawkers shouting at the top of their
voices trying to sell their things.. Life
all around is a noisy affair, "llustle anel
bustle and endless struggle. I often
wonder why God made man so very
restless, when He Himself is resting in
Heaven.

I call very well imagine that my
readers are feeling very much annoyed
with me, but honest reader, tell me
sincerely, have yOl.l not once in your
life thuught in the same way in which
I am thinking ? But I shall not waste
your time and let you return .to your
life which is all full of ambition and
struggle and leave me to my dreams,
my imaginary world where I sit and
shun all struggle.

Pushpa Butani
B.A. III Year

THOUGHT AND ACTION

"Thought" and '(action" are two
general aspects of life, which act and
react upon each other. Inspite of "the
fact that they are two different
aspects, they are 110t contradictory
in character. In fact, they are com
plemelltary--that is, one is incomplete
without the other. However, in our
every day life, we ignore this fact
and separate' and disconnect 0111'

thoughts and actions, and usually this
leads to disharmony in our life.

By the word "thOllght", we mean
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thinking, delibera.tion, planning etc.
This is the theoretical aspect. "Ao
tion", of course, means to act and to
work. So naturally it is a practical
aspect of our every day life. It is in
"actions" that our thoughts justify
themselves and it is in this justifica
tion that our progress and happiness
lie. This connection between thought,
action and progress or happiness
should be ever kept in view.

Just as in a country for. successful
economy, planning plays quite an
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important part, similarly for the use
fulapplieation of our ti me and ener
gy, sufficient deliberation and plann
ing are very essential. "Look before
you leap", so goes the saying. In our
life there are some actions which are
governed by habits and which are per
formed by us without much consi
deration and contemplation. Now,
important as these actions are they
are not so important as others in
which ,"re h.ave to deal with the world
at large and which are big enough to
require thinking and planning. So in
order that we should be able to
accomplish something concrete in our
life, we are required to be thoughtful
and rational.

However, mere thoughtfulness
would lead us nowhere unless, we
put our thoughts and plans into
actions and make the most of our
time. If we alw-ays go 011 planning
and thinking and dropping our plans
successively, as the time comes for
putting them into practice, \ve shall
not be able to accomplish anything
substantial in our fife. OUf thoughts
should be necessarily followed by
actions and ideals. " ..Action is the end
of thought," Mr Romain Roll writes:
'(all thought that does not look to
wards action is an abortion, a trea
ch.ery. If, then, we are the servants
of our thoughts, we must be the
servants of our actions."

Without action there is no interest
in life. It becomes dreary and

monotonous. Pt. Jawahar Lal Nehru
has written "People avoid action,
because they are afraid of the conse
quences, for actions mean risks and
dangers. Danger seems te~rible from
a distance, it is not so bad If you have
a close look at it. And often it is a
pleasant companion ~~ding. t~ the
zest and delight of life. So It IS an
accepted view that action makes
our lives exciting and brings novelty to
them, Without actions, we become
slothful and unhappy. Happiness
consists in taking risks and facing
dangers, not in avoiding them.

In order that we may be able to
act well, our actions should be pre
ceded by thoughts, we should not
hasten to do anything, because then
we won't be able to perform our
actions properly. We should ever .be
aware of our limitations in planning
and aiming, though in actions we may
exceed our original plans. Besides,
in order that our thoughts be success
fully put into practice, we re9uir~ a
sufficient amount of determination
and will power to achieve at all costs,
what had originally been planned. As
the old proverb has it: "a man of
words and not of deeds is like a
garden full of weeds "

Hence, coherence between thought
and action forms an essential basis of
our progress in life.

Kamla Grover

B.A. III yr.
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THE SINDHI SOCIETY At\iNUAL FUNCTION

Chandra Mulchandani in a dancing pose

Members singing a Qawali



A scene from 'Khud Kushl'

A scene from the Sindhi play
"Umar-Marui'

A scene from 'Kha!i Botal '

Dharam Singh Sharma selected in the
University Volley-Ball Team

(1956-57)



Basically the theory of the guided
missiles is as simple as a stone skip-.
ping over the surface of a pOIId. The
rocket's (a rocket isa cylinder full of
inflammable material, projected -
through air-an apparatus for
propulsion by a backward jet of a gas)
initial thrust carries it high upto the
thinner upper atmosphere. Finally it
loses momentum and starts falling. As
it, reaches lower altitudes the denser
air there gives life to the rocket's wings
and sends it sailing aloft again.
Each massive skip carries the rocket
hundreds of miles,

What is a guided missile? It is
popularly called a bullet with a brain.
It is a robot device that can be direct
ed to a target by commands origi
nating from outside the weapon or by
instruments built into it. To be
truly guided, the craft must by cap
able of changing its course to take
account of unpredictable factors or
evasive movement of the target.

By common usage the term guid
ed missile means a robot craft (a craft
handled by a mechanical man) that
flies through the air or space. Actually
no limit should be placed upon the
element through which a guided
missile moves. It may move in the
atmosphere, into the space beyond the
atmosphere, on land. or under the sur
face of the sea or the.oretically
through the earth. However, in
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speaking of guided missiles one usually
meansthe aerial version,

A guided missile is classified by type
according to the location of the target
and the location of the launcher.
For example, a controllable bomb
launched from an aircraft and des
tined for a ground or naval target is
known as air to surface missile. Simi
larly, other missiles are designed as
surface to air, surface to surface and
air to air missiles. These names are
abbreviated as ASM, SAM, SSM and
AAM respectively.

Two varieties of guided missiles
are being developed, both with a
theoretical range of 5,000 miles. One
will be fired through the atmosphere
like an artillery shell and the other
will resemble an extra fast pilotless
jet plane. The speed of the ballistic
type of missile resembling the artillery
shell, will be about 8100 miles per
hour. The jet-propelled type may
fly at the speed of 1500 to 2.000 miles
per hour. There is no way to inter
cept. these missiles and these missiles
"rill be able to deliver Hydrogen bombs
with a great degree of certainty.

The need for air to surface missile
is more pressing today. The most out
standing weakness of modern high
bombing is its lack of accuracy.
Accuracy with ordinary bombs can be
achieved only by close-in attack of
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the target-a risky business. If mod
ern anti-aircraft weapons defend the
target, repeated attacks will prove pro
hibitive. The need exists, then, for a
bomb that can be released from a
great distance without sacrifice of
accuracy. The air-surface-missile fills
this need.

How will they be guided? Guid-
ance data will be fed into thc missile
before take-off. Each missile then
will, in theory travel in a predeter
mined course-in a set direction for a
set distance-then explode. There
will be no radar beam to "ride" or
electronic guidance from the ground.

Can the missile correct its course
while in flight ? The slower jet-propel
led type of missile will be able to
check its course from time to time
by the stars, then '(correct"
any error in direction. This stellar or
celestial system requires co-operation
of both the stars and clouds. In gene
ral co-operation is pretty good and this
kind. of guidance is considered to be
pretty reliable.

The power plant t- Usually the pro
blem of long flights by a ballistic missile
can be solved more easily by more
than one "stage"-that is by using
up one set of rockets, dropping the
container, then using another set, so
that the next stage has to accelerate
a much smaller mass.

The fuel used is a liquid propellant
such as alcohol, to be used with an
"'oxidizer" in liquid form, so that the
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fuel can be burnt even at altitudes
where there is no oxygen in the air. A to
mic power can be used for propelling
these missiles but this is not consider
ed an economic solution.

Intercontinental Guided Missiles

(I.C.G.M.)

The sa .. called "Ultimate" \veapon
in air warfare is the long range sur...
face missile capable of spanning the
oceans and directly attacking a
nation's heart land. An interconti
nental missile is designed to do the
following things :-

I. r110 flash across the whole of
the Atlantic ocea n in 30 minutes.

2. To deliver a full size Hydro
gen bomb from one continent to
another at a ground speed of about
(),OOO miles per hour.

3. To soar 600 miles into tile
stratosphere, then descend on a tar
get thousands of miles away, too fast
for any known means of interoep
tion to stop it.

The characteristics of such missiles
and how they will actually fit into air
warfare:

Guided missiles with sufficient
range to attack targets on other conti
nents will either be rockets or air
breathing jets. Consider first the
rocket.
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To attain extreme range the rocket
missile will initially climb steep into
:space. It will C011S11me all its fuel
and oxidizer at the rate of tons per
minute simply to get above the atrnos
phere. Following a great circle arc
it will glide powerless several hundred
miles high before starting its descent.
Once free of the drag of air the range
is limited by the velocity of the missile
(4,000 to 8,000 miles per hour).
By the use of multi-stage rockets
whereby a missile fires smaller
rocket from its nose when its own fuel
is exhausted and the smaller launches
still another and so on, the range can
be extended indefinitely.

The air-breathing jet is quite'
different. If instead of carrying oxy
gen, as a rocket does, a jet engine uses
the oxygen. in the atmosphere, a lar
ger fraction of the missile weight may
be devoted to fuel and warhead. T11e
missile can be supersonic and a range

of several thousand miles may be
expected..

Russia's claim to have developed
this ultimate \\reapon has caused a
stir in the world, Russia thus
would be in a position. to gain immen
se advantage. She might cause a
shift of alliance, changing the balance
of world power. Russia might even
be tempted to start a war in the be
lief that she could win.

The United States, on the other
hand, cannot afford to come in second
in the all-out race with Russia to possess
this super weapon. If U.S.A. loses this
race, she would find the balance of
military power tilting towards the
Soviet Union. This is at the back
of the sudden drive by U.S. military
planners to hasten the development
of this ultimate weapon (I.C.G.~f).

Shri 1.S. Kapur

ABOUT OURSELVES

That we are progressing steadily
hardly needs a mention. As many as
five hundred students are now on the
rolls of the college which started with
about sixty students in the year 1952.
In fact, the numbers could easily have
been higher had w,~ not been handi
capped by the smallness of our build
ing and similar other limitations.
Moreover, our Principal wants us-
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and rightly so-to have quality and
not quantity as our ideal. All the same
the college building is being extended
and better equipped to cope with the
ever-increasing demands.

Likewise, there has been a propor
tionate rise ill the strength of the
teaching staff. Shri C.L. Nahal, a
smart and sweet youngman, has joined
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the department of English. Shri 1\1.
Ojha, a slim and scholarly figure, has
joined as a lecturer in Hindi. On the
Science side we have three new
gentlemen, Messrs. Kaushal Kumar,
Avinash Chand Mehta and S.M.
Sehgal as lecturers in Physics, Chemis
try and Biology respectively. The
void created by the going away of
Mr. Diljit Arora-a former lecturer
in History, who was selected for the
I.A.S.-has been aptly filled by Shri
B.B. Saxena. Provision has also been
made this year for the teaching of.
Sanskrit and Shri J aipal has joined as
a lecturer in this subject. We hearti
ly welcome all these gentlemen to
our fraternal fold.

As a natural effect of this growth
and expansion our college is found
humming with life and gaiety. TIle
College Union and its allied Societies
seem to be extra-enthusiastic in
arranging their diverse programmes.
The electioneering campaigns of these
bodies were marked with an unusual
zeal and interest on the part of the
students. The candidates, it appears,
must have exhausted their pocket
money in wooing the voters, for there
was a lavish display of posters, leaf
lets and scented kerchiefs supported
by fair promises of feasts in the event
of their being elected to the coveted
posts. Let us hope that their enthu
siasm will not cool down now that
they have settled in their saddles.

Briefly detailed below are the acti
vities of the different Societies during
the current term:
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The College Union

The annual election of the Union
took place on August 22, 1957, and
the following were elected :-

President: Hira Ballabh Tiwari,
B.A. II yr.

Vice President: Bhagwan Bihari
Mathur, B.Sc. II yr.

Secretary: Rattan Singh Bharel,
B.A. III yr.

Assistant Secretary : Nem Chand
Sharma, B.A. I yr.

Class Representatives.'

B.A. III yr. -Pran Nath Dhingra

B.A. & B.Sc. I yr.-Ramesh Chand

B.A. & B.Sc. II yr.-Pawan Kumar

Pre-Medical I & II yr.-Ramesh

Duggal

Quali(ying-Om Parkash Sahdev

The College Union was inaugurat
ed on the 7th Sept. 1957, by the Prin
cipal, when a prize contest in extem
pore speaking in Hindi was held.
Fourteen students participated in the
function. Gargi Gupta (B.A. II yr.)
stood first and Amrit Lal Gupta (B.A.
II yr.) second.

The Hindi Parisbad

The annual elections of the
Parished were held on 30th July, 1957.
Following students were elected
its office bearers:
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The Sindhi Literary Society

Representatives:
B.A. & B.Sc.

Prep.
Pre.iMed.

4.
Ashok Badlani

Nari Butani

Mi~s Vidya Choith
am

A picnic was arranged at Okhla on
Ll th August, 1957. An interesting
programme of music, poems, tit-bits
etc. rounded up the proceedings of
the day. Main participants were
Tulsi Achtani, Ashok Badlani, Sushila
Masand and Harish Mirchandani. The
Society appreciates the voluntary
help rendered by Sushila Masand,

Chandra Parkash
·B.A. III yr.

Ravinder Nath Gopal
B.A. II yr.

Sundria Adya
B.A. I yr.

Secretary:

President:

Joint Secretary:

In March the Society arranged for
the second time a Variety Entertain
ment which consisted of an item ofdance
by Chandra Mulchandani ; songs by
Srichand, Duru Gurshani and Rukmani
Jagasia ; a scene from "lJmar-Marui

Class Representatives: (A folk tale of Sind) enacted by Ramla
Mamtani as Umar & Pushpa Malkani

Dinesh Kumar, B.A. 3rd yr. J as Marui and a Qawali sung by Sri-
Hira Ballabh Ti\vari B.A. II yr., chand, Sunder Karamchandani, Hari
Ramesh Chandra Jain B.Sc. 2nd yr., Chabria, Gobind Hirananduni, Lilu
Renu Bhasin Prep'B." Suresh Chandra Jhangiani, Chandra ~Iul chandani, Sarla
Jain Prep. 'C' and Sushma Rani B.A.. Ramchandani and Rukmani Jagasia.
I year. Shri K.B. Khushalani, Suprintending

In the first meeting of the Engineer, was the Chief Guest.

Executive held under the chairman- The following were elected office
ship of Shri Suresh Chandra Gupta- bearers of the Society for the current
the guiding force behind the Parishad academic year :
-it wae decided to divide the body
into two groups-the Qualifying group I. President: Shri S. M. Jhangiani
and the Degree group-for puposes of M.A.
convenience. 2. Secretary: Tulsi Achtani (B.Sc.

II yr.
3. Joint Secretary: Ratna Hiranand

ani (B.A. II yr.)

The first function was held on 21st
August 1{l57, when the audience was
treated to a varied fare of speeches,
stories, essays, poems and music"
Later a seminar was held on 26th Aug.
1957, when Rajindra Kumar and
Raghuvir Singh Verma, read interest
ing papers on 'Indian culture ill

Panchavati' and 'Poetic element in
Rajyashri' respectivly. H.B. Tiwari
recited his poetic compositions. The
Parishad is shortly holding prize
debates and a story-writing competition
to develop a spirit of healthy rivalry
amongst its members. It has also been
decided to arrange a competition in
translating English stories into
chaste Hindi.
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The Economics Society

The Bazam-e-Adab

Harish Mirchandani, Mira Badlani,
Ashok Badlani, and Vishan Motwani.

The Society also organized a mix
ed programme of songs, recitations
and stories etc. on 25th August, 1957.
A large number of students were
present.

The annual election of the Society
took place on the 23rd of August,1957.
The following were elected :

Vijay Kishore Singh Sodhi, B.A. II yr.
President

Puran Chand Arora B.A. I yr.

Vice-President
This literary society took its birth

on 20th March, 1~57. It was inaugurat- Harish Kapoor, B.A. III yr. Secretary
ed by Principal Harish Chandra, who, Arjan Bhojwani, Qualifying Arts,
in his inimitable way, explained the Asstt. Secretary
aims and ends of the Bazam and gave .
his blessings to this infant Association. Ripudaman Duggal, Qualifying Arts,
His address was followed by an interest- Asstt, Secretary
ing programme of poems and ghazals Sunita Sethi and Daya Bhatia were
recited by students and members nominated as representatives of girl
of the staff. A similar programme of students.
recitations was put up by the Bazam
011 the 29th of August, 1957. Both The Society has drawn all elabo
these programmes were largely attend- rate programme for the celebrations of
ed and applauded.. Prominent among the National Plan Week. The same
those who contributed towards the is being enthusiastically executed, A
success of these functions were Shri symposium in Hindi 011 some of the
R.K. Sud, Shri e.L. Kumar, Shri R.K. controversial aspects of the 2nd Five
Dewan, Shri V.N. Pasricha, Shri S.P. Year Plan was arranged on the 6th of
Kapoor and Shri K.S. Rai. ...Among Septernber. Hira Ballabh Tiwari was
the student participants the names of adjudged the best speaker, A debate
Surjit Dhawan, Harish Kapoor, Yogin- ill English on "In the opinion of this
dra Sharma, Vijay Kishore Singh house the Second Five Year Plan should
Sodhi, HiBaliwan, and Bharat Bhushan be drastically curtailed," was held on
Kumar deserve a special mention. But the 9th of September. Sushama Tan
the crowning attraction on both these don and Samir Dutt secured the first
occasions were the verses recited by our and 2nd positions respectively. Both
worthy Principal whose every word was these students, as also H.B. 'I'iwari,
charming yet meaningful, Let lIS hope will be awarded prizes and will repre
that the Bazam, under the able guid- sent the college in the inter-college
ance of Shri K. C. Kanda, will succeed symposium and debate to be held ill

in quickening students'" interest in the University on the 12th and
Urdu language and literature. 13th September.
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Thanks to the efforts of Shri S.P.
Kapoor, the adviser of the Society, the
publicity department of the Planning
Commission putup Nav Prabhat-a play
on the 9th evening in the college lawns,
and an interesting film show on the 11th
~el)tember; 1957. Besides, the Society
has an ambitious programme of
arranging debates and discussions 011

topics of economic importance, as also
of arranging educational trips to the
Community Development areas. It is
also setting up a small library of its
own.

The Political Science Association

The Assooiat.ion kept up its reputa
tion of being the most active Society
by promptly holding its annual elect
ions. Surinder Nath Vaid and Kanta
Chabra hold the offices ofthe President
and Secretary for the current academic
~!ear. The first meeting of the Associ
ation was held on 17th August, 19n7.
As many as twelve students read their
papers 011, "India at present needs
sacrifices not strikes.' A prize debate
in Hindi was held on 31st Aug., 1957.
The subject was, '(In the opinion of
this House, some seats in the Parlia
ment should be reserved for women for
a period of ten years". H.B. Tiwari
and Gargi Gupta 'won the first and 2nd
prizes respectively.

The Society, as usual, has drawn
up a varied Ilrogramme of debates,
contests and competitions. It also
proposes to hold a mock session
of the Vidhan Sabha in October.
A trip to SOUle places of edu
cational value is also seriously con
templated. The credit for the success-
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ful functioning of this body goes con
siderably to its alert and energetic
adviser, Shri V.N. Khanna.

The History Association

The following have been elected
office-bearers of the Association for the
academic year, 1957-58 :

President: Shri Shiva Shankar Saxena
Vice-President: Tarun Kumar
Secretary: Manjeet Chowdhary

Joint Secretary : U.S. KaJra

Class Representatives:

Chandra Prakash Sharma
B.A. III yr.

Dharam Vir Bhardwaj B.A. II yr.
Sushil Kaur B.A. I yr.

Harishini Sharma Prep-Sec. A
A.K. Butani Prep-Sec. B.

The Association is working under
the guidance of Shri B.B. Saxena who,
it appears, is determined to make it
a really active and useful Society.

The Rovers Crew

The Rovers Crew, which remained
inactive ever since the going away of
its former President. Shri I.P. Mittal,
was revived in July, 1957. Shri V.N.
Khanna is now guiding its activities.
Dinesh Kumar of B.A. III year is the
present troop leader. He will be giv
ing field work training to the members
from October. The Rovers meet twice
a weak, when their President, Mr.V.N.
Khanna, assisted by Vijay Kishore
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singh Sodhi, talks to them about their
duties and ideals. TIley will be ad
ministered the oa.th in the presence of
the Principal after the final selection
has been made. It has also been de
cided to merge the Social Service
Association in the Rovers' Crew.

Extension Lectures

Principal Harish Chandra addressed
the college students 011 21st Aug. 1957.
He advised the students to cultivate
the good habits of punctuality and dis
cipline, which will help them in becom
ing useful citizens of free India.

Surendra Vatsa of the Preparatory
class read a paper in the College
Hall on 29th -Iuly, 57, wherein
he explained how the science of chemis
try could increase the fertility of soil.

Tbe World University Service

The World University Service has
as its object the expression and pro
motion of International University
solidarity and mutual service within
and between Universities and the
centres of higher learning throughout
the world. It encourages and supports
all efforts to meet the basic needs of
the members of all the universities.

Our college has decided to become
a member of the World University
Service from the academic year 1957
58. There are 500 students on the rolls
to contribute Rs 250/-/- to this body
and in return we hope to get an assis
tance of Rs. 500j-j-by way of stipends,
text-books etc. The following mem-
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hers of the College constitute the
College Committee of the World Uni
versity Service :-

Principal Harish Chandra
(Chairman)

2. Shri R.L. Kakar, Lecturer in
Mathematics

3. " D.S. Bhalla, Lecturer in
English

4. Mrs. M. Thomas, Lecturer in
Philosophy

5. Shri V.N. Khanna, Lecturer in
Pol. Science

6. Daya Bhatia, B.A. II yr.
tStudent Secretary'i

7. Subhash Chandra Sekhri, B.Sc. II yr.
8. Shant Kumar, Pre-medical II yr.
9. Surendra Vatsa, Qualifying

Science

10. Santosh Kumari Qualifyillg Arts

The Fine Arts Club

The Hobbies Exhibition, an annual
feature for the last four years, was
held this year on 20th March under the
auspices of the Fine Arts Society.
Pencil sketching, painting, hand em
broidery and miscellaneous creative
sections were fairly represented both
in numbers and quality.

In contrast to the previous years
photography was not represented
at all and the knitting section came
into existance for the first time. It
appears that the camera is not popular
with our boys this year and the knitt
ing needles have found their way up
our girls' hands.
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The prize winners were : Samir
Kumar Dutt, Pencil sketching: Virend
er Kumar Bajaj, Painting; Purshota
rna Kapoor, Hand embroidery and
Knitting; Inderjit, Miscellaneous crea
tive work

Alongside the Hobbies Exhibition an
exhibition of the paintings of Kumari
1'"sha Pasricha was also held. The
paintings on view clearly showed the
richness of conception of varied topics
and excellance of execution that this
voung artist commands. The Fine
Arts Society is thankful to Kumari
Usha Pasricha for her help in populari
zing painting among our students..

Tbe Dramatic Club

On 12th, 13th and 14th March,
1957, the College Dramatic Club staged
three One-act plays: Kha/i Bota/
Urdu translation of Shivering Shocks
by Clemence Dane, The Affected
Young Ladies by Janet Dunbar and
Kamra No.5 by Imtiaz Ali Taj. The
plays were directed and produced by
Shri P.M. Kaul, Mrs. M. Thomas and
Principal Harish Chandra respectively.
The plays were liked immensely by
the students and the guests. In playing
the role of the Hakim in Kamra No.5
Principal Harish Chandra won univer
sal acclaim as a versatile and finished
actor. Shri K.C. Kanda and Shri Dil
jit Arora played upto expectations
and formed a splendid trio with Princi
pal Harish Chandra. Shri Diljit
Arora was in his elements in the Eng
lish play. Who would not be, amongst
young and affected love-lorn ladies!
Shri I.S. Kapur impressed the audien
ce by his irate-father's role. Amongst
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the other performers Surinder Vaid's
rendering of the drunken Inspector's
role was almost perfect. The support
ing and the major roles were well cast.
There were blemshies here and there
but they were not obtrusive enough to
mar the procluctions. We congratulate
the members of the Dramatic Club
and the cast of the three plays and
look forth to a similar fare next year.

The following were the cast of the
three plays :

Khali Boral

Captain Dallas V.C.
Rattan Singh Bharel

Kysh (Servant)
Dharmeshwar Bhulyan

Mr. Hughes (Scientist)
Yoginder Sharma

Shepherd } Crooks
Dawson

Vinod Kumar
Harish Kapur

Rowley (Inspector Pollock)
Surinder Vaid

The Affected Young Ladies

Jenny
Promilla Sikka

Clare
Dilsher Nagi

Norton
Harish Mallick

Earlwood
Ravinder Sikka

Cresswell
I.S. Kapur
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.Marquis
Diljit Arora,

BarOll
.Toby Narayana

Maid
.Iivan Saund

Kamara No.5

Doctor
Subash Diwan/fl.L. Kumar

Chaprasi
Joginder

Darban
Surjit Dhawan

Hakirn
Barish Chandra

Editor
K.C. I(anda.

Laila
Rita Ahluwalia

Agent
DiljitArora

Tbe Department of Health and Physical Education

With the increase in the numher
of students this year, there has been
great rush of students ill various
games, particularly in Cricket, Volly
Ball, Badminton and Table-l'ennis
These games have already been started.
Badminton is very popular with the
students but unfortunately we lack
suitable indoor arrangements. The
game, however, continues uninter
rupted. It is hoped that Foot-Ball
will be started from October onwards,
The Inter-class tournament-a regular
feature of this college-is being organi
zed on better lines.

DlSH

The following have been appointed
-office-bearers for the various games.

Cricket

Shanti Swarup : Captain
Vijinder Vaid : Secretary

Badminton

Harish Kapoor: Secretary

Ramesh Chander : Joint Secretary

Kabaddi

Dinesh Kumar: Captain
Nand Kishore : Secretary

11able-Tennis

Arjun Mehngani : Secretary
Parbha Godbole : Joint Secretary

Volley-Ball

Dharam Singh : Captain
Virinder Kumar Bajaj : Secretary

Athletics

Dilbagh .Singh : Captain

Deck-Tennis

Chitra Vohra : Secretary

Net-Ball

Gargi Gupta : Captain
Annu Radha : Secretary

Physico-Medical Examination of
the students has been started earlier
this time due to increase in the num
ber of students.
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A scene from ·Kamra No.5"

A see ne fro m the English PIay ·The Affect ed YoungLad ies.'



The Annual Prize-giving (Shri K. G. Saiyidain in the chair)

The Fine Arts Club (Exhibition of paintings)
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Edito'tlat

THE MODERN MAN

Evolution has helped man to reach
a highstage of perfection. Man who
in pre-historic times was merely a
savage-very much like an animal,
has today achieved almost everything
that he has tried to achieve. But the
fact remains that he is yet never
quite satisfied. Some residue of frust
ration or distortion always remains in
him. Life to the modern man has lost
its charm. He is indifferent to the
divine gifts Nature has so lovingly
bestowed upon him. .

The modern man is an enigma,
both to us, as well as to himself-he
has not yet fully discovered himself- ;
he leads more or less a mechanical
life. As, T.S. Eliot says in 'The Hollow
Men', :

"Shape without form, shade
without colour,

Paralysed force, gesture without
motion."

The activities of modern man, even
when they are prompted by common
impulse, are like the flurry and·
scamper of rats in a cellar. They
run about helter-skelter in this pro
cese in aimless panicky movements.

The modern mall is lucky to have
been born in this age. For, what was

3

man centuries ago? Infact, the
modern man has a sound base of the
ancient heritage. He has the- wisdom
of the ages to his. lot. Why, then, has
he cut himself off, almost completely,
from the ancient tradition and faith ?
Possibly, he thinks that if he today
were to follow the ancient traditions,
he would be one lost in a million.
Notwithstanding the treasures that
the ancient heritage extends, he lacks
a bright future.

Science with the help of which he
has rocketted the 'Satellite' into space
is always at his service He has
provided himself against famine,
pestilence and floods. At most times,
Nature is no longer·formidable-she
has been subdued! But, the very
arts and sciences, which the modern
mall has used to conquer Nature have
turned on its creator and are now
conquering him. His creation glitters,
he is admired in the world ; - and at
the same time envied ! Nuclear war
fare has cast its ghastly shadow on
him, and, under it he trembles with
fear. For, he knows destruction is
inevitable. Youth, morality and
beauty are all crushed under his latest
diabolical exertion. Life loses its
very essence. When beauty and good
ness-the cherished .gifts-c-are des
troyed, where then is to be found a
good healthy existence? This can
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easily be provided by the modern
man. He can live a useful existence
both for himself, as well as for his
community. Man today has nearly
all the comforts of life, but he is like
a well-manned boat, with a good
cargo and every facility, but no
rudder! He drifts midstream" but
cannot reach his destination.

A study of history would give us a
solution. The race of man has stum
bled over wars-endless wars! each
time emerging out better and a victor
ious being. It gives to us the remote
hope of the birth of a 'new man',
the new mall whom science threatens
to destroy. 'Love of peace and hatred
of war' alone is a cure.. Were he to
discard hatred} a true picture of

humanity would be revealed. But,
man now is mad with pride,-which
would .not allow him to stoop! The
modern man literally wrestles with
himself, and works himself up to a
high pitch of frenzy. He is poised on
the crest of a wave that might break
either way.

Were he to look to the nobler side
of things, he would find peace of
mind; frustration would disappear.
Hope would ret urn, and with
Hope would return Faith. We would
find the trend of a 'balanced mind' in
this direction, but unfortunately such
persons are rare.

Dilsher Nagi
(B.A. III Year)

PRINCIPAL'S ADDRESS*

Mr. Speaker and Members of the
Parliament of Deshbandhu College :

I have great pleasure in congratu
lating you all on your election to the
Parliament of Deshbandhu College
and I wish this august body a career
of successful service. I have no doubt
that the one ideal before each one of
you, irrespective of your individual
views on the many problems on which
yOll will deliberate and legislate} will
be the well-being of the common man
and woman, and not one of you will

ever depart from the path leading to
that noble objective. In this endeav
our everyone of you, to whatever
party you may belong and whatever
the ideology of that party, you will,
I am sure, receive the fullest coopera
tion of my Government which has the
.good fortune of having at its head a
man of the distinction of Shri Hira
Ballabh Tiwari, as Prime Minister,
supported by a Cabinet, many mem
bers of which can legitimately boast
of a commendable record of public
service to their credit.

·Read on the occasion of the Mock Session of the Parliament arranged by the Political Science Association.
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I sllall briefly touch upon some
important aspects of the adminis
tration of your young college. It
is, by now, well known in all the
colleges comprising the Commonwealth
of the Delhi University that the
foreign. policy of my Government is
firmly founded on the principles of
perfect sportsmanship and peaceful
co-existence which are articles of faith
with us. That explains the avoidance
by my Government of all controver
sial alignments.

My Government believes that con
troversial alignments and alliances
invariably lead to the creation of an
atmosphere of mistrust and suspicion,
whereas what University life must
always stand for is the promotion of
mutual understanding and good will.
Weare greatly handicaped in playing
our part in University life because of
geographical position. All the same
we have been taking and shall con
tinue to take active interest in the
consideration of all problems that
make for the consolidation of good
will and understanding among men
and women of the University,

The main task of my Government,
therefore, will be to establish the most
friendly relations with all tile other
colleges, within or without tile campus,
to the mutual advantage of all con
eerned. I t would be the endeavour
of my Oovemment to maintain its
foreign policy and develop it further
on the principle of perfect sportsman
ship. My Government would always
be prepared to render all the assis-
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tance it can, in lessening tension, if
any, and promoting understanding
and the cause of peace among all such
members of the University as may
desire our assistance.

It is a matter of gratification to
me and my Government that the
Parliament of Deshbandhu College is
looked upon with respect and admira
tion because of its past achievements,
not only by all the people of diverse
political affiliations within our own
college, but also by all the colleges
comprising the Commonwealth of the
University of Delhi.

The home policy of my Govern..
ment is well known to you and can be

. easily assessed by everyone in our
College who has eyes to see and ears
to hear. We are a secular college. We
deem 'Religion' to be a purely private
matter. 011r home policy, therefore,
is to encourage all -, secular activity in
the College which has for its aim the
attainment of a happier life, irrespec
tive of any consideration of religion,
caste, creed, colour, or sex. The ideal
that my Government has set before
itself is the service of the community
and particularly the service of the
backward sections of our community
and their amelioration. ·

My Government is well aware of
the many short-comings and weak
spots ill its general administration,
Most of the short-comings, you will no
doubt realize, are due to lack of suffi
cient finance. 'Ve are a baby College,
less than six years old, and although
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the progress made' by it duringthis
short period has, I believe,' been
watched with interest, we cannot get
away from the fact that we still have
a long way to go, to consolidate our
position, 'ensure ou~ future, and build
up "our reputation as a community
which understands the great value of
hard and regular work, personal and
social discipline, good sense," tolerance,
and restraint. Communities consist"
of men and women, but unless the
individuals comprising a community
understand their obligations, one to.
another, and are prepared" to make
sacrifices, one for the benefit of the
other, and for the community as a
whole, in all circumatances, the com
munity that they form cannot be
expected to grow into a healthy com
munity. In fact, devoid of these
qualities, it would not be deserving
of being called acommunity at all.

My Government will, within its
limited means . and resources, be pre
pared to do all it can to secure to its
.people a full life, a life of content
ment and joy and quiet and fruitful
study. But it must be remembered
that no Government can move a step
without the active cooperation of the
common man who has got to make up
his mind to contribute of his best,
intellectually, physically and morally,
to the development of his eommu
nity.

Members of Parliament I As
Custodians of the rights and privileges
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of your constituents, there are many
problems which merit your attention ;
such as the provision and maintenance
of playing fields, sanitation, transport,
food, libraries, housing accommoda
tion, and a number of other similar
problems. I have little doubt that
you will give your- earnest attention
to the consideration of finding satis
factory solutions to at least some of
these problems during the current
session. In due course of time, we
should hope to be a self-sufficient and
a thoroughly efficient community well
ell trenched in a position, in spite of
our geographical isolation, to vie with
other .colleges in intellectual, physical
and. cultural pursuits. Nothing, how
ever, would be more important than
the attainment of high moral stand
ards which, in ordinary language, in
the case of a. community like ours,
mean the inculcation, in the daily
minute to minute life of its members,
of a high sense of discipline, duty and
responsibility. It is these qualities
which the individual members of our
College must cultivate, to enable it to
hold its head high al.nong the colleges
of the University of Delhi, I am
advised by my Government to assure
Members of Parliament that Govern
ment 'will do everything possible by
mutual consultation "and advice, to
attain this laudable object. I have
no doubt that Members of Parliament
will similarly extend their fullest
cooperation to Members of Govern
mente

I wish you all good luck.
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Sarojini Naidu
The Nightingale of India

(1879-1949)

At a very early age she started
. learning English and at the age of

eleven poetry came to her as leaves to
trees although she gave no ·promise of
being a poet in allY way other than
her dreaminess. At the age of thirteen

. she wrote a long poem in the style of

Sarojini Naidu was born at Hydera- help others, and on alchemy. He holds
bad, Deccan, ill 1879 on 13tll Febru- huge courts daily in his garden of all
ary in the reputedhouse of Dr. Aghore- the learned men of all religions
nath Chattopadhyaya and Srimati Rajahs and beggars and saints, and'7arada Sundari. She was the eldest ·downright villains, all delightedly
child. Her father came from an old mixed up, and all treated as one. And
Bengali Brahmin family famous for its then his alchemy. . .....But this
love of Sanskrit and Philosophy. He alchemy is, you know, only the mate
went to Europe and took his Doctor .rial counterpart of a poet's craving
of Science degree at the University of 'for Beauty, the Eternal Beauty.'
Bonn in Germany. He founded the Sarojini's heritage through her father
Nizam's College at Hyderabad and and his ancestors is the richest.. To
spent his life in the service of educa- the Vcdic lore was added a person
tion. Sarojini has given us intimate ality, foreign educated, of a dreamer.
pictures of him in her poem: In salu- She is proud of this unique com bina
tation to the Spiritof my Father, and --trOll" In her poems we can trace the
in a letter to Arthur Symons. She results of these influences of heredity.
hails him as a devotee hails the deity: Significantly she writes, 'The makers

o brave and tender sage! of gold and .the makers of verse, they
o mystic jester, golden-hearted child ! are the. twin creators that sway the
Selfless, serene; untroubled, unbeguiled world's secret desire for mystery; and
By t~ivia~ snares of ~rief and greed or rage; what in my' father is the genius of
o splendid dreamer .In ~ ~reamless ~ge . curiosity-the very essence of. all
Whose deep alchemic VISIon reconciled ientific vcenius-c-i - · h desii
Time's changing message with the undefiled scienti C ge~lus-In me IS t _e eSI~e
Calm wisdom of thy Vedic Heritage! for Beauty.' .As Symons remarks .it
................. 0.......................... was her desire for Beauty that made
Thy life was love and liberty thy law her a poet. In a more direct .manner
And truth thy pure imperishable goal...... she inherited this gift from her mother

His death took him to the 'Rap- who wrote verses in Bengali.
ture of the Cosmic Soul.' This picture
is completed in the letter to Symons,
'My ancestors for thousands of years
have been lovers of the forest and
mountain caves, great dreamers, great
scholars, great ascetics. My father is .

, a great dreamer.... He has wasted all
his money on two great objects: to
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Scott's The Lady of the Lake and a
drama of about 2000 lines. Her
health failed-as it did again and
again even in later years-and her
regular studies were interrupted.- She
made a virtue of necessity and read
voraciously. She wrote a novel and
a voluminous journal. She achieved
the most remarkable feat of matricu
lating at the age of twelve. At the
age of fifteen she fell passionately in
love with Dr. Govindurajulu Naidu
but the restriction of caste stood in
surmountably in the way of their
marriage. As a cure for this passion
for breaking caste she was sent to
England for higher studies in 1895.
'Love should know no restriction,'
she wrote in her poem: Al1 Indian
Love Song. She lived to prove it.

She stayed abroad from 1895 to
1898 and visited Italy. She attracted
the attention of the foreigners in more
than one way. To Symons, for exam
ple, she was .a mirror through which
he saw the East. She was more ad
vanced intellectually than any other
girl of her age.' Her emotions had
been stirred already but at the bottom
of her heart was something which
Symons calls 'passionate tranquillity
of mind.' He remarks: 'Her body was
never without suffering, or her heart
without conflict ; but neither the
body's weakness nor the heart's vio
lence could disturb that fixed contem
plation, as of the Buddha on his
Lotus-throne.' Sir Edmund Gosse cor
roborates Symons. He writes: 'When
she first made her appearance in Lon-
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don, she was a child of sixteen years,
but as unlike the usual English maid
en of that age as a lotus or cactus
is unlike the lily of the valley. She
was already marvellous in mental ma
turity, amazingly well read, and far
beyond a western child ill all her ac
quaintance with the world'. In addi
tion to Symons and Gosse she must
have known a number of other literary
figures of the Nineties of the last cen
tury. We have no evidence, as we
have in the case of Manmohan Ghosh,
how far she was impressed in her out
look on life and art and in' her me
thods by the Decadents of the Nineties.
Nevertheless, it is not without signi
ficance that she lived ill England dur
ing the period which, in the words of
Holbrook Jackson in The Eighteen
Nineties, was 'singularly rich in ideas,
personal genius and social will".
Novelty in art and ideas was the
craze and bizarre and exotic courage
was frequently noticed. Decadence
was often a 'sane and healthyexpres
sion of a vitality that was no doubt
destructive of ideas and conventions
which had come to be regarded as
permanent.' Sarojini had a 'chaos
within' and accordingly must have
smarted under the conventions of
Indian life. Her enthusiasm for re
form-a novelty, then-got a fillip
from her stay in England during these
vears of intellectual ferment. Her
health broke down once again and for
a change she was sent to Italy. She
visited Italy druing May and 110

wonder that her heart blossomed forth
into song at the sight of the Italian
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skies' imbrued with colour.' Her re
actions at the time have been recorded
by Symons. Her desire to be t a wild
free thing of the air like the birds,
with a song in my heart' was fully
satisfied. We must be thankful to
her for this visit and the emotional
experience for thereafter she cultivated
the gift for landscape description. In
a letter from Italy she wrote: 'This
I taly is made of gold of dawn and
daylight, the gold of the stars, and
now dancing in weird enchanting rhy
thms throug.h the magic month of
May, the gold of fireflies in the per
fumed darkness-the aerial gold. I
long to catch the subtle music of their
fairy dances and make a poem with
a rhythm like the irregular wild flesh
of their sudden movements.' Her rea
ders fully appreciated her genuine
efforts in her lyrics to captivate the
rhythm and melodies that her soul
tasted in Italy. The latent 'instinct
for Beauty' of Nature came up to the
surface. In later life whenever she
was oppressed by cares and grief she
turned to the haven of Nature's calm,
joy and loveliness. Symons remarks
that the Italian monks inspired her
mind with the thoughts of Nirvana
and she discussed if she should take
to a life of self-abnegation. She had
just to turn round and see the bee
busy life. "then one comes out again
into the hot sunshine (beyond the
monastery), and sees the eager hurry
ing faces of men and women in the
street, dramatic faces over. which the
disturbing experiences of life have
passed and left their symbols, one's
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heart thrills up into one's throat. No,
no, no, a thousand times no! how
can one deliberately renounce this
coloured, unquiet, fiery human life
of the earth.' Sarojini had known
the coloured life in Hyderabad and
here was another coloured pageant
of the "Vest. Her interest in life's
spectacle never flagged and, perhaps,
to it she owed the wide range of sym
pathy for the commonest inen and wo
men of her folk-songs. She cast her
lot: she chose to live life and not to
renounce it. Joy or grief, failure or
success, she would live every moment
of life for the moment and for the thrill
of it. In this respect she comes very
near to- Rupert Brooke, the Great
Lover. On return to India in 1888
she married Dr. Naidu and did in one
stroke something that must have been
applauded by .the Decadents of the
Eighteen Nineties. Italy and then
her marriage were to release the fount
of poetry in her soul.

Her visit to England had another
practical effect. She had brought
with herself her 'girlish verses' written
in imitation of the English Romantic .
poets. Gosse did her a noble turn
as he had done to Toru Dutt. 'The
verse was technically skilful and
correct, but there was nothing of the

.atmosphere and colour of the East.'
This Gosse pointed out to her. Not
only that, he also showed her the way
to the golden threshold of India in
English poetry. Symons writes: 'It
was not pleasant to daunt the charm
ing and precocious singer by so dis-
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couraging a judgment; but I reflect
ed on her youth and her enthusiasm,
and Ivelltured. to speak to her sin
cerely. I advised the consignment of
all that she had written, ill this falsely
English vein, to the waste paper bas
ket. I implored her to consider that
from a young Indian of extreme sensi
bility, who had mastered not only the
language but the prosody of the West,
what we wished to receive was, not a
rechauffe of Anglo-Saxon..sentiment in
an Anglo-Saxon setting, but some
revelation of the heart of India, some
sincere penetrating analysis of native
passion, of the principles of antique
religion and of such mysterious inti
mations as stirred the soul of the
East long before the West had begun
to dream that it had a soul. More
over, I entreated Sarojini to write no
more about robins and skylarks, in a
landscape of our Midland countries,
with the village bells somewhere in
the distance calling the parishioners to
church, but to describe the flowers,
the fruits, the trees, 'to set her poems
firmly among the mountains" the gar
(lens, the temples, to introduce to us
the vivid populations of her own
voluptuous and unfamiliar province;
in other words, to be a genuine Indian
poet of the· Deccan, not a clever
machine-made imitator of the English
classics.' This sound advice was ac
cepted by her as her genius under..
stood the essential features of Indo
Anglian poetry.

If Gosse showed. her the path to
literary eminence, the credit goes to
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Symons for encouraging her to pub..
lish her new poems. The Golden
Threshold, containing the poems of her
youthful, happy, married days was
published in 1905. She agreed for
two reasons. She had wanted to
be a poet-like Goethe or like Keats
and Symons said she had achieved an
individual beauty of her own in these
poems. To a Decadent these lyrics
of the East were something new-as
new as the Arabian Night's Enter
tainments. Turnbull in his introduc
tion to Selected Poems of Sarojini
Naidu throws light on this note of
individual beauty of her first volume
of verses. 'The individual beauty was
something complex. We may illus
trate it by the case of a famous verse
translation, that of Omar Khayyam
by Fitzgerald. This particular master
piece is unique in English poetry, and
owed its birth to the happy coinci
dence and harmony of original author,
translator, and method. It resulted
in a fresh individual beauty of a high
degree. Somewhat similar was the
case with Mrs. Sarojini Naidu. She

. had something fresh to say, something
at any rate that was comparatively
fresh to English poetry, and (what
was equally important) she had a
command of a technique of selection
and arrangement, of language, and of
metre which expressed the something
fresh in poetic form.' One point
which Turnbull misses is that Fitz
gerald's work came on the tide of re
action to the over-spiritualistic trend
of the Age of Victoria and ushered
a new note of life in English poetry.
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Similarly Sarojini's English verses
were expected by Symons to take the
Eighteen. Nineties almost by storm.
They. would suit its craze for novelty,
if nothing else.

Sarojini, however, felt hesitant for
a different reason. She wrote to
Symons: ' You know how high my
ideal of Art is; and to me my poor
casual little poems seem to be less
than beautiful-I mean that final en
during. beauty that I desire. .. I am
not a poet really. I have the vision and
the desire. but not the voice. If I could
write just one poem full of beauty
and the spirit of greatness, I should be
exultantly silent for ever; but I sing
just as the birds do, and my songs are
as ephemeral.' Little did she kn.ow
at the time that her self-analysis
pointed out the chief quality that was
to endear her work to her readers.
Symons rightly remarked: 'It is for
this bird-like quality of song, it seems
to me, that they are to be valued.
They hint, in a. sort of delicately eva
sive way, at a rare temperament, the
temperament of a woman of the East,
finding expression through the West-
ern language and under partly
Western influences. They do not ex
press the whole of that temperament ;.
but they express, I think, its essence;
and there is an Eastern magic in
them. Sarojini said that she had
two out of three essentials of a poet:
the vision and the impulse but she
was diffident about the third: the
voice. Gosse was to recognize her per
fect command over English and pro-
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sody. What Sarojini meant was not
so much the flow and abundance of
words as their inevitability. . With due
deference to Sarojini's admiring critics,
I must say that she does lack the in
evitability of phrase and, word which
Shakespeare, Milton, Gray, Words..
worth, Shelley, Keats, Browning, Ten
nyson and varions others possessed.
The _bird-like quality of some of her
songs has been compared with Shakes
peare's songs in his comedies. The
varied contents of the books and the
under-current of deep reflection were
added charms. Following the warm
acclamation .of her first volume of
verses she published two .more : The
Bird of Time and The Broken Wing.
The three volumes are at present
available in one valume entitled The
Sceptred Flute. It is regrettable that
the famous introductions are not
easily obtainable. ' .

The third volume of her verses
showed that she was changing over to
politics. The germs were noticed in'
the poem: To India in The Golden'
Threshold. The change from ·lyrics
of youth to lyrics of grown-up age
was noticeable in The Bird of Time
and in The Broken Wing. The latter
opened with a national poem: The
Gift of India. She was fully. cqD
scious of her country's traditions
of liberty and sacrifice for it. She
felt for her present condition. At
Twilight in The Bird of Time is proof
enough of that. She was a votary of
the Mother and awakened her to the'
renaissance that had come up to her
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threshold. She was to fight side by
side with men. Her patriotic songs
would serve as the rallying call. The
poetess became a first rank politician
and national leader; the lyrical ar
dour took on a new ,garb of melodious
rhetoric which she showered on her
listeners from the public platform.
She aspired towards a united inter
communal India wherein would rule
Peace and Serenity such as shine
forth from the Buddha on the Lotus.
She sought for herself the 'Rapture
of love, Truth and Song' and she gave
it to her readers and eountrvmen
through her verses. She hoped her
children would continue to serve the
Motherland like herself: e.g. in The
Night and At Dawn. Later events
proved that her hopes were not belied.

What was her ideal of poetry? Of all
her critics Mulk Raj Anand has taken
up the subject. He relies 'mostly on
her confidences to Symons and Gosse.
She had told Gosse that she wanted
to be a Goethe or a Keats for India.'
Gosse was apprehensive that this de
sire, like so many others, might .not
prove too great a strain for her heart.
Perhaps, she did not fully realize what
the two names implied. - ,TIle rich
ness, the vitality, the exuberance of
her lyrics, their burning, palpitating
rhythm passionately throbbing for
loveliness, altogether different from
Goethe's thoroughly intellectual poetry,
may appear to approximate to Keats'
early love of 'glory, and loveliness'.
Sarojini characterized her Keatsian
lyrics in Alabaster and in Farewell.
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'OIl! for a life of sensations,' cried
Keats. Sarojini did lead a life of
sensations: love, joy, beauty and pain
excited her emotions to the same
degree as they did Keats". Such
hedonism is reflected in her ut
terance: 'I have gone through so
many yesterdays when I strove with'
death that I have realized to the full
the wisdom of the sentence: Eat,
drink and be merry, for to-morrow we
die; and it is to me not merely a
figure of speech but a literal fact.'
Herein she ignored the deep-rooted
pantheism of her inheritance. Beauty
was not enough for her; she wanted
'enduring beauty' together with the
'spirit of greatness.' She did not care
to define what constituted greatness
in poetry. Perhaps, at heart she was
aware of Matthew Arnold's definition:
Poetry is a criticism of life; it deals'
with the question how to live. Mulk
Raj Anand suggests van epithet for'
her poetic ideal: it is 'Omar Khyyam-'
ian Romanticism'. According to him
the two extremes of Indian poetry:
the surface loveliness and the inner
mysticism are happily blended ill the
poetry of Omar Khyyam, 'Sarojilli', he
writes, 'who,like most of the. Hindus
t.ani poets, is his true child, follows
him implicitely. She is always paint
ing lovely little miniatures in Omar's
'true Persian manner, creating a
dream-world of fancy with endless
microscopic strokes of the finest of'
fine brushes, occasionally rising to a
conception of a divine, but mostly ·re
maining a mere childlike romanticist.
As miniature paintings th m must her
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poems be enjoyed. They reflect thought
in terms of life-life, coloured and
glorious. Seen from this point of
new, I think, her lyrics are innocent
of a false accent or a false emphasis.'
I would like to go further than this.
Her songs should not be dismissed as
something fragile. The intellectual
element is a part of them. S. Siva
raman in his article in TIle Calcutta
Review, Calcutta, entitled 'The Philo
sophy of Mrs. Sarojini Naidu's Poetry',
considered her thoughts under the
following heads :-(a) Desire for a full
life (The Soul's Prayer and Transience);
(b) .Love (To love, The Persian Love
Song, A Love Song from the North and
The, Vision of Love); (c) Love of India
and service of women (The Fairy Isle
of Janjira); (d) Unity (The Call of
Evening Prayer, The Prayer 0.[ Islam
and Kali the Motheri ; (e) Nature and
Spring (Songs of the Springtime and
The Flowering years; (f) Eternity (In
Salutation to the Eternal Peace and the
Temples. If we could include (g) Pain,·
(h) Death and (i) Mysticism, this list
would be complete. On all these sub
jects she had definite views. It is a
different matter that there is nothing
new about her ideas or that they did
not fit into a system of thought. As
a woman she yearned for Beauty of
life and Love was the means to that
end. Love she raised to the status of
Love Omniscient and Transcendent..
Love in her verses is warm and glow
ing like amber but it is free from sen
sualism of the Vaishnaivite school of
Indian poetry. Her images ,are help.'
ful in conveying her feelings very
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appropriately. We feel the hilarity of
spring's joy, love's ecstasy, poignancy
of separation of lovers, hush of wor
ship and meditation and peace of ulti
mate unification. She has not many
thoughts to tell; she has felt the
various truths of life and conveys
them through feeling-and emotion
pictures. No doubt, she would have had
a far greater success if she had wri tten
in her native tongue. In that case,
as P. N. Bose remarks, her, poetry
could not have a function, namely to
interpret India's life, emotions and
ideals to the West. "I'o sum up, from
Love's .loveliness she was tossed to the
grim loveliness of Pain' She sought
refuge in Beauty and ended in" the
service of humanity. 'From ephemeral
to eternity' - this was her development.
Do we not see a close resem blance to
Keats? Her poems, whether objective
or subjective, are like a running com
mentary upon her' life as it . passed
through kaleidoscopic changes at a'
whirlwind speed.

Turnbull has analysed at a consi
derable length and. with sympathy her
poetic methods. She tries a variety of
methods of expression to 'suit the
variety of her feelings \and .emotions.
The wonder is that the subject and
m·anner always go hand in hand. Love
and Death, Caprice and The Soul's
Prayer are direct expressions of her
o,vn personal feelings, These feelings
are of a universal nature, hence they
appeal to us. Her' folk-songs follow
the dramatic method of a monologue,
dialogue and even a chorus. She -is at
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her best in descriptions: Indian Dan
cers and Night-fall in the city of
Hyderabad. These are pure descriptions;
unmixed with her comments and sen
timents. The Indian Gipsy and June
Sunset are coloured by her sympathy
for the poor. In poems like TI1e Royal
Tombs ofGolconda and To a Buddha the
descriptions serve only as pegs to hang
her reflections on. Time isa tyrant
'but as long as the strong fort stands on
the rocks' and the flowers bloom over
the graves of the queens of Golconda
their names shall live. Their names
are those of heroes and will not die.
The Buddha' on the Lotus is the mystic
symbol of Peace which comes of medi
tation by a' quiet and easeful heart.
These reflections are appropriate to
the occasion and do not intrude as do
the lengthy and involved arguments
in reflective poetry. They are coloured
by poetic emotion and thus dressed up'
for our reception. 'If they make 110

pretence to "great depth, they give us
at any rate genuine poetry'. I would
say that they are honest as well. She
adopts the method of invocation, typi
cal of the ode, in Ya Mahbub, Gokhale
and III Salutation to my Father's spirit,
Ode to H. E. ·H. The Nizam and
Kali, the' Mother. At Twilight, how
ever, is unique in so far as it is of a
composite character, In it descrip
tion, expression of personal feelings,
and reflections alternate in all ordered
way ~ Her symbolic poems: Song 0.(
Radha the .Milkmaid, The Hussain

. Sagar, Medley and Nasturtium are a
class apart: Her challenges 'to Fate
and her offerings-to Death, Love and
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her country are as passionate as her
other poems.

Nature, next to Love, is her forte.
BIle has a passion for Spring : its new
life, colours, sounds, suggestiveness
and reminiscences. The gulmohar,
nasturtium,. goldell cassia and cham
pak blossoms are her selected favour
ites. The koel is her dearest beloved
bird and the fly on wings is her chief
delight. The high snow-covered peaks;
of mountains, the torrential rivers, the
sounding cataracts, the virgin forests
did not fall within her orbit. She is
lamentably silent about them. The
reason probably is that the city
loomed permanently before her eyes,
physical as well as mental, She is
110t conscious of any strife in Nature.
She sought for the healing touch and
the soothing balm and she invariably
got them. Colour, fragrance, melody
-Nature has plenty of them. She
revelled in them. Her best landscape.
pictures are in June Sunset, Leili and
In the Forest. We get good miniatures
in Bells and in Summer Woods. Her
love of Spring excluded other seasons.
Rains are good for they bless the par
ched earth with water just' as tears
satisfy her burning heart.

The mystical or the spiritual re
mained deeply embedded in her
nature. In the first volume of her
verses: The Golden Threshold, we have
the poems: To a Buddha seated on a'

'Lotus and Song of Radha the Milk
maid; The Soul's Prayer and Trans
cience, in the second volume: The
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Bird of Time and TIle Flute Player of
Brindaban in the last volume: The
Broken Wing. Besides these poems
there are many others in which it is
possible to read mystical meanings.
She did 110t take up the ancient Indian
philosophic concepts for treatment in
her poems. She did wisely for this
,.-ould have taken her outside her
proper sphere. Gosse had asked her
to give her Western readers just a
yague notion of the Eastern soul and
she gives it. She left it to her equally
talented brother, Harindranath Chat
topadhyay, to delve deeper into the
mysteries of the Soul and, the Infinite
and all the metaphysical lore relating
to them. Her real success has been
achieved in her love poems. In
Indian life and poetry love between a
man and a worn.an is synonymous with
the love between the SOllI and God.
'In both states, 110weverJ · whether
human or divine, love in the East en-
grosses the lover's entire being .
His only joy is in his misery until
Oneness with the beloved is realized.'
The Temple is. a set of twentyfour
poems under three headings and it
contains the best of her. Song of
Radha the Milkmaid is her best devo-·
tional poem..

She noticed Life's fickleness and
fluctuations but ignored them. Fate's
inexorable decree must take its toll.
Pain matures and chastens the indivi
dual for the sanctuary. Tears wash the
heart of its sorrow. Nature not only
solaces it in agony but· in supreme
moments of hushed awakenings pro-
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vides far and deep insights into eter
nity : e. g. Solitude in The Bird. of
Time. Her ideal of salvation is that
of her father and his Vedic ancestors:
to merge into the 'C9smic Soul's rap
ture.' Of this spiritual attainment
the Buddha seated on the Lotus is a
living emblem to remind us that

{All our mortal moments are
A session of the Infinite.'

·'The end elusive and afar always lures
us'. How could Sarojini be an ex
ception !

The outstanding qualities of her
poetic art are naturalness, melody and
richness of diction. Her songs have
been characterized as 'short swallow
like flights of song'. They are sung
in words and tunes that come to her
naturally. She expresses her elTIO-
tions and feelings in rich words and
coloured images. The ornate style,
surcharged' with conceits and long
drawn out epithets and comparisons
accompanied by highly sonorous
melodies is the typical Eastern way of
poetic expression. She was free from
these blemishes. Her exquisite melody
of rhythm and consummate mas
tery of metrical forms has been com
mended by foreign readers. One of
her favourite metrical devices is the
introduction of anapaestic feet in the
middle of iambic measures. This
device enables her to give a lilt
to her song and a quickness of
movement that are exquisitely melo
dious, and delightful: Indian Dancers,
Suttee and Bangle-sellers.
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If she is deficient ill: epic, dramatic
and historical sense, she possesses the
gift of imagination which transmutes
common subjects into romantic and
unusual subjects. Indian weavers,
snake-charmers and bangle-sellers in
her poems are no longer ordinary
mortals but 'heroes' of aID unknown
land. She had the 'spirit. of wonder'
the loss of which Wordsworth deplored
in his famous sonnet: The world is
too much with us.

She has been affectionately called
'The Nightingale of India'. As sug
gested by Mulk Raj Anand, 'a higher
compliment th.an this, implied in the
poetess's comparison with the celebrat-
ed bird that pervades the whole of
Hindustani poetry, could not have
been paid.' For Sarojini sings of life
as the bulbul of the rose, glorying in
all its loveliness, longing to realize its
many coloured forms, and weaving
melancholy strains about it when the
cold, bare, stark brutality of death has
robbed it of its warming glow.' Not
withstanding her use of English she
'is in the main Hindustani tradition
of Ghalib, Zoq, Mif t Hali and Iqbal.'
Gosse too wrote : 'She is in all things
and to the fullest extent autochth-
nous, that is, sprung from the soil .
She addresses the language to the
exposition of emotions which are
tropical and primitive ..... She approa
ches the task of interpretation from
inside the magic circle.. . . . . . . Her
thoughts are primitive because they
are simple and direct They are
tropical in the sense that they reflect
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something of the warmth of India and
of the poet's personality." Her
models might have been the Anglo
Indian writers but she did not content
herself with copying them. Her
landscapes, street scenes and folk
songs are original. The appeal of bells,
street... criers, bazaars of Hyderabad,
the palanquin-bearers, snake-char
mers, dancers, begga-rs, banjara girls,
gipsies, suttees, widows and above all
of the Indian Spring was more irris
tible to her than to a foreigner. These
are at best only so many oddities to
a foreigner but to her these were the
very life and soul of her dear Mother
land. .Her poems seek to correct the
work of the Anglo-Indian writers that
was too often tinged with prejudice
and marred by fake glamour. A
poem like Nasturtiums or Damyanti to
Nala gives us her perspective. A
foreigner may easily assimilate the
superficialities of a country's life-let
us say the colour of it-but it requires
more than a long stay to imbibe the
soul of it-the quintessence. If we
were to compare her poem Buddha
seated on a Lotus with Kipling's poem:
Buddha at Kamakura we immediately
see the difference. Still more remark
able is the difference between Kipling's
poem: The· Last Suttee and her
poem: Suttee. She gives the woman's
point of view about the subject.
Accordingly her poem Dirge has no
equal anywhere.

Sarojini was a product of the
ha.ppy intermingling of the East and
the West; she was a phenomenon
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that was atonce rare and glorious.
Her youth she gave to vindicating the
'soul' of India to her foreign rulers
but her mature years she dedicated to
consolidating her unity and reclaiming
liberty for the people. To us she is
doubly dear. We shall always cherish
her memory as the sweet warbler
whose voice ultimately became like the
'Voice of the sea. Sarojini, the poet

and the political leader, were two
phases of the same personality;-
the two voices of a sensitive soul
yearning for self-expression and self
fulfilment. The music-maker consum
mated her heart's desire by becoming
the shaper of India's destiny and the
breaker of her chains of bondage.

Shri Radha Krishna Sud

According to the Hindu tradition
and mythology this city goes far back
to the epic period of the Mahabharata
and it is known to us as the city of In
draprasta situated on the plains of the
river Yumuna or Yamna, The Nigam
bodhi ghat described in the Mahabha
rata might have existed very near
to the Nigambodi Gate of Shahs
jahanabad. Recently the spade of the
archaeologists had revealed beyond
doubt that the site of the Purana Qila
was the actual site of Indraprasta and
yielded rnany antiquities belonging to
the second millennium B. C. and to
the late Moghal period.

The Seven Cities of Delhi'
326 B. C. wherein a mention was made
about Muttra but not about Delhi
though the main passage existed via
this place. Megasthenes, the arnbas
sador of Selucus to Chandragupta, the
king of Magadha (the modern Bihar),
mentioned about the abandonment of
the traditional Indraprasta in the
second century B. C. India was. in
vaded by the Bactrian armies under
Minander; King of Kabul in Afganis
tan, and took possession of Muttra but
there was no mention about Delhi.
Four Chinese pilgrims visited India
between 405 and 695 A. D. but there
was no description about Delhi in

. their accounts. According to Hamil-
Let us trace the origin of the word ton, some historians of Mahmud had

Delhi, the name of this city, and the records about the Raja of Delhi in
period from which it has been in 1008 and the plundering of the city
vogue. We have before us the histori- in 1011 A. D. It may, therefore, be
cal records of the invasion of the surmised that the name Delhi was not
Greek king, Alexander the Great, in known till about the year 1000 A.D.

(*An extension lecture delivered to students and staff)
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Earlier mentions of Delhi as a city
of that nameoccur in the Hindu Bal
lads. One of .the inscriptions on the
iron pillar at the Qutab reveals that
king Anang Pal built Delhi in. 1052
A. D. There is also a men t ion
in another inscription on the san!e
pillar about Chandragupta the Second,
Vikramaditya (Sun of Power) of 375
A.D. It may be taken in all proba
bility that this city, Delhi, was inha-

. bited about 300 A.D. and subsequent
ly abandoned for some unknown
cause and that it was re-peopled
about 1052 A. D., after the final re-'
tirement of Mahammad Gauri who
made several attempts to invade
India. The incursions inflicted on
Kannauj made king ...Anang Pal flee
from it and settle in Old Delhi, now
known as Lal Kot, the citadel of the
fort of Prithviraj, near Mehrauli,

In 1151 A. D. the Chuhan Rajputs
of Ajmer conquered Delhi as is known
from the inscription on the Asoka
pillar at KotlaFerozshah with the date

'1164 A. D. which recorded the power
of Visala Deva from the Himalayas
to the Vindhya Range. This king
was the grandfather of Prithviraj
who built the citadel of Lal Kot in
Old Delhi. Though Prithviraj defeat
ed the Mohammadan invaders many
a time he was finally killed in the
battle of Tarauri, which lies between
Thanesar and Karnal. Thus Delhi
became the capital of Mohammadan
kings who were responsible for the
erection-of the above cities together
with many beautiful and artistic
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structures such as the Qutab Minar,
IIauz Khas, the Lodi tombs, the
Humayun's tomb and the Red Fort etc.
Accordingly, Lal Kot became the first
and the earliest city of Delhi and it ..is
the present Qutab area near Mehrauli,

The above town was unable to
accommodate the" growing population
in that period and the suburbs stret
ched out into the plains on the north
east corner of Lal Kot. In 1303 A.D.
Allauddin Khilji constructed the
second city known as Siri which is
about half a mile to the east of the
Mehrauli road near the presen t Hauz
Khas Enclave on the Mehrauli road.

.
In 1323 A. D. Tughlaq Shah

ascended the throne and shifted his
capital to Tughlaqabad where he built
the third city with very high impos
ing cyclopean walls surmounted with
battlemented parapets around a knoll.
It is about five miles to the east of Lal
Kot.

The large population which resided
in the plains between Lal Kot and Siri
was in a very insecure position and
Mohammad Tughlaq, who was better
known as Mad Tughlaq for having
shifted his capital to the south and
brought it back, raised the fourth city
named Jahanpanah by raising walls
on the east and west connecting the
two earlier cities, Lal Kot and Siri,

After his ascension to the throne in
1354 A.D. Feroz Shah constructed the
fifth city known as Ferozabad about
five miles to the north-east of Siri, At
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present we see only its citadel, popu
larly termed as Kotla Feroz Shah, ill
which a huge monolith, containing
Asokan edicts, stands.

Immediately preceeding the
lIughal conquest, Humayun built the'
Purana Qila in 1534 A. D. and when
he was turned out by Sher Shah the
latter and his son Islam Shah erected
the sixth city around Purana Qila ex
tending upto Ferozabad, the earlier
city. At present we see only a gate
way called Sher Shah's Gate while the
remaining walls of this city are occu
pied by the New Delhi area, probably
round about the India Gate.

In the middle of the seventeenth
century Shahjahan pulled down the
walls and remains of Ferozabad and
constructed the seventh city named
Shahjahanabad the walls of which
enclose the present Old Delhi. In the
north-east corner lies his citadel
known as the Red Fort which had

i housed the royal families of Shah
jahan and his successors til! 1875
...-\. D. when it fell into the hands of
the British.

It may not be out of place to
mention that the present New Delhi
with its complex of modern buildings
such as the Secretariat, the Presi
dent's House, the Parliament House
and the other multi-storeyed edifices
forms the eighth city of Delhi which is
being expanded on no smaller scale to
accommodate, the ever-increasing
population and needs due to its being
the capital of India.
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Turning to the architectural beau
ties of the various structures that have
survived the vandalism of the fanatic
iconoclasts of the Mughal period we
have very good examples of the Hindu
and Indian architecture in the .pillars
of the colonnade of the Qutab Mosque,
the iron pillar containing the 'bulbous
capital and bearing the inscriptions of
the fourth country A. D., the Asokan
Pillars on the ridge near the Univer
sity Campass and in Kotla Feroz
Shah, the Astronomical instruments
in masonry structures better known
as the Jantar Mantar built, by Raja
Jai Singh in the 18th century. These
are the sources of our inspiration and
our proud heritage.. ,With the advent
of the Mohammadans our artisans im
bibed the skill and copied out the
Mughal architectural features, the
examples of which are the lofty Qutab
Minar, the tombs at the Qutab and
Hauz Khas, the cyclopean walls of
Tughlaqabad, the Lodi tombs with
tapered walls and squat domes, the
Sher Shah's Mosque in Purana Qila,
the magnificent Humayun's tomb, the
royal apartments and palaces in the
Red Fort, the famous Jama Masjid
and the Safdarjung tomb.

It is needless to - add that the
above monuments with their architec
tural motifs and designs do really
attract and render a feast to the eyes
of many a tourist" both native and
foreign, every year.

K. SUBHA RAO,
Pre-Med., I year
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A Brief Survey of Sindhi Language and Literature

The Sindhi language is imme
diately derived from Vraehada
Apabhramsa which belongs to the
Saurasein group ofPrakrit. It is
difficult to say how and when it came
into being, but the testirnony of three
eminent writers of the Tenth Century
A. D.-.Istak,hri (Historian), Ibna
Hauqal and Maqdisi (Geographers)
goes to establish beyond doubt that
Sindhiof their times must have been
a product of an earlier period. Their
statement is further strengthened by
late Maul ana Abul Halim Sharar's
account in the "Tarikhe-Sind" that
during the rule of the Arabs, some
Indian Rajah asked for the Principles
of Islam from the then Muslim ruler
of Sind, who sent to him a "Sindhi
Poetical Version" of them. The poetical
version could be possible only when
the SindhiLanguage had crossed the
-pri~ary stage and grown sufficiently
strong and refined to express thoughts
in poetry, This would place Sindhi
in . the group of the oldest regional
languages of India, with a standing
of over one thousand years.

Writing about Sindhi in 1872 A.D.,
Dr. ·E. Trumpp, the author of "'fhe
Grammar of the Sindhi Language"
remarks, "If we compare now the
Sindhi with its sister tongues, we
must assign .' to it, ina gram
matical point of view, the first place
among them. It is much 'more closely
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related to the old Prakrit than the
Marathi, Hindi, Panjabi and Bengali
ofour days, and it has preserved an
exuberance of grammatical forms' for
which its sisters may well envy it."

Captain George Stack, the well
known lexicographer and linguist, in
his "Introduction to Sindhi Grammar"
says, "I am confident that Sindhi will,
to the philologist, prove a more
interesting study than that of many
of the other Indian dialects. The
habit of affixing signs to words in
lieu of tile Pronouns and the Preposi
tions governing them-the regular
form of the Passive Voice-the use of
Impersonals--the re-duplicated casual
words-and other points' which the
listener will mark as he proceeds, give
to it beauties distinct from most
Indian tongues."

Sir G..4.L\. Grierson, states, "Sindhi
has presented many phonetic and
grammat.ical pecularities, which have
disappeared elsewhere."

For a language of such long stand.
ing, and an offshoot of Prakrit,

. we should naturally expect Devnagari
characters. How and why it came
to be written in the Arabic script has a
long history. The advent of the Arabs
in Sind as early as 711 A.D. and
their rule for over two centuries,
marks the beginning towards that end.
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This was followed by the influence
.. actual rule of the Ghaznavids,
Ghoris, Tughlaq Shahis, Mughals, and
other local Muslim princes, who
encouraged the Persian language and
later made it a Court Language. The
result was that the language in Sind
with its Devnagari script received a
set back, and almost all accounts and
Iiterature came to be written in the
Persian script. Some Hindus, how
ever, continued to write in the
Devnagari script, and a few more in
Hindu Sindhi, but there is hardly any
record of importance. As a result of
a large number of families from the
Punjab migrating to Sind towards
the end of the .eighteenth century,
and the subsequent growth of Sikhism,
many books came to be written and
published in the Gurmukhi script
and were widely read by religious
minded Hindus and their women folk.
The Britishers, after their conquest
of Sind in 1843 A. D., found a double
systemiof education prevalent in
Sind-the Mullas and Qazis imparting
instructions through the medium of
Persian, and Brahamans and other
Hindu scholars giving lessons in their
Pathshalas through Sanskrit. They
were keen that all official correspond
ence be maintained in the mother
tongue cfthe people; that Europeans
and other foreigners should pass
language tests in Sindhi in order to
acquire better acquaintance with the
local population; and in order that
Sindhi be encouraged, schools should
be opened with Sindhi as the medium
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of instruction. They were, however,
faced with the problem of a uniform
script. Sir Richard' Burton was of
the opinion that in view of the majo
rity of Muslim population in Sind, the
Arabic script may be adopted with
necessary additions to indicate pecu
liar sounds of the language. Captain
Stack, on the other hand, advocated
the adoption of Devnagari as the
most suitable and natural alphabet for
a language of Sanskrit origin. Sir
Bartle Frere, the then Commissioner
in Sind, was thus in a fix. He referred
the matter to the Court of Directors
of the East India Company in London
who decided (1853-A.D.) that the
Arabic Script, with necessary modi
fications, may be given a trial. Thus
anumber of letters had to be added
to fulfil the requirements of the Sindhi
language, An alphabet of fifty-two
letters was adopted to represent
different sounds and phonetical shades
of the language. Even then the
Government did not discourage the
use of Devnagari script and made the
sa-me School text-books available in
both the scripts. As most of the
Hindus, who had served the Muslim
rulers, had a working knowledge of
Persian, they found it convenient to
adopt the new script based on the
Arabic script, there was no pressure
from the Hindns for the continuance
of the Devnagri script.

Stray efforts have, however, been
made at intervals to revert to the
Devnagari script. It is, however,
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significant to note that after the parti
tion of the sub-continent in 1947, ma.ny
Sindhis 011 this side of the country
have not only taken to the original
script, but have also made it a
medium of Sindhi language in a
number of schools in various parts of
India.

Sindhi is a rich language with a
variety of vocabulary and diction.
Not only it has fifty-two letters which
no other Indian language possesses,
but also its vocabulary can be com
pared favourably to that of any other
major language. It has nearly
1,50,000 words, many of which are of
Sanskrit or Prakrit origin and closely
resemble Hindi-the first letter of the
alphabet alone claiming over five
thousands of them. There is nothing
surprising, therefore, if, for example,
we have over fifteen words for 'Camel'
alone. It has an extensive maritime
vocabulary. Before the partition,
very useful and extensive lists of the
names of grasses and crops of Sind
were prepared, some of which are
available in the publication entitled:
"Nomenclature of Sindhi 'Crops"
Cow, apart from Dhagi, Gaoo, and
Gaen, has a number of words in
Sindhi depending on her colour and
age, and so have cattle of various
kinds and sizes. Grown up animals
have names different from those of
theiryoung ones. Several words in
Botany e.g. Ovary. ovule, corolla,
petal, sepal, pollen, pistil, stamen, etc.
have all their equivalents in Sindhi,
There are more than one hundred and
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twentyfive different names of fishes
and four hundred Sindhi names of
birds.

It is interesting to note in this
connection that in Sindhi certain
relationships are expressed by one
single word in comparison to Hindi,
Marathi and other Indian languages
where the same relationships are ex
pressed by multiple words, e.g. Masatu
( +rr~,~ ) or Masati ( m~:nffl ) means S011

or daughter of father's brother.

Although due to it number of
Muslim incursions in Sind, the Sindhi
language has come to possess a good
proportion of Arabic and Persian
words, yet it should be clear that
verbs, pronouns, prepositions, conjunc
tions etc., which form the basis of a
language, come from Sanskrit. So far
as the nouns and adjectives are con
cerned, good many of them are
derived purely from Sanskrit and
appear, even in their existing forms, to
be more akin to the parent than any
other North Indian Language. The
nominative forms of a large number
ofnouns, (like Sanskrit) end in to'. The
Sanskrit words for "I" are 'Aham '
and 'Mam' whereas their Sindhi
counterparts are 'AUI1' and (Man.'
The Sindhi word for 'we' is 'Asan'
which corresponds to 'Asman' of
Sanskrit. Even for 'there are' the
Sindhi expression is 'Ahin' (mf~f~)

which has a close affinity to 'Asin' of
Sanskrit.

The case-endings of many Sindhi
substantives are more allied to
Sanskrit. The word 'Jo'(Gf)) in Sindhi
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showing possession, has no counter..
part in any other Indian language
except Sanskrit which has 'yo' in its
duel form. As in Sanskrit so in
Sindhi, the locative case is indicated
by re',

A knowledge and use of the Sindhi
language would no doubt, lead to the
promotion of Hindi.

The Sindhi Literature.

As far the literature in Sindhi lang
uage is concerned, it is only necessary
to make this remark that it is of high
class and valuable both in quality and
volume.

. Sindhi poetry is blended with a
variety of forms of different languages
e.g. the Ghazal, the Rubai, the
Masnavi forms etc. from Persian
poetry; the Doha (popularly known
as Dohiara in Sindhi) the Sorathas and
Chowpai from Hindi poetry, and the
Sonnet and free verse from English
poetry. Besides, it has ""'~ai" (~)

and "Kafi" (Cfi'TtfiT) forms of poetry,
typically Sindhi in matter and con
ception. From Romanticism and
.Myeticism, the trend has gradually
been towards Realism so as to keep
pace with the modern times. Stress
is now laid on practical problems
affecting not only individuals or a
particular community or nation, but
humanity as a whole. Even the
Atom and Hydrogen bombs have not
escaped the mighty pen of Sindhi
poets.
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Sindhi prose is comparatively of
recent growth. But it has already
enriched the literature of India with
valuable books, some of which could
almost be called classics. The Sindhi
folk-lore is one of the most precious
legacies of the race and is unique in
certain respects. There has been a
rapid progress especially in the fields of
the Short Story and the Novel, though'
other forms like the Essay and Literary
Criticism etc. also have not lagged
behind. The Short Story covers a
vast range of social, economic. national
and international problems including
the dowry system, unemployment,
planning, unity, untouchability, Goa,
Kashmir, the Baby Moon etc. Apart
from men, many Sindhi women have
taken to writing short-stories, essays
and novels and that too with consi
derable success. Some of them have
even taken to journalism and are
editing Sindhi magazines.

Apart from a large number of
valuable original compositions in prose
and poetry, grammar and lexicography,
Sindhi also possesses a vast treasure
of translated works from foreign
languages, especially from English and
French. Hundreds of books of emi
nent writers in Hindi, Urdu, Panjabi,
Gujerati, Bengali, Marathi and other
modern Indian languages have also
been rendered into Sindhi. Not only
the Mahabharata, Srimad Bhagwad
Gita, Guru Granth Sahib, the
Ramayana, the Upanishads etc.
have been translated in Sindhi
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but most of the works of Kalidas,
Ravindernath Tagore, Munshi Prem
Chand, Sharat Ohandcr Chatterji,
Bunkam Chander Chatterji, K. M.
Munshi, Raman Lal Desai, Krishindas
Manek , Khandel Kar, Vishnu Prabha
kar and host of other writers have been
made available to Sindhi readers in
their .mother tongue, T-he divine
S011gS of Mira Bai, rrulsidas, Kabir
Surdas, Farid, Tukaram and several
other Saint-Poets have been trans
lated into Sindhi with good commen
taries-s-some of them even in verse
form.

Among those who have contributed
materially towards the growth of Sin
dhi literature upto the early twentieth
century may be mentioned the names
of Shah Abdul Karim, Shah Abdul
Latif, Shamsuddin 'Bulbul' (Humorous
poet), Sachal - better known as
'Sarnlast' (all mystic poets), Sabit
Ali Shah (well-known elegy writer), Gul
Muhammad 'Gul' (accredited the first
composer of the Diwan in Sindhi),
Chainrai 'Sami' (Vedantic poet), Ruhal
(Vedantic and Sufi poet), Bhai
Dalpatram, Bedil, Bekas (all Sufi
poets), Abdul Hussain 'Sangi' (Ghazal-
writer), Hamid Ali 'Hamid' (composer
of Sindh tales in verse), Muhammad
Hashim 'Mukhlis' {Satirist-poet.),
Kishinchand 'Bewas' (Originator of
modern poetry), Rishi Dayaram
Gidumal (exponent ofv Vedantism),
Mirza' KalichBeg (prolifio writer and
fast t.ranslator 1n prose and poetry),
Dewan Lilaram Singh (poet-dra
matist), Kauromal Chandanmal
(writer of social novels and essays),
Diwan Kewalram (essayist), Parma-
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-nand Mewaram (Journalist, lexica-I'
grapher, and essayist), Wadhumal
Gangaram (reformatory essayist)'1
Nirmaldas Fatehchand (poet and
short-story writer of Sufi leanings)'1
Dr.: Hotchand Gurbuxani (profound:
scholar-critic of the fame of 'Shah-jo-I
Risalo"), Jethmal Parsram (Critic and
short-story writer on mystic subjects),!
Bherumal Mehrchand (Grammarian
and essayist whose 'History of Sindhi
language' is of outstanding merit),
Lalchand Amardinomal (A.ll-rounder
with a typical style), Fatehchand
Advani (Translator, compiler of
religious works), Khanchand Daryani
(Dramatist) and Sobhraj Fatehchand
(Poet and prose-writer).

Sindhi is one of the few extensively
spoken languages of India and is

, carried over to different parts of the
globe by its enterprising community
called the "Sind workers and mer
chants." It is spoken not only by fif
teen lakh Sindhis uprootedfrom Sind,
but it also bears close res em blance to
the language spoken by people in
Kutch, Jesalmir and also by Multanis.

_Sindhi is enriched by -a free flow of
dailies, periodicals and magazines (over
sixty) which outnumber even some
of the recognised languages in the
Eighth Schedule to the Constitution
of·Indi~. 'The Hindustan' daily has
a .circulation of over 15,OOQ copies.
The number of books published in
Sindhi also runs into five figures. In
view of these facts, it is -hoped
that Sindhi will soon be given its
rightful place among its sister
languages.

Shri S. l\f. JHANGIANI
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MALOOM NAHEEN SAHIB
Once an English Engineer desired

to visit India, the country of Sadhus
and snakes, He reached Delhi, the
capital of India, by air, After visiting
some .important cities, he started' for
Bombay, "The Gateway of India.'"

When he arrived at The Victoria
Terminus Station, he was amazed to
observe the architecture of the build
ing of the station. He asked a man
"0 kaun barlaya?". The man
answered, "Maloonl naheen Sahib. "
He took out his diary and wrote in
beautiful words, "The wonderful
building of the V. T. Station was built
by an architect lVlr. Maloom 'Naheen
Sahib." He then took photographs of
the building from inside and outside.

When he arrived at the' Flora
Fountain, Bombay, he was again sur
prised to see another beautifully
built huge building. Once more he
asked a gentleman, "0 kaun banaya ?"
The gentleman replied, "Maloon
naheen Sahib." He thought,"The same
engineer has built this building.
He must be. very skilled." He made
up his mind to meet that architect,
Mr. Maloom Naheen Sahib, and to

THE
It was ten minutes past five when

Rajivcame from his office. ' He found
his newly wedded wife at the sewing
machine. Seeing him she got IIp and
helped him with his coat.

"Greta, I told you to be ready, so
that after tea we could go to pictures.
I have given money to Rajan to buy
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gain knowledge of architecture of
those wonderful buildings.

After some time, when he was
shopping at the same place, he found
that a full-bodied mall came out from
a shop. He asked the. shop-keeper,
pointing to the fat man, "0 kaun
hai ? ". The answer was," Maloom
naheen Sahib". -He thought that
that person was the engineer, whom
he desired to meet. He ran to meet'
him but invain. Before he reached
him that fellow disappeared.

Next day, when he 'was going by
, Marine-Lines, he found that a large
funeral-procession . was COIning to'~

wards him. He called a, man and
asked, "0 kaun mara? ". The .man
answered "Maloom naheen Sahib."
He was very sorry to hear that the
great engineer had died. His desires
and expectations remained unfulfilled.
He took off his hat in honour of
the great engineer, bade "good-bye"
to him and went his way ~ thinking of
the imaginary great architect "Mr.
lVlaloom Naheen Sahib."

Hari Bijlani.
Prep Seienee.

·KE Y 5
out' tickets," said Rajiv. She wag
silent' and went indoors. He followed
her. She was looking for something.

. "What are you looking for ?"
asked Rajiv.

"The bunch of keys is lost", came
the reply almost in so bs. This clearly
meant that she could not dress up,
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so without any hesitation he began to
help her in the search. Both began to
search for the keys, but it was in ..
vain.

Finally Rajiv broke the ice, "It is
five-fortyseven. Even if we do find
it, it would take half an hour for you
to dress up, fifteen minutes for tea
and then to find a tonga. .This will
take another ten minutes. So it will
be six fiftytwo-when we reach there.
So no use going now ! J think I will
go .and tell Rajan not to buy our
tickets. But what reason should. I
give to him ? Think of some excuse.'

"Tell him that you came late from
the office and could not go home, and
are coming straight to the theatre",
"Like hell! YOllr fault and I to get
the blame! Besides we came out of
the office together."

Again they both stared silently at
each other. This time Geeta thought
of an excuse and said, "Say, you could

not get a tonga' and so you came
to inform him on the bicycle" "But
he will say could not your wife walk
this distance? Was it too far for her
tender feet ?

They were absorbed in thinking
again. Now r Rajiv tossed up and
said, "Oh, I have got it! I'll go and
say that my wife is sick. And so we
are unable to go to the theatre."
This suited her too.

After the tea, he set out towards
the theatre. .To his amazement, he
saw that Rajan too had not brought
his wife. Rajan, on being asked why
he was alone, darted out his excuse,
"Oh, she is sick." But straight for
ward Rajan said, "My wife lost her
keys, and you kn.ow what women
are " SuddenlyRajiv burst out
laughing and confessed that his wife
also had the same disease.

LALITA CHADDHA,
Prep Arts

"Soviet Foreign Policy Since World War II"
Like the foreign policy of any state, 'central threads of Russian foreign

Soviet foreign policy is shaped by a policy by reviewing Soviet policies
variety of factors: geographical and in Eastern Europe, in Germany in the
strategic considerations; historical Middle East and Far East, and in the
and traditional policies; the general United Nations.
international situation; internal poli- There are obvious geographical,
tical problems; the elements of historical, and security reasons for the
economic strength and weakness with- Soviet interest in Eastern Europe.·
in the state; the morale of the people TIle decision to launch a second front
and the character of the leadership r .against Germany in the second World
and other equally basic conditions. War from Western Europe rather than

Postwar Soviet foreign policy has through the Balkans, as Churchill had
been characterized by a growing rift urged, meant that the Red Army had
between 'the Eastern and Western been left in undisputed control of the
blocks. We shall try to follow the entire region. Whatever may' have
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The most formidable organized
opposition to Communist rule came,
as could be anticipated, from religious
groups and especially from the Roman
Catholic Church. In nearly every
country of Eastern Europe the Roman
Catholic Church had a large member
ship. In everyone of these countries
the Communists in control have
naturally sought to dissolve Catholic
organizationa and to take over Catho
lic schools. The most formidable
political rivals of the Communists, the
peasant or Social Democratic parties
were greatly weakened by the arrest,
exile, or defection of their leaders. By
1948 the only non-Communist state
in Eastern Europe was Czechoslovakia.
She had made a treaty with the Soviet
Union in 1943, and in postwar period
Edward Benes and other non-Commu
nist leaders of the Czech Republic
had followed a conciliatory policy to
ward their powerful neighbour, and
apparently believing that co-opera
tion might be an alternative to Com-

been the military considerations in- taking over the machinery of the
volved, these decisions had important state. It cannot be, however} doubt
political consequences. An effort on ed that in the establishment of the
the part of Russia to make the best of (people's democracies' the Commu
this military occupation by the Red nists won considerable popular sup
Army of Eastern Europe was natural. port. Land reforms, the nationliza
The reason for such an effort was the tion of industries, and agricultural co
objective of establishing friendly operatives have since been introduced.
zovernments in the states in that area However, in the matter of collectivi
with a view to creating a buffer zone . zation of lands the Communists have
between the Soviet Union and the moved slowly in introducing the
West and orienting the countries of - Soviet pattern in the agricultural
Eastern Europe toward the Soviet areas in deference to peasants' senti
Union, instead of toward the Western mente
world, politically, economically. and
culturally. Soviet policies in Eastern
Europe, with the notable exception of
Yugoslavia since 1948, have been very
effective. Between 1945 and 1948
local Communist organizations gained
complete control in Albania} Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland,
Rumania and Yugoslavia; in other
words, allover Eastern and South
eastern Europe excepting Finland,
Greece and Turkey. Finland adheres
to the Soviet line in foreign affairs.
The Baltic states of Lithuania, Estonia
and Latvia had been earlier absorbed
into the 'U. S. S. R.' At first the Com
munists participated in "Popular
Front" governments} but they joined
with the "bourgeios" parties to destroy
them. They secured key minis
tries} such as the ministry of interior,
which controlled the police, Key posts
in. the armed forces and in the police
were entrusted to those loyal to the
Communists. Being thus in a position
of vantage} the Communists succeeded
in undermining other parties and
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munist domination. But in February,
1948, in. a coup Czechoslovakia too
passed into the Communist camp.
The coup in Czechoslovakia came as
a particular shock and surprise to the
non-Communist world.

For a few months after February,
1948, the "iron curtain" revealed no
rifts from Stettin on the Baltic to
Trieste on the Adria tic. Not long
afterward, however, a major rift did
appear. TIle Cominforrn charged
Tito and his aides with "bourgpois
deviation" and disloyalty to the Soviet
Union. Criticizing Tito's domestic
policies, especially the failure to ad
vance the programme of agricultural
collectivization in the face of peasant
protests, it called upon the "llealthy
elements" in the Cornmunist Partv
of Yugoslavia to replace nationalisti~
Tito's leadership and "to advance a
new international leadership of the
Party."

Tito and his associates showed no
recognition of their "errors" ; instead
they reaffirmed their policies. Their
position was endorsed by the Com
munist Party of Yugoslavia, although
it was denounced everywhere else in
the Communist world.

Yugoslavia's break with the Soviet
bloc had caused a basic reorientation
in her relations with the non-Commu
nist states with whic.h she nO~T entered
into a number of agreements relating
to supply of economic and military
assistance.
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Tito's defection and the coming
into existence of the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization caused the
leaders of Soviet Russia to intensify
their efforts to hold the Eastern
European countries with her. Three
main agencies or instruments for
strengthening the ties between the
Soviet Union and the states of Eastern
Europe have been (1) a network of
treaties of mutual assistance and co
operation (2) the Cominform and (3)
the "Molotov Plan" and its Council
for Mutual Economic Assistance.

This net work of treaties of mutual
assistance soon aroused speculation
about some kind of East European
Federation. But this does not seem
to be the official Soviet policy.

Created in September, 1947, as the
principal decision of a .meeting held
in Warsaw and attended by Com
munist leaders from nine European
countries, the Communist Informa
tion Bureau or the Comiform, has its
headquarters in Bucharest, Rumania,
to which place it moved from Belgrade
after Tito's defection. The Comin
form is charged with the co-ordination
and execution of general Communist
policies in Eastern Europe.

The term "Molotov' Plan" came
into general usage after the countries
of Eastern Europe had been directed
not to participate in the Marshall
Plan. Since all the states had
adopted generally similar economic
plans in the postwar period and had
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become oriented toward tile Russian
economy, a kind of "Molotov Plan"
had been in existence for some time.
The plan, however, was given more
definite form in .Ianuary 1949, by the
creation of the council for Mutual
Economic Assistance.

Soviet Policies in Germany

The future of Germany and the
character of the institutions which
shedevelops are matters of the greatest
concern to either bloc. The Russians
seem to be following a consistent pat
tern of integrating Eastern Germany,
as rapidly as possible with the Soviet
orbit. If Russia could gain the support
of a Communist..dominated Germany,
or even of an independent Germany
oriented in her direction, she would
gain an immense advantage in the
power 'struggle.

Many important decisions were
made at Yalta 011 questions relating
to Germany, and a comprehensive
agreement on Germany was negotiated
at Potsdam.

The Potsdam Agreement covered
the political and economic principles
which were to govern the treatment
of Germany, reparation claims and.
procedures, the disposal of the Ger
man merchant marine, territorial
changes in Eastern Germany, the
trial of war criminals, and the orderly
transfer of German population. Dis
putes over the interpretation of the
Potsdam Agreement began valmost at
once, and so did violations. The pro-
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cedure for joint occupation and four
power collaboration in Germany, with
the Allied Control Council as the co-or
dinating body for the four zones and with
the Kommandatura serving a similar
function. in the government of Berlin,
proved to be unsatisfactory from the
outset. No solution except the divi
sion of the defeated country, and of
its capital, into separate zones seemed
possible, and the four occupying
powers have been faced from the
beginning with the necessity of trying
to make the best of a bad situation.

Postwar conditions in Germany
gave the U. S. S. R. ample opportunity
to strengthen her position in her zone
as they gave the Western bloc to
strengthen their hold in their zone. In
quick succession she established a
Soviet Military Administration,
central zonal controls, and legal and
political organization in the states and
provinces of her zone, with parlia
ments and constitutions based on the
concepts of a "people's democracy."
The Socialist Unity Party was formed
in February, 1946, by the merger of
the Communist party with the Social
Democratic Party. A sweeping pro
gramme of land reform, involving the
reallocation of more than 300,000,000
acres was undertaken. The Free
German Trade Union Organization
was created to co-ordinate all trade
union activities. Later the German
Economic Commission was establiehed
as "the Supreme Central Legislative
body for the economic organization
of the Soviet Zone", and Mutual Aid
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Committees, directed by the Mutual
Aid Association, for the better co
ordination and control of agricultural
activities.

East-West competition in Germany
is merely the reflection of the growing
Eas-West split. The Allied Control
Council, which was supposed to be
the agency of co-ordination, soon
became completely deadlocked; and
the same situation developed in the
Berlin Kommandtura. By the sum
mer fall of 1946 further attempts at
co-ordinated action had been largely
abondoned and each side began to
concentrate on consolidation and
development of its area and on
attempts to win the support of the Ger
man .people against the other. Since
1947 the. differences between the
Soviet Union and the Western powers
over Germany have been so great and
so fundamental that no appreciable
progress has been made in one of the
most crucial sectors of the "cold war."
Russia's reactions to the creation of
a West German State and its asso
ciation with Western Europe were
sharp. Two of the Soviet measures
of retaliation were (1) the Berlin
blockade and (2) the establishment of
the German Democratic Republic in
the Soviet Zone.

In 1951 and 1952 President Pieck
and other spokesmen of the East Ger
man State proposed "free" and
secret elections for an all--German
national assembly, and discussions on
the common goal of German
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unity, On March 10, 1952, Russia
proposed a four-power conference
to consider "the most rapid formation
of a general German government", to
be followed by a peace conference.
All such proposals have been unaccep
table to the West so far.

Soviet Policy in Middle East

Turkey: Since 1939 Soviet demands
for special concessions in the Turkish
Straits have been vigorously and fre
quently advanced. During World
War II Soviet-Turkish relations
steadily deteriorated. In March, 1945,
the Soviet Union announced her inten
tion to terminate the twenty-year
old treaty of friendship with Turkey.
Russians charged that the Turks had
allowed enemy warships to pass
through the Straits during the war in
violation of the Montreux Convention
and demanded that the Convention
be revised to give tile Soviet Union
greater security. At the Potsdam
Conference, Britain and the United
States had agreed that the Montreux
Convention should be revised, and that
the three powers should undertake
direct negotiations with Turkey
to this end. But the Turkish Govern
ment, with the strong encouragement
of Britain and the United States
rejected the Soviet demands which
amongst others provided for the joint
means of defence of the Straits by
Turkey and the Soviet Union.
Turkish ties with the west have
been strengthening since then.
Turkey is now a' member of the
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~ATO and the Baglldad Pact. That
the recent Turkish maneuvres against
Syria are prompted by the U. S. A.
or, at least, are blessed by the Western
bloc, is obvious in the light of these
military alliances.

Iran: Russian overtures to Iran
for an oil concession were rejected by
the Majlis in 1944. In April, 1946, the
Soviet Union promised to withdraw
her troops from Azerbaijan anti all of
Iran in return for the formation of
a joint Soviet-Iranian oil company.
With the departure of the Soviet
troops the Majlis refused to ratify the
oil agreement after a delay of nearly
a,year and a half. Russian influence
got a chance of success during
Mossadegh's regime when anti-west
fealings of the Iranian population
were at their highest pitch. But after
the solution of the oil question to the
satisfaction of the Iranian Govern-
ment as it is constituted at present
and the Western powers, Russian
influence in Iran has ebbed down at
the surface at least. Iran is a member of
the Baghdad Pact. What. influence the
recent shift of the two leading Arab
countries viz., Syria and Egypt
towards Russia exercises on Baghdad
Pact countries remains to be seen in
not a very distant future.

Until World War II Russia did not
show championship for Israel's cause
because she did not, desire to alienate
the Arabs. With the emergence of
the new Jewish state and its success-
ful resistance to the Arab armies, how-
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ever, the Soviet Union showed a·
willingness to accomodate Israel's
interests. But Russian solicitude for
Israel did not live long; and in the Feb.
ruary of 1953 Kremlin severed diplo
matic relations following the bombing
of the Soviet Legation in Jerusalem.
There is a small Communist party in
Israel.

Soviet Polices in tbe Far East

The Soviet Union scored tremen
dous gains in East - Asia in 1945.
These carne chiefly. as a result of the
Yalta agreement, the occupation of
Manchuria by Russian troops, the
Sino-Soviet Treaty of August 14, 1945,
and the "power vacuum" created by
Japan's defeat, China's weakness and
division, Britain's inability to resume
her former position, and the speedy
withdraw] and demobilization of the
United States.

The U.S.S.R. withdrew her forces
from Manchuria in a way which was
helpful to the Chinese Communists.
Russia remained officially aloof from
the civil war which began in China
ill 1946. But she recognised the new
regime the following day when the
People's Republic of China was pro
claimed on October 1, 1949. Since
-then relations between the two
communist regimes have been very
close. In the United Nations Russia
has invariably championed the views
of Communist China and has insisted
that the "Kuomintang representa- '
tives" have no right to represent China.
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For the first half of 19 0 Russian
delegates boycotted every agency
of the U.N. over the issue of Chinese
representation.

At the end of Mao Tse-tung's visit
to Moscow, in Febuary, 1950, the
Soviet Union and China announced
the signing of a Treaty of Friendship,
Alliance and Mutual aid, with t\VO
supplementary agreements, one confir
ming Russian rights in the Manchurian
railways and in Port Arthur and
Daireu, with a pledge by the U.S.S.R,.
to abandon these areas by 1952, the
other promising a large Soviet credit
to China. The Sino-Soviet Treaty
of February, 1950, was modified by
agreements announced in Moscow on
September 16, 1952. These agree
ments provided for Soviet withdrawl
from the Changchun R ail way
in Manchuria, in accordance with the
pledge of 1950, but they also
stipulated that Soviet troops would
remain in Port Arthur until such time
as peace treaties between the Chinese
People's Republic and .Japan and
between the Sov-iet Union and Japan
were concluded.

Russia officially did not join China
ill the war in Korea ,

Japan: The Soviet Union was
represented on the Allied Council for
Japan, which at least theoretically was
all advisory body to the Supreme
Commander for Allied Powers in Japan,
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and 011 the Far Eastern Commission,
which from its headquarters in the
former .Iapanese Embassy in \Vashing
ton was supposed to determine over
all occupation policies. Soviet
representatives on these two bodies
were always highly' critical of the
course of occupation policy' under
American control. When the Japanese
peace treaty officially became effective,
on April 28, 1952, the Soviet Govern
ment repeated its strong protests over
the whole proceedings, which it insisted
had been illegal from the very
biginning. It also objected to the
security treaty between the United
States and .Iapan, to the abolition 'of
the Far Eastern Commission, and to
all othar logical corollaries of the new
status of .Iapan. Russia and the
Soviet bloc have refused to acquiesce
ill Japan's re-entry into the family of
nations; in September, 1952, Malik
cast the Soviet Union's fifty-first veto
to keep Japan out of the U.N. Present
relations between the Soviet Union
and the new Japan are about
normal,

Soviet Policies in the United Nations

III the. Security council the Soviet
Union has been free in its use of the
veto power. It has also staged walk.outs
in the Council and in all other organs
and agencies of the U. N. with which
it is affiliated. The walkout of
January - August, 1950, is the most
notable example. During the month of
August 1950, .Iacob Malik maintained
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that the act ion of the Security
Council in finding that the North
Koreans had committed an act of
aggression and in calling upon member
states of the United Nations to send
forces to Korea to resist this aggres
sion was illegal. He based his argu
ment on the absence of representatives
of the Soviet Union and of th.e
Communist Government of China
when the decisions regarding Korea
were taken.

The Soviet Union has taken a
particular interest in the work of the
Disarmament Commission. The Soviet
Union supports the efforts of the
United Nations to create an effective
security system based on the control
of atomic energy, the reduction of
armaments and the provision of armed
forces for the U.N. Her efforts being
made at present for the inclusion of
all the member states of the U.N. in
the Disarmament Commission are
highly genuine and earnest.

Soviet representatives have taken
an active part in the debates and
delibera.tions of the General Assembly.
The Soviet Union has usua.lly
o b j e c ted to the transfer to the
Assembly of questions on which tile
Security Council was deadlocked,
This stand is a natural corollary
of the game of Power-politics played
in the General Assem bly the composi
tion of which is highly favourable to
the Western bloc and consequently the
result of voting does 110t depend upon
the merits of the issue involved.
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The Soviet Union is a member of only
three of the twelve specialised agen
cies-the Universal Postal Union,
the International Telecommunications
Union, and the World Meteorologi
cal Organization. Whileshe has been
critical of some of the judgments and
advisory opinions of the Fnterna.tional
Court of Justice, she has shown no
disposition to boycott the Court.
Russians are members of the U.N.
Secretariat. As a member of the
Trusteeship Council, the Soviet Union
has been highly critical of the adminis
tration of the trust territories by
Britain and other trust po,vers.

From the above resume it is clear.
that considerations of security and
strategy have played the most impor
tant part in the formulation of the
Soviet Foreign policy after the Second
World War as they did before the
War and aH they do in any other
country at a·oy ·;time. This" fact is
also borne out bv the successive shifts
ill Communist policies in South-East
Asia. As a consequence, communist
leaders in S-E Asia were repeatedly
placed ill embarassing situations by
Moscow's zigzag tactics, while the
development of party prograrrlmes
related to local is sues was hampered.
TIle history of the Communist Party
of India amply illustrates this point.
Since early 1950, that is, after the
Communist victory of 1949 in China,
Communist policy in S-E Aisahas
been increasingly directed from
Peking and there has been a corres
ponding diminution of Soviet direction.
Communist gains realised since 1951
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in India and Indonesia have been
locally oriented.

The role played by the Soviet
Union during the Suez Canal crisis
and her coming nearer the 1110st
important Middle East country,
namely Egypt, and also, more
recently Syria, as symbolised by
Soviet economic and military aid to
these countries have, no doubt, been
motivated in part by the same consi
derations of strategy in this rocket era.
The same consideration may be. the
most weighty factor behind the Soviet
Union's attitude in the Security
Council on the Kashmir issue. But
it can definitely be said in this post-

Stalin era that behind the economic
aid to India and the l\{·E countries lies
a sincere desire to Iive on the friend
liest terms with these non-communist
and neutral countries. Non-inter
vention in the internal affairs of these
countries indicates that the Soviet
Union has abandoned the policy of
foisting .international communism by
subersive and coercive methods. Soviet
Union's conduct in the Hungarian
episode should not cause much alarm
in the minds of sincere believers in
co-existence, for neither bloc is pre
pared to forfeit, at least, the advantages
that accrue to it from the status quo.

Shri R. P. BUDHIRAJA, !i.Sc.

A LETTER FROM A DOCTOR

Doctor

Dass Mental Hospital,
New Delhi.·

19th October, 1938.

Dear Mr. Chawla,

I don't know how to inform you
that your wife died this morning.
May God give you courage to bear
this loss, but this strange death has
shocked me a lot. When three days
back, your manager, Mr. Rajinder
Mohan, came hare with your wife, I
took charge of her treatment.. In the
afternoon I went to see her in her
room where she was lying in her bed,
reading a newspaper. Seeing me,
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she got up and placed the news
paper aside.

"Probably you are
Dhawan.' She asked ?

,,¥es, I am..... but how do J70 U

know me Mrs. Kamni"?

She laughed and when she did
so, I judged that she was not mad, for
it was an intelligent gesture. As she
finished her laughter, she pointed to
a chair and said. "There is nothing
extraordinary Doctor please sit
down 1 know my husband
knows you very well. He has referred
to you many a time at home".
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There was asilenoe for a couple of
seconds till I broke it.

"Mrs. Kamni, you' I mean you
don't seem to be mad."

As I said this. she smiled.

.» "It is very kind' of you Doctor to
think me sane come nearer
Doctor ... ~.,. I want to tell you some-
thi~g ~~_out me please bring your
chair nearer;"

,As I did so,· she continued,
",Doctor! .my husband thinks that.I am
mad you know why Doctor;
because I relate to him the. dream
whiehI have been seeing for' the last
ten. nights. ,. He thinks it all non-
sense, but Doctor I swear, it is
something true .....very true (a sigh).

·1 will relate to you that dream
Doctor .. ~ ...... 1 t e 11 you. 1 had
it even last night, I begin from the
b·eginning.· It was about ten days
back when, while: asleep, I· felt ·that
somebody was touching me. I atonce
opened my eyes and got up. It was
~y husband, Mr. Chawla. I swear
.Doctor he was very much like .my
husband,

He was wearing garments which
probably our. ancestors would have
worn.

Why- is it, dear, you are wearing
this funnydress !

That ~lan smiled and said ina every
sweet voice-;'It is not your husband
Kamni Itis I the prince of the
moon. My name is Smoora I
.have, been watching and admiring you

. for 'the last five nights. I like you.. ~ ...
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you are beautiful .you under-
stand. I am the' grandson of Lord
Amira ..... the. God of the moon. They
have sent me here to choose a life
companion, It is because I have done
a g~eat. service. to my people and Lord
Amira IS very pleased with me. This
world of yours... ~ .. oh, it is beautiful
......Everything is beautiful here.

Two hundred years ago when my.
father came here, he too fell in love
with a girl of, this place ......•.my
mother, I, too,. have come for the
sam.e purpose would you go. 1,
I. Iike you you . are. beautiful.
Lord Amira says that I will live for
ten .thousand years. He will grant
you. too a long lease of life ten
thous~nd years ...... what do -yo~say ,
Kamni ? .....Do you go with· me l' .

I 'did .not reply to this. He
moved to~a~ds the window,' saying
that he 'WIll take me some day.
Doctor he comes daily. He told me last
night that he. would take me awayto
night....he will certainly take me away
Doctor.. ~ ...he will not spare me".

Mr. Chawla as your .wife said, this•
she started crying. I pacified her
with some effort." . .

. This morning 'when I came to' the
hospital, I was told that .she was dead.
,In the morning when the nurse' went
to give her ,tea, she found Mrs. Kamni
dead .. · Probably.she has gone 'to
the IUOOD. 'The shock is -too
stunning to permit me to write more.
May God bless her soul! .

Yours Sincerely,
Surjit Dhawan
(Asst. Surgeon)
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Principal Harish Chandra's speech at a lunch of the Staff
Association held on the Ist of February, 1958 where Dr. V.K.R.V. Rao
Vice-Chancellor, Delhi University was the Chief Guest:-

Dr. Rao, Ladies and Gentlemen,
I have been directed by the

Secretary of the Staff Association,
presumably on behalf of the Staff, to
get up on my hind legs and say a few
words. I have no doubt . that this
par tic u 1 a r directive has
been given to me ·s 0 I ely with
a view to provoke the Vice-Chancellor
to make a speech, before he can
be allowed to return to the University.
I do not blame the Staff. Being far
away from the University Campus,
it is not very often that they get all

opportunity of listening to the melli
fluous voice of the Vice-Chancellor or
learning to admire the fluency of his
speech and the cogency of his argu
ments whether he is building up a case
or domolishing it. I should have
thought, however, that the most app
ropriate person to give him this pro
vocation should have bee n the
Secretary of the Staff Association
himself or some other equally active
member of it. The Principal of a
College is only a very minor member
of the Staff Association, and his only
function, as far as I know, is merely
to implement the decisions made by
the Staff usually without his consul
tation aud sometimes without his
knowledge. Fortunately these decisions
invariably pertain to incon.troversial
subjects, such as meeting over a Cllp of
tea or having a lunch or a dinner party.
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I imagine the Staff wants me, on
this occasion, to tell the Vice-Chance
llor something about them. I have
not the slightest hesitation in doing
so. I expect I am reasonably quali
fied to introduce them, more or less in
a consolidated form, to the Vice-Chan
cellor and other friends present here
this afternoon. Well, Sir, as you may
have noticed, our Staff consists of
both sexes, and I can assure Y01I all
of them are "Hale-fello\vs well-filet".
In fact, they might quite legitimately
be described as a "Merry-go-round".
They can act and produce plays, they
can sing and play on musical instru
ments, they call dance and make mer ...
rv, and some of them, whatever their
a-ge, can recite highly emotional and
romantic poems. Indeed, they can. do a
number of other things. For example,
all of them can playa decent game of
'''Gulli-danda'' and if you care to
compute their prowess at this ancient
and skilful game, you have only to
attend the annual picnic of the whole
of our College at Qutab or Okhla or
some other similar spot. Two of them
were selected by the Delhi University
for training in Badminton and Table
Teunis at Bombay arid Lucknow res
pectively, at the cost of the Ministry
of Education. Both of them happen
to be Lecturers in Physics. When I
seriously demurred to their g 0 i n g
away, merely to play Badminton and
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Table..Tennis in the middle of the
session, they convinced me that a
good practical knowledge of the s e
games would substantially advance
the study of Physics in the College.
But think of the irony of it, when our
Director of Physical Education declin
ed a similar invitation from the Delhi
University for training as a coach in
Hockey, lest the College should come
to a standstill (luring his absence for
two or three weeks.

I am not sure, ladies and gentle
men, whether you have noticed the
capabilities of our staff in another
field of action. Perhaps some of them
have been fighting shy of displaying
their capacities in the presence of the
Vice-Chancellor. But I call tell you,
that with the disgraceful exception of
}Ir. Sud, the head of our Department of
English and Mr. Jhangiani, our Lecturer
in Sindhi, all of us, including Mrs.
Parshad, are connoisseurs of the culi
nary art, and, led by myself, call
thoroughly appreciate good food, parti
cularly from the quantitative point of
view. Mr. Vice-Chancellor, if, in spite
of these versatile qualifications and
achievements of our staff, you should
still insist on judging their efficiency
as teachers, by the doubtful criterion
of the pass percentages in their sub
jects in the various University Exami
nations, you will not find the m
wanting. a- So you see, Sir,. you are
to-day arnong a crowd who under
stand life inside-out and outside-in.

I suppose, the Staff would now
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like me to tell them something about
the Vice-Chancellor. I am not suffi
ciently qualified to do that. And in
any case, I am one of the most junior
principals in the University and
dare not talk too ill U c h. But
if I were to put in a nutshell
what Ish 0 U 1 d like to say
about him, I should put it this way:
"That a great deal more than Dr. Rao
himself it is the Delhi University and
its Colleges that deserve cordially to
be congratulated 'on the appointment
of Dr. Rao as their Vice-Chancellor.
Indeed, we should consider ourselves
extra-ordinarily lucky to have a man
of his calibre at the head of our
affairs.

The Delhi School of Economics is
a standing monument to his enter
prise, industry, scholarship and initi
ative. \i\tTe all know that ever since
he has taken over, the University has
been humming with continuous life
and activitv. The celebration of the
Independence Day, the Convoca.tion
~!eek with its Exhibition, its Drama
tic performances, its musical concert,
its extension lectures, and its tremend
ous dinner culminating in the solemn
ceremony of the convocation itself,
were some of the manifestations· of
this activity. We can eagerly look
forward to a very enjoyable and ex
tensive flower show, three weeks from
now, to be held under the direct ins
piration of the Vice-Chancellor. We
are all aware of the abiding and effect
tive contribution that he has been
making all these years to the solution
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of the many economic problems of the
country tackled by the Government
of India from time to time. And
I am sure, most ofyou have heard of
the recent magnificent donation of
Rs. 20 lacs, negotiated by him, for the
Delhi University, from the Ford
Foundation, for the organisation of
tutorial classes 'for Honours and Post
Graduate students.

This is only a beginning, and if
this is any indication of what may
follow, the Delhi University can con
fidently look forward to contributing,
more than its share, to the growth of
knowledge and to the all-round well
being of its members.

Such, ladies and gentlemen, is our
Chief Guest this morning.

I was quite amused sometime ago
to see his age mentioned in a local
daily in connection with a controversy
on the Second Five Year Plan. Soon
after, I heard him speak on this sub
ject, under the presidency of the
Prime Minister, when he made a brief
and dignified reference to his age,
which reminded me of Mr.William Pitt
who was accused of extreme youth in
the House of Commons by an aged
member of the opposition to whom he
replied bJ7 saying, "The crime of being
a young man which the Hon'ble gentle
man has with such spirit charged upon
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me, I shall neither try to palliate nor
deny but content myself with wishing
that I may be one of those whose
follies may cease wi th their age".

Dr. Rao Inay be as distinguished a
Vice-Chancellor as you like but essen
tially he is a teacher. At a meeting
of the University Teachers Association
the other day, he told us that, in a
way, he was sorry he had been weaned
away from teaching to administra.tion
and that he would be really happy if,
at the end of his term of five years as
Vice-Chancellor, he was permitted to
return .to the Delh.i School of Econo
rriics, not as the Head of the Depart
ment, but only as Professor. I have
no desire to be a prophet, but I can
assure Dr. Rao that no such luck is
in store either for him or for the Delhi
School of Economics.

Ladies and gentlemen, we are very
glad to have you here with us this
morning. When our Staff Association
decided to have Dr. Rao as their
Chief Guest, on this occasion, I told
them that while this was a laudable
ambition, it appeared to me to be
somewhat difficult of fulfilment. But
Mr. Kumar, the Secretary of the Staff
Association, enjoys a peculiarly hospit-

. able persuasiveness, which obviously
is not so easy to resist. We are so
happy and thankful that Dr. Rao and
so many of our other friends have
been able to spend a little time with
us to-day.
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Staff Lunch

Dr. Rao, Vice-Chancellor, Delhi University with
Mr. K. N. Channa (Rehabilitation Ministry)

& Principal Harish Chandra



The College Union

Members of the Executive

Our distinguished Visitors

Professors Geoffrey Bullough & V. De Sola Pinto
reading passages from "Julius Caesar"



GaIsworthy : The Problem Playwright
In the later part of the nineteenth

century realism became a special fea
ture of the western literature, and wri
ters exhibited their interest in depict
ing the problems of contemporary life
and society from the realistic point of
view.Consequently, there came a react
ion against thy Idealistic and Roman
tic forms of literature. The changing
climate of the day influenced the
modern drama as well, and there came
a wholesome change ill the. conception
of form and content of drama.
This new tendency in d ram a
based on realistic approach to the

, problems of life and society, was call
ed as "The Problem Play."

'I'he inception of the realistic ten
dency in drama can be traced in the
play of Robertson called (Society'
written in 1865. The distinguishing
features of the new realism which
Robertson initiated are in the words
of Hudson briefly these :

"(i) It substituted, for a representation
of types, the study of individual
men and women. The old stock
characters-the hero and the
villain, the juvenile lead and the.
ingenuine, the heavy fathers etc.,
gradually gave place to mixed
characters of flesh and blood.

(ii) It discarded rhetoric and blank
verse for natural human speech."

The new style of drama, thus,
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initiated by Robertson was supported
and further developed by Pinero and
Jones respectively. Pinero introduced
several advances in the technique of
the new drama. He dispensed with
the soliloquy and the asides and gave
way to more natural dialogue. Simi
larly, other old stage conventions
were also discarded. Instead of giving
sudden and surprising twists to the
plot by coincidences, Pinero and Jones
both adhered too the more natural and
believable development.

Thus, in the hands of Pinero and
Jones, the drama was coming closer to
real life. Ibsen perfected the tech
nique of the 'Problem Play' and gave
it a full fledged form. The plot was
formed out of one or the other prob
lems stirring the society of the time,
the hero was no longer a king but
Jesus the Carpenter, or Paul the tent
maker. All other characters were
also human beings with their strength
and weaknesses. They were shown
stru.ggling with their environment,
fallen in the grip of some problem. The
dialogue of the play became more
human and natural. In support of
this Ibsen himself says, ".... My
play is no tragedy in ancient concep
tion. My desire was to depict. human
beings and therefore I would not
make them speak the language of
gods." Galsworthy was one of the
later dramatists who were the expo
nents of the new school of drama.
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Galsworthy has a dis till C t
place among the writers of Eng
lish 'Problem Play'. He was a
broad-minded intellectual being, a
consistent thinker, who did 110t yield
to the conventional pattern of life
and society. In his problem plays he
exposes the encroachment of tradition
UpOll the present life and proves its
futility. He was never moved by the
magical, mystical and surprising
stories of the Bible, but, thought of
life from the realistic point of view. He
observed the existing evils of the
contemporary life like an impartial
critic without any bias. He followed
the realistic style in drama and be
lieved that a problem playwright
should depict the contemporary life
as it is (and not as it ought to }1e).
His attitude towards the problems
of life can be seen from his own
words:

":bet me try to eliminate any bias
and see the whole thing as should an
umpire- one of those pure beings in
white coats, purged of all prejudices,
passions and predilections of mankind.
Only from an impersonal point of
view, I am going to get even approxi-
mately to the truth." .

Galsworthy found that there had
crept in hypocrisy, misunderstanding,
loss of character and unnecessary
suppression. of one's desire in everlY
sphere of life, dU3 to the un balanced
structure of modern ci vilization. Here
the man and his desires are crudely
crushed for the false notion of society.
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No consideration is showed to the in
dividual; his cries are unheeded.
Struggling with his environment the
man is always vanquishrd. This
injustice is everywhere inflicted upon
tile individual to maintain the so call
ed social equilibrium. This is the
central idea and the fundamental
problem of his plays.

There is an all pervading feeling
of pity and indignation in his plays.
Some think him cold, aloof,indifferent,
analytical, severely' logical and judi
cial. But his attitude to life cannot
be wholly interpreted in these terme.
Galsworthy nlay be partial between
one character and another while giving
arguments in support of each one of
them. But, he is not partial when
faced by human shortsightedness and
follv which make the characters what
they are. His plays are really tremen
dous indictment of the whole failure
of modern civilization, and at the
same time a passionate appeal for
understanding sympathy with the
innocentvictirns of the social svstem
for which all of lIS are responsible.

Galsworthy's pla,ys, thus, reveal to
us the stand of the individual in vari
ous sectors of society. His plays consist
of one or the other contemporary
problems arising out of one or the
other such relations. In the 'Silver Box'
he exposes the evils of the court-sys
tem , in the 'Strife' we have a tragic
situation faced by the entire communi
ty, due to a misguided strike. Here
we see a whole community held up by
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the stubbornness and self-will of two
men: the Capitalist Manager-Director
of the company concerned on the one
side, and the strike-leader of the
workers on the other. After months
of suffering and starvation, the
manager is deserted by his fellow
directors and the strike-leader by his
fellow-Trade Unionists, and the strike
is brought to all end on the very terms
which had been suggested by the cool
headed Trade Union Secretary in. the
early days of the dispute.The audience
is left wondering whether there really
can be such a stupid and uninteliectual
society as this one which allows a
whole community to be held up to
ransom, and the mineral resources
locked up by an insignificant minority
in that country. Similarly, in other
plays also we come across one or the
other problem fretting the mind of
the people of his time.

Galsworthy was a reformist, so
there is a tendency to preach in
almost all his plays. Now, the ques
tion arises .if Galsworthy is impart.ial
in his delineation of the problem how
can one know his idea of reformation.
Is it not that his impart.ia.li ty hinders
his purpose? Yes, it is true, he gives
us the diagnosis of the diseases of his
time but does not suggest an~y remedy
to do away with them. I t is because
the problem-playwright believes in
stirring the mind of the people to
think over the problem seriously
rather than to give a ready made
solution. But behind this impartiali
ty of Galsworthy there lingers syrn-
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pathy for the suffering man. Through
this sympathy we call discern Gals
worthy's stand on the problem. The
repercussion of his play is always a
sad one: a painful cry comes out of
it and permeates the entire environ
ment. His dramatic irony makes
the sad environment more sad, but
his humour saves it from being dark
and indistinct. Fighting against the
antagonistic forces of society the in
dividual is completely destroyed and
a sympathetic voice comes out of his
play-'W.hat a pity! What a shame I'
i.e., how sad is the destruction! This
is the final impression of his play. But
it is not a pessimistic attitude alto
gether. There is a challenge behind
it to do away with the present evils of
the society, and establish a new moral
standard so as to enable the
present to control the pre sen t
and not the past to control
the present. Thus, his teaching is
based llpon the central truth of life
laid down by the down.trodden.

No doubt, his plays come to be the
the medium of spreading his own point
of view, but he is always conscious of
the artistic beauty of the play. In the
f" rvour of his teaching he did never
spoil the dramatic art. In his opi
nion 't~he aim of art is not to preach
the good but to stir the mind of the
audience so as to compel them to
think of the good themselves." . Thus,
in his plays we do not find any dir
ect preaching but it comes in an impli
ed form, it is not stated in the
play, it is inferred from the situ
ations of the play.
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Ga.laworthy presents to us a criti
cism of life and society in the above
mentioned way only. Like an impar
tial critic he shows the futility of the
conventions through which the past
still controls the present; the narrow
mindedness of the so called fathers of
the society-their selfishness and
hypocricy. The conflict in his play
takes the shape of a struggle between
two persons having two opposed ideals
of life-the one traditional, the other
coping with the modern needs of
man and society. He advances argu
rnents in support of both the sides
with equal vehemence. He has no
direct attachment with either of the
two sides.

Along with the social problems of
the day Galsworthy touched on the
sex problem as well. Of course,the sex
problem has been speciallyassociat
ed with the problem play. The sex
problem as it is reflected in the mod
ern drama, is, in part, the ou tcome
of the movement for the emancipation
of women and, in part, the natural
rebellion against false conception of
marriage. Galsworthy did not go deep
in speculating the sex problem as a
whole. Criticising his coldness towards
the sex problem, Lawrence says, H ••••

here the sex level is extraordinarily
low." Contrary to this, Hermon Ould
is of the opinion that,-{'In fact. it is
the sexual love which runs like a
connecting thread through the whole
of Galsworthy's world ...,. Married
love, illicit love, young love, unre
quited love, tormented love and satis-
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fled love-all phases of love seem to
have a place in his scheme." The
truth is that Galswort.hy has dealt
with sex problem mainly in relation to
the married life where he has shown
the unhappy restlessness of the family
aud tragic consequences arising out
of Ill-matched unions. Like Ibsen, he
does not go deeper into the intricate
problems of personality in relation to
sex and marriage.

Galsworthy : the Craftsman

The plot of Galsworthy's plays is
well contrived. The subject matter of
his plays is derived from contempo
rary life. The plot is developed care
fully and gives full expression to the
problem embodied in the play. The
various incidents of the play are care
fully interwoven and smack of reality.
Situations of the play are all natural
and akin to that of real life. The
characters of his plays are mostly
types. Their interest in the play is
only for the revelation of the theme.
He avoids unnecessary expansion of
his plot and makes the drama more
compact. He maintains the necessary
tension in his plays and makes the
end more impressive. Irony is the
supreme device by which he makes his
plot more serious. This is why there
is density, acuteness, accura.cy and
effectiveness in his plot.

He is very conscious and selective
in manipulating . the dialogue. He
discards impassaioned language' and
romantic devices of asides and monolo-
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gues. The dialogue is terse, broken
and rambling as that of real life. The
language of the dialogue is simple and
based upon dialect. 'I'he conversation is
as .haphazard as that of life and there
is an absence of long. speeches. There
is no scope for virtuosity in the dia
logue, it is witty and crisp. He makes
the dialogue more living by giving hu
morous touches here and there. In the

words of Hermon Ould we can say
that," . . .. the authour's (Galswor
thy's) intrinsic interest of his material,
and his passionate sense of message,
may be relied upon to carry an audien
ce."

SHRI MANDHATA OJBA

ABOUT OURSELVES
The terms under review have been

crowded with activity, both curricular
and extra-curricular. Our students,
shaken from their summer sleep by
the December examination, and
alerted by its warning, can now be
seen poring assiduously over their
books. On the other hand., as if to
provide a relief to their strained
nerves, they have been equally active
in the extra-mural fields. A glance at
the reports, of the various Iiterary
societies, detailed below, will amply
bear out our assertion :-

The College Union.

Guided by its able adviser,
~fr. D. S. Bhalla, the College Union
has been fairly active during the
terms under review. The first funct
ion was a debate in English on the.
topic : ('Ill the interest ·of the
studeuts, all. the teaching shops in
Delhi should be immediately closed".
The first and second positions Were
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won by Sumir Kumar Dutt and
Bharat Bhushan (both of the Pre
medical II Year) respectively.

The next enterprise of the Union
was a Variety Show put up on the
college stage on the 28th October,
1957. It included a rich fare of songs,
poems and skits, which were heartily
enjoyed by the packed-hall.

Next carne a prize debate in Hindi.
The su bject was-s-

((~ tr+fT ~ 11(f ~ flTm ~T WTRT ~ f~ .fq~r .
~ ~~ ~~rf'iCfl ij"~Tlf(fT Cfi'T ~a;;T ~rq~Cfi'CfiaT ;:r~1

f~a;;r ..~ If ~~~, ij"~lfm a-~ ~~~T CllT 1'1

The first prize was shared by
Sushma Paul and Amrit Lal Gupta
while the second. prize went to V.K.S.
Sodhi.

In the recitation contest held on
3r(1 November, 1957, Toby Nainan
and Sumir 'Kumar Dutt (English),
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Dinesh Kumar and V. K. S. Sodhi himself in the All India Debate in
(Hindi), Harish Kapoor and Yogindra Hindi, organized recently by the Law
Kumar Sharm.a (Urdu)-won the first .Faculty of the Delhi University. He
two positions respectively, secured . the second prize. OUf

congratulations.
The Union also organized an

extempore speech competition in
English. S. Kamlam, who spoke
on "If I were my father and my
father were my son", got the first
prize. The second prize was won by
Sumir Kumar Dutt.

The fifth Annual Jnter-College
Debate in English for the Deshbandhu
Debating Trophy was held on the 8th
February, 1958. 'l'he topic was HIn
the opinion of this house, in the
interest of cultural, scientific, political
and economic development of India,
it is imperativethat English should
continue to be taught in Indian
Universities up to the highest stage".
The Trophy went to the St. Stephen's
College, Delhi, for the second year
running. Two individnal prizes were
won by Deepak Kumar of St.
Stephen's and S. Kamlam of
Deshbandhu College. Our college
was represented by S. Kamlam and
V. K. S. Sodhi.

There was another prize debate in
English on 27th February, 1958, on
the subject: "The best field of
service for woman is her own home".
Sumir Kumar Dutt stood first and
Vishnoo Motwani 2nd.

Our student, Rajindra Kumar
Marwaha (B. A. I Year) distinguished
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Besides these literary programmes,
a film, 'Julius Caesar' was also
screened in the college hall under the
auspices of the College Union.

The Annual Picnic

The Annual Picnic of the college
was held at Okhla on the 8th of
March, 1958. The Staff and the
students reached the site of the picnic
a couple of hours before lunch and
stayed there till sun-set. They were
provided with a sumptuous lunch,
prepared, under the supervision of a
committee of students, assisted by
some members of the Staff. The time
before and after the lunch was
gleafully spent in singing songs,
cracking jokes and playing sundry
games. The Variety Entertainment
held in the afternoon was highly
appreciated. A large number of
students and some members of the
Staff participated in the programme
which was very successful. It will
not be wrong to say that the success·
of the picnic was mainly due to the
special interest that the Principal
took ill its arrangements.. He
personally supervised the cooking
arrangements" and saw to it, that
every student; got his share. Like
wise he presided oper the Variety
Entertainment, and contributed to its
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success by punctuating it with his
witty remarks and interesting
anecdotes.

The programme ended with a cup
of tea and pakoras..

The Hindi Parishad

. The Parishad organised a prize
debate for B. A. and B. Sc. students
on the IOth September, 1957. The
subject of the debate was:

i'q~T~ CfiT f~~~T 9;fR)~'f ~W:qa- ~ I"

Gargi Gupta and Ranlesh Chat;dra
Jain secured the first t\VO prIzes.
Another prize debate was held for the
Qualifying class. Sushma Paul stood
first, whereas the 2nd place was
shared by Surendra Vatsa and
Ramesh Chandra Vohra.

A' story-competition was. held in
September, 1957. The stories w~re

assessed by Prof. Kailash Pati Ojha
of the Colleze of Commerce. Dinesh
Kumar and Chandra Parlrash won the
1st two positions. We also arranged
a poetry-competition, Hira Vallabh
Ti wari and Naresh Anjan stood first
and second respectively.

In the extempore, speaking compe
tition held on the 14tll November,
1957,Sneh Lata Sareen and Hira
Vallabh Tiwari secured the places of
distinction. Then followed an Essay
writing competition. Jagdish Prasad
stoodfirst among the B. A.. students
and Sushma Paul among the Qualify
ing .students.
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The Secretary, having resigned, we
held a fresh election for the post, and
Naresh Anjan of the B. A. I Year was
elected the Secretary of the Parishad.

A competition in transl~tin~ an
English passage into chaste HIndI was
a new feature introduced this year.
Harsh Vardhan of the B. A. III Year
stood first in this competition. Like
wise we have issued for the first time
a handwritten magazine entitled
"Makrand" edited by Shri S. C. Gupta,
Raghbir Singh and Har~hVardhan. It
includes contributions from the Staff
and the students. It has been beautiful
ly illustrated by Dilsher Nagi of B. Lt\.
III year.

The crowning venture of the
term was an Inter-College Extempore
Speaking Competition for Shri Jodha
Ma.I Kuthiala Trophy. The trophy
was donated by Rai Bahadur Jodh~

Mal Kuthiala at the instance of Shri
R. K. Sud, to whom weare heartily
grateful. As many as twenty students
from ten colleges participated. The
trophy was won by the Hans Raj
College and the individual prizes were
secured by D. D. Khosla of the Law
Faculty and Y ogesh of the Hans Raj
College.

The Sanskrit ~arjsnad

With the commencement of the
new academic year, Sanskrit was
introduced as a subject in Prep. Arts
and B.A. Pass. The Sanskrit Parishad
also came into existence last year ill
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Nov., 1957. The following were elected
its office-bearers :-

President Rajendra Kumar
Vice-President Sushma
Secretary Sharmishtha
Joint Secretary Dev Bala

The' inaugural function of the
Pariahad was held in December, 1957,
when Shri J.P. Vidyalankar explained
the meaning, origin and importance of
Sanskrit. The Parishad . held its
second meeting in .February, 1958.
The members evinced a keen interest
and read' out their compositions in the
form of short stories, essays,
shlokas, riddles and puzzles. Shri
Satya Pal presented a good and
instructive dialogue on the talk bet
ween Guru Virjanand arid his disciple
Swami Dayanand.. A special feature
of the function was that the entire
programme was in Sanskrit. The credit
.goes to Shri M.L. Chaudhry, tIle'
energetic adviser of the Parishad.

It is heartening to report that the
Sanskrit section of the College Maga
zine, 'Desh' , has also been started.
The editor is Shri -Iagdish Prasad who
works under the guidance of the Staff
Editor, Shri M.L. Chaudhry.

rrheParishad held its annual
function on 13th March, 1958. Dr.
J. D. Vidyalankar presided.

The Sindhi Literary Society

The Society has been fairly active
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throughout the two terms.

On the 12th October, 1957, the
members were addressed by Shri
J airamdas Daulatram;' ex-Gevernor of
Assam, who in his speech, exhorted
the members to feel proud of their
civilization and culture (Mohan-Jo
Daro) and to make a correct use of
Sindhi, . The address was followed by
a mixed programme of songs, poetry
recitation and essay-reading.

This was followed by a debate on
2nd Nov., 1957. The subject of the
debate was-"I11 the opinion of this
House, co-education is a necessity at
the College stage". Tulsi Achtani,
Vishno Motwani, Ashok Badlani and
Atma Nagwani took part in the
debate.

We also held a literary gathering
on the 27th Nov., 1957.

The next programme was a prize
essay competition which was held on
the 18th January, 1958. Vishno
Motwani stood l st and Atma Nagwani
2nd.

The Annual Day of the Society
was held on 7th March, 1958. The
fJrogramlue included a due t by
Gunwanti and Vidya , two One act
plays entitled 'Ladly" by Gobind Malhi
and 'Tea Party' by Prof. M. U.
Malkani successfully acted by Tulsi,
Mira Badlani, Ashok Badlani, Shyam,
Gobind, Vidya, Gunwanti, Amriti and
Mira Notani; a solo song by GUll\Vanti
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Chandwani and a chorus by Tulsi,
Vishno Motwani, Ashok, Shyam,
Gobind, Gunwanti, Mira Notani,
Vidyaand Amriti.

The Chief Guest was Prof. N. R.
Malkani , M. P.

Bazam-e-Adab

This literary society took its birth
only last year, and has, since then,
presented quite a few instructive and
interesting programIIles in the form of
poetical and literary symposia. Its
functions have alwavs drawn a crowd
of admiring student~. And this makes
us bold to affirm that the Society has
succeeded in its aim of quickening
students' interest in Urdu language
and literature. Keeping in view the
dearth of Urdu-knowing students in
our College, the success of the Bazam
is remarkable. Its President, Mr. K.
C. Kanda, deserves all the credit..

The last programme of the term
was a "Tamseeli Mushaira" followed
by a, dramatised version of the Ru
bayyat of Omar Khayyam. Undoubt
edly it was a very successful and
colourful function. The participants
were V.I\.. S. Sodhi (Wali), ~Iangat

Ram (Sauda), H.V. Tewari (Dard),
Naresh Anjan (Mir), Harish Kapur
(Inslla), Virendra Singh Kalra
(Momin), Shashi Vadan (Chalib),
Yogindra Kumar (Zauq), Shanti
(Dagh) and E. Siemon (Iqbal). Chitra
Vohra and Prabha Godbole acted
as Omar Khayyam and Saqi res
pectively.
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The Political Science Association

The following interesting pro
grammes were arranged by the Asso
ciation during the two terms :-

A mock session of the Parliament
was its first attraction. Hira Ballabh
Tiwari, leader of the Progressive
Party, acted as the Prime Minister
whereas the Opposition was led by
V.K.S. Sodhi. The Principal, as the
President of the Republic, inaugu
rated the Parliament. Mr. S.P. Kapoor
acted as Vice-President, and Shri V.N
Khanna and Shri K. S. Rai were the
Speaker and the Dy, Speaker respec- ~

tively. The session, which was held on
two days, was marked by a lively de
bate on the President's address and an
equally interesting question hour.

'The second Inter-College debate
for the Kathpalia-Jain Trophy was
held in November, 1957. As many as
12 Colleges participated in the function,
which debated the topic: "In the
opinion of this house, India should·
immediately withdraw the Kashmir
case from the United Nations". The
judges, Dr. R. Davarka Dass, Miss
Mazumdar .and Mr. e.L. Nahal
awarded the running trophy to
the Delhi School of Econo-
mics. The first, second and third
positions were secured by A.S. Sujali
(Delhi School of Economics), Sunda
ram (Delhi College) and Thyagraja
(Hindu College) respectively. The
college team consisted of Yogindra
Kumar and V. K. S. Sodhi.
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In the essay competition on:
"Kerala is the beginning of Commu
nisim in India", Vishnoo Motwani of
,B.A. I Year got the 1st prize.

The Society also organised a mock
session of the Security Council of the
United Nations. The five-power
resolution on Kashmir was the topic
of discussion. The first three posi
tions were secured by V.K.S. Sodhi,
Vishnoo Motwani and Harish Kapoor
respectively. Mr.P. Basu Deputy
Director, U.N. Information Centre,
New Delhi, Mr. M.L. Vohra of the
College of Commerce, and Mrs. M,
Thomas formed the panel of judges.

Another highlight of the term was
a talk by Dr. Harnam Singh, Reader
in Political Science, University of
Delhi. He spoke 011 "Democracy in
the U.S.S.R."

Besides all this, the members of the
Association attended a seminar on
Parliamentary Democracy, held in
the Central Hall of the Parliament
House.

The Association is yet to hold
its annual function 'which pro
mises to be both instructive and
amusing.

The Economics Society

Two members of the Society, V.K.
S. Sodhi and Puran Chand Arora,
headed by Shri S.P. Kapoor, the
Adviser, represented the Planning
Forum of the Society in the conferen-
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ce of the Planning Forums of Northern
India held at Srinagar in September,
1957. The Conference was inaugurat
ed by Bakshi Ghulam Mohammed,
the Prime Minister of Jammu and
Ka.shmir, and was presided over by
Mr. S.N. Misra, Deputy Minister
for Planning, Govt. of India.

A symposium in Hindi 011 the
following topics was held on the
20th February, 1958 :-

1. Our Plans and the Socialist
society of our dreams.

2. The problem of educated
unemployment.

3. The duties of students in
furthering India's Develop
ment Plans.

4. Is our second Five Year Plan
over-ambitious?

Rajindra Kumar Marwah and Hira
Ballabh Tiwari were awarded the
first and second prizes respective-
Iy.

Mr. Lakshmi. Naraill, 'the Regional
National Savings Officer, addressed
the Staff and the students on "Snlall
Savings" on the 1st March. To re~der
his advice into practice, the Society
has decided to give the prizes for its
various functions in the from of 12
Year National Plan Savings Certifi
cates.
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The Science Association

Shri K.. S. Rai

Shri V.N. Pasricha

The Society also arranged an
interesting and educative film show
on the 20th of February, 1958.

An exhibition of models and hand
made charts relating to economic
devolopment is proposed to be
arranged before the close of the term.
.A.L\. talk by Mr. J.B. Sarin of the Cen
tral Tea Board will be another item of
its programme.

The History Association

The Association organized a picnic
cum- local historical tour at the
Qutab Minar in Sept., 1957. The
programme included songs, Qawalies
and skits. Mr. Saxena, the
adviser of the Association, explained
the significance and style of the
various monuments. A historical
tour of Agra, Fatehpur Sikri, Mathura
and Brindaban was also arranged in
September last ~year.,

Besides this, an essay competition
was held. The topic was: "Women
through the ages". The Association
presented a very gala programme of
drama, dance and. music in its
annual 'programme held on. 3rd
March, 1958. The play: "Kirpan
ki Dhar" was well received by the
audience. Likewise, the folk songs
depicting various regional cultures of
India, were highly appreciated. The
credit for putting up this show goes
mainly to Shri B.R. Saxena.
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The Society resumed its activities
with the annual elections held in
October, 1957. The following were
elected as the office- bearers :-

Adviser

Staff Secre
tary

Ravinder Sabharwal President
S. S. Kumar Student Secretary

The elections over, the Associa
tion actively devoted itself to various
activities. A paper reading contest
on the following scientific topics
was organized on 24th Oct., 1957:-

1. Plants in the service of
humanity.

2. Science and humanity,
3. Antibiotics.
4. Heredity.
5. Baby moon.

As many as twelve students par
ticipated in this contest. The first
prize' was won by A.K. Tandon
of B.Sc.II Year and the second was
shared by Sumir Kumar Dutt
and Bharat Bhushan, both of the Pre
medical second year.

Trips to the D. C. M. Chemical
Works, Delhi, on 20th Nov, and to
the Science Exhibition, held at the
University Campus in celebration of
the Convocation Week on 26th Nov,
1957, were also arranged. Some more
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trips to Indian Agriculture Research
Institute, Pusa, and Meteorological
Department, Govt. of India, are
being planned in the near future.
Plans for a symposium on the Sputniks
I & II and a joy-ride for the mem
bers of the Association in a dakota
of the Indian Airlines Corporation
have almost been finalized.

Extension Lectures

Under this programme the follow
ing lectures were organized by Shri R.
P .. Budhiraja Professor incharge of this
activity.

On the 15th Oct., 1957 S.K.
Kamlam of the pre-Medical 1st year
class, spoke on Hindusim. The talk
was very lucid and illuminating and
it was followed by a lively discuss
ion.

Subha Rao, another student of the
pre-Medical first year class, gave a
very interesting talk on "Seven Cities
of Delhi" wherein he succinctly traced
the history of Delhi from the ancient
times. The text of one of these
lectures appears elsewhere in this
issue.

Besides this, Shri R. P. Budhiraja
gave two instructive talks on "Comm
unism & South East Asia" and "Life
as seen by the Biologist". It is hoped
that these talks will stimulate
students' interest in public speaking
and they'll come to the stage in larger
numbers. -
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We were 111Cky enough to have in
our midst Professor Geoffrey
B u 1 lou g.h, Pro f e s s 0 r of
English Literature ill the Uni
versity of London, and Professor
Vivian De Sola Pinto of the University
of Nottingham. Besides giving us
recitations of some well-known poems
they obliged us all by reading out a
few passages from Shakaspeare's
JUIJIUS CAESAR. Our students,
thus, had the rare advantage of listen
ing to these distinguished scholars of
English language and literature.

Shri K.C. Kanda delivered an inte
resting talk in Urdu on his tour of
Hyderabad, Ajanta, Ellora .and
Bombay. The talk was illustrated
with magic-lantern slides and was
quite illuminating.

The Social Service League

The credit for running this League,
which was started in October 1957,
goes to Mr. V. N. Khanna. As is evi
dent from its name, the League stands
for . creating a sense of service and
sacrifice in the minds of the students.
ItH members have started an Adult
Education Centre in the Defence
Colony, where about fifteen labourers
recei,;e education. The League also
proposes to start a welfare centre at
the Safdarjang Hospital. Apart from
this its members always volunteer
their services at the College Functions.
Yogindra Sharma. and Rajindra
Kumar, the President and the Secre
tary respectively, went for training in
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Inter-class One-act Play Contest

A scene from 'Adh ikar Ka Rakshak'



the Delhi School of Social Work, and 'The United
thus equipped themselves with the Association
necessary knowledge.

Nations Students'

The Rovers' Crew

The Crew is growing in popularity
because of its free and voluntary ser
vices on all occasions of importance in
the College. Not only this, our rovers
also served as volunteers in the
(T. N. S. A. programme of the Univer
sity. Prominent among them are
Dinesh Kumar (Leader) and the two
Patrol Leaders, V. K. S. Sodhi and
Kanahya Lal Grover.

The programme ,of the Camp Fire
presented by: the ',crew in January,
1958, deserves a special mention. It
was an interesting function, contain
ing humourousskits, group games and
songs.

Old Students' Association

The Association, in spite of our
repeated invitations, has not been able
to attract many old students. Some
of them, however, have become its
members this year also. Old boys
may be permitted by the Principal to
become members of the College Libra
rye They are invited to at/tend the
Important functions of the College.
~Iay we o~ce again invite all the old
students to enrol themselves as mem
bers and make this Association a real
union of good old friends '!
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The U. N. S. A. Unit of Deshban
dhu College came into existence on
the 5th February, 1958. Yogindra
Kumar and Gargi Gupta were nomina
ted its President and Secretary respec
tively by the Principal. Mr. V. N.
Khanna was appointed its Adviser.
All the three office-bearers attended
the function held at the University in
honour of Mr. Henry Cabot Lodge,
(Junior), the United States Permanent
Representative in the United Nations.

Earlier Yogindra Kumar and
Gargi Gupta also attended the All
India U. N. S. A. Convention held on
~~rd, 4th and nth of January, at the
Delhi University.

The Fine Arts Club

We sent up five items for the Inter
College Youth Festival Competition
11eld at the University this year-the
One Act Play, the Group Song, The
Group Dance, Classical Music and
Paintings.

The play was "Sazish" by Imtiaz
Ali Taj. Shanta Handoo took the
part of Rashida and not only looked
the part but acted it most admirably.
Harish Kapur acted as Mamu Mian
and acquitted himself ably. Ravi
Shankar played the young husband.
On the wh-ole it was a successful
performance and was fairly commen
ded. The' credit goes to' Mr. P.M.
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Kaul, Mrs. R. K. Prasad and Mrs.
M. Thomas who devoted a lot of
their time and skill in producing this
play. The play was repeated at the
Annual Convention of the U. N. S. A.

We sent up a fisherman's dance
and were fortunate enough to get the
first prize. Asha Saxena, Indu Malho
tra, Ripudaman Duggal, Satish,
Ishwar Kaul, Kuldip Singh and
Dharmashwar formed the group of
dancers. All of them deserve OUf

congratulations and so does Mrs.
Thomas, the guiding force behind this
activity. Ishwar Kaul was also
selected for the Delhi University Folk
Dance team. Likewise, the folk song
that we sent up for the first time, did
quite well. Our student Prabha
Godbole was selected to sing ill the
University Folk Song. She did equa
lly well in the classical music.

In the field of painting, an ink
drawing, "A refugee family". painted
by our student, Ashit Sanhyal, was
selected for the painting exhibition.

It is hoped that our students will
fare still better next year.

The College Daramatic Club

The College Dramatic Club has
beenfairly active during the year
19l?7-58. I ts members participated ill

the Inter-College One-Act Play Contest
arranged by the Delhi Universit.y and
the open One-Act Play contest held
by the Delhi Public Library, Delhi.
The performance at the University
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was highly commended and the pe~

formance at the Delhi Public Library
was adjudged the best and awarded
a shield. Surinder Vaid, the Secre
tary of the Club, got the first prize
for the best individual acting. Our
congratulations.

The Inter-Class One Act Play Con
test was introduced this year for the
first time. The .response was good and
the contest very keen. Students were
grouped into three groups and placed
under the charge of members of the
Staff. TIle contest was held in the
College Hall on 23rd November,
1957 at 4 P. M. in the presence of
students and Staff. The hall was fully
packed. The Qualifying Class stood.
1st and the B. A. Class 2nd. Below
are given the details ':

(A)
I. Group: B. A. Classes

Play: Nai Heroine by
Sarat Chander

Cast Bhagwan Nem Chand
Rameshwar .. Surinder Vaid
Malti Sushma Tandon
Abhimanyu ... Yogindar

Sharma
Gheewala .. Harish Kapoor
Insurance Agent Rattan Singh

II. Group: Pre-Medical & B. Se.
Classes

Play : Bimar-ka-Ilaj by
Udav Shankar Bhatt

Cast Kanti eI Shiv Brat Lal
Vinod Baldev Sethi
Chander Kant Ravi Shankar
Saraswati Usha
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Panditji ... Satya Bhushan
Dixit

Dr. Gupta Ravinder
Sabharwal

Dr. Nanak Chand Remesh
Chander Jain

.Sukhiya Hakim Rai

III. Groop : Qoalifying Class
Play: Adhikar-ka-Rakshak

by Upendernath Ashk
Caste Mr. Seth ... Rajinder Kumar

Babu Ram Lakhan ' .. J agdish
Chander

Jamadaran ... Ranjit Chawla
Bhagwati Vijay Kumar

Khanna
Editor ... Gulshan Rai

Arora
Three College students Vinod

Kumar
Asha Lal

Suresh Chander Jain
Mrs. Seth Savita

Credit for the success goes to the
members of the Dramatic Committee
consisting of the following :-

Shri P. M. Kaul
Shri I. S. Kapur
Shri S. C. Gupta
Mrs. M.. Thomas
Mrs. Rajkumari Parshad
Sllri R,. K. Sud

and the members of the casts
mentioned above.

The Dramatic Club participated in
the open One-Act Play contest held
by the Delhi Public Library, Delhi. It
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staged Nai Heroine. The following
were the members of the cast :-.

Bhagwan (Servant) Nero Chand,
Remeshwar Surinder Vaid,
Malti Gargi Gupta,
Abhimanyu ... Yoginder Sharma,
Gheewala Harish Kapoor,

Insurance Agent... Rattan Singh
Bharel.

Shri P. M. Kaul and Mrs. Thomas
and members of the cast are to be
congratulated for bringing honour to
the Dramatic Clnb and the College.

We look forth to the annual play
in March, 1958.

The Staff

There have not occurred many
changes in our Staff during the curr
ent term. Shri Jaipal Vidyalankar,
part-time.lecturer in Sanskrit, went
over to the Hans Raj College, Delhi,
and the void created by him has been
filled by Shri M. L. Chaudhry. W

T

e
welcome him.

The Department of Physical Education

Our difficulties about playing fields
have not been solved as yet. It is
almost impossible to prepare grassy
grounds without a tube-well. How
ever regular practice in cricket, bad
minton, volley-ball, table-tennis and
net-ball has been going on. The
number of players in every game has
increased and it has become difficult
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for us to accommodate all players,
particularly in Badminton and Cric
ket. We have not been able so pro
vide indoor Badminton courts so far.
But we hope to make two Badminton
pucca courts and one Bajri Tennis
court this year.

Inter-Class Tournament

The Inter-Class Tournament which
.","as first started in the year 1955 is
proving a great success. The 'I'ourna
ment has created healthy 'rivalry' and
interest for games among boys and
girls both. Over 250 students took
part this year and it lasted for
nearly 45 days. The Tournament
was played on the League System in
cricket, volley-ball, net-ball, foot- ball,
badminton, table-tennis and kabaddi.

There was a keen competition for
winning the championship between
B. A. and B. Sc. classes. TIle B. Se.
students had the upper hand and were
declared champions of the year.

Physico-Medical Tests

Every student was given a physico
medical examination jointly by the
College Doctor and the Director of
Physical Education. The examina
tion was followed by check-up and
the parents and guardians were advi
sed accordingly. A part-time Lady
Doctor was appointed by the College
for examining the girl students.
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The Doctor and the Director of
Physical Education have found that,
in many cases the 'vision standard' of
the students is alarmingly poor. This
is perhaps due to lack of proper diet
and faulty reading habit.

Table-Tennis
A number of friendly matches were

played during the year. The outstand
ing amongst them were those played
against the Delhi College and the
Community Hall Club. '.~Table-TeIlnis

l'ourIla.me~t (open to both the Staff
and studen ts) was organised as usual.'
The number of women competitors
'was fairly large this time.. The Table.
Tennis Club of the College felt the
absence of Mr. V. N. Pasricha
during the tournament as he had gone
to Lucknow for training in table-tennis
by the Ministry of Education.

The Badminton Club

For the first time the Badminton
Club organized a picnic of Players
(students and members of the staff) at
'Suraj Kund and Sidh Kund', on 2nd
March 1958. Shri A.C. Mehta & Prabha
Godbole entertained the members
with their sweet gazals and songs..
The picnic proved to be a success. A
part of the credit goes to Ramesh
Chander, the Secretary, and Shri
Kaushal Kumar. The members were
particularly requested to bring their
typical provincial dishes which were

'enjoyed by all.
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Fire Prevention Week

The Delhi Fire Service celebrated
the Fire Prevention Week in the third
week of October, 1957. Shri S. N.
Parshad, Fire Officer, Delhi Fire
Service, addressed the Staff and
students of the College on the causes,
and prevention of 'fire' in houses and
cities. The acldress was 11 i g h I y
instructive. It was followed by a
demonstration.

The Annual Prize-giving

The Annual Prize-giving was
presided over by Dr. K. L. Shrimali,
Minister of State for Education and
.Scientific Research, Govt: of India.

He stressed the necessity of develop..
ing a personal integrity and an
integrated outlook on life. He said
that it was only through these that
students could raise the stature of
society. The greatest quality required
in a modern man was a scientific out
look on life, that is, the ability of
independent understanding. Referring
to India's past, he said the ideal for
students would be to bring about a
reconciliation between their ancient
heritage and modern scientific progress.
The test of successful education was
whether it was able to bring about
such a reconciliation. He expressed
his satisfaction that students of the
college were receiving the right sort
of education and training.

OBITUARY

This meeting of the Staff and students of Deshbandhu College
places 011 record its deep sense of sorrow at the sad death of Maul
ana Abu] Kalam Azad, a foremost leader, scholar and statesman,
and offers its heartfelt condolences to the family of the' deceased, .
and to the Govt, of India, Ministry ,of Education.
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Are Nights Calm

.It is generally considered that
peace, tranquillity and quietness can
only be had after midnight. The
lover enjoys the most romantic thrills
in the calm of the night. The 'author
is not disturbed in his reflections and
.writings at this celestial moment. '1'0
'all these persons, it is a sym bal of
perfect calrnness and g i v e s
inspiration.:

I had been feeling confused,
pondering over some of the important
'Examples' in Dynamics. So I deci
ded to tackle the problem with full
determination.

I set my alarm clock at I. A.M.
and went early to bed at about 8 P.M.
I did not study the whole day
considering that my brain might get
tired.

I checked my time piece once
again to assure .myself that "it had
been set quite right. In a vmomenf
I was .in bed, but I could not get
sleep because my usual time to go to
sleep was about II P.M.

Suddenly, Rani came to my mind
and whispered, "You misunderstood
me, dear. I love you from the depth
of my heart. I couldu't accept your
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offer because some of my Gals were
there watching us. Please don't
think so poorly of me." I tried very
much to put away the idea. But all
'invain. Struggling with my thoughts
I do not know when I slipped
into the lap of peaceful sleep.

I opened my eyes only when the
rattling sound of my alarm clock
banged against my ear drums. I
forced myself to get up, though I had
not 'the least desire to do so as all the
life around me was quite still and a
cool breeze was fanning the sleeping
world gently. I remembered my
determination to get up and do the
most precious work of making up
my deficiency ~11 Dynamics. It was
difficult for me to describe as to under
what trying conditions I got up while
the world lay enjoying that cherished
blessing which descends from heaven.

In a moment I was up and absorb
ed in the bulky books of Dynamics.
But 10! I felt a jarring sound con
stantly boring me. There was a
terrible snoring of an old man lying
asleep in my neighbourhood. Then
there carne the coughing sound
and it was followed by the crying of
a small infant 'from another house
nearby. The mother's wile followed



coaxing the child, and saying, "Do
not make any noise, stop crying, sleep
sleep. Look out for the cat is
coming." I started striding on the
roof. Then came a long-drawn out
and loud crying of a dog, which
pierced through the air with a grim
suddenness and disturbed the whole
atmosphere. I wondered that during
the day I did not see. as many dogs
as the multitude crying at night.
Even that was not all. In the far
distance the occasional shrieks of the

railway engines 'and heavy thumping
noise made 'by the rolling stock filled
up the gaps in the noise, with the

. result that a long string of disturbance
was an unending occurrence. I was
so much upset and; disturbed that I
decided not to study but -to go back to
bed, concluding that nights were not
so calm as I had thought before.

HARISH KAPUR
(B.A. Final)

TLe Dumanily 01 ~~ien~e

It is wrong to suppose that science
is not a humane subject; rather it
is abstract and has nothing to do
with human beings. The truth is
that science can be, should be,
and often is, one of the humanities
like literature, history and art. It is
intellectual, of course, but it gives
us the joy of discovery, and the
wonder and delight of the knowledge
of the world and ourselves. It can
teach U8 a fine discipline of body and
sou], and can create in' us sympathy
for our fellow creatures. Education is
incomplete without it. In fact, the
study of science, like the pursuit of
righteousness, is a part of man's duty
to himself.

Humanity means "The quality or
condition of being human." Science

is a product of the human mind. •The
scientist is a human being like all of
u-s. In fact, he isa, better and a great
er man than many of us. So the
fruit of such a man's labour must
have something human in it.-

Humanity also means '~'kindness

or benevolence." Science is full of
kindness for man. Some people. say
that it is responsible for war and
killing numberless men in, war.· It
has built terrible weapons which
can wipe out the world. It is true that
science has given us power, but that
power is put to a wicked use by
unscientific men. The scientists do
not know which of their discoveries
will be misused by wicked and thought
less men. Most of the politicians are
110t men of science, and it is they who
are responsible for wars,
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Truly science has added to .the
health, happiness and wisdom of
mankind We do not believe diseases
are caused by evil spirits. Germs,
micro-organisms, virus etc. are the
main causes of disease and science has
provided man with antibiotics, germi
cides etc. to combat these. For
example, the treatment of cancer,
which was unknown upto this time, isa
great achievement in the medical field.
Science has given.· us anaesthetics.
With the help of radio telephones
we can talk to our friends who are at
a long distance. We know better
about ourselves and the world around.
In short; science is a very kind friend
of mankind.

The discoveries and developments
of science are closely related .to the
social and economic conditions of the
world. i\. scientist's work is influ
enced by the circumstances of his
country. For example, Pasteur's dis
covery .of disease-producing" germs
was the result of his attempt to save
French agriculture from disease. As
population and industries grow, new
problems arise. Science at once comes
forward to meet these problems. The
condition of mankind always direct
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science on the road of public good,
Modern science is a product not only
of the modern age, but we have got
it from our forefathers who had been
building it up since mall was born.
To that store we have added our own
science, i.e, Itis a product of human
society.

Humanity also means 'Mankind
as a whole'. Politics teaches us
nationalism and isolation; science
teaches us internationalism. It has
only one creed and that is the creed of
co-operation. Science teaches us that
knowledge and learning are cornmon

. factors in humanity.

The Inter-nationalism of science
does not mean that one should not
love one's own country. One should
strongly believe in inter-nationalism
of scientific knowledge and yet love
one's country as dearly as any other
patriot. The love of mankind and
the love of one's country can go side
by side."

Ashuni Kumar Tandon

*'Adjudged the best paper read in the Science
Association.
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DESHBANDHU COLLEGE KALKAJI,
List of Prize-Winners 1957-58

(A) Academic Prizes

B. A. III Year

Roll No. Name Subjectand Position B. SCI I Year

16 Phool Kumar Aggregate I.
Rajinder Singh Aggregate I.

Mathematics I.
Mathematics I. Physics I.

13 Surinder Nath Vaid English, I. 39 Padma Chemistry I.
History I. Hindi I.
General Knowledge 56 Mira Badlani Botany I.
II (Br.)

Sindhi I.4 Pushpa P. Butani Sindhi I.
3 Krishan Datt Sharma Economics I. Pre-Medical II. Year
26 Harsh Vardhan Philosophy I. 7 Davinder Kaur Aggregate I.

B.A. II Year Physics I.

21 Ratna Hiranandani Aggregate I. Chemistry I.
Sindhi I. Biology I.
Mathematics I. Pre-Medical I Year

2 Veena Puri Hindi I.
Economics I. 5 Udho Thadani Aggregate I. (Br)
History I. Chemistry I. (Br.)

28 Sushila Massand English 1. 32 Deshbhushan WadhwaAggregate I. (Br.)
English 1. .

B. SCI II. Year Physics 1.
2 Subhash Chander Aggregate I. Chemistry 1. (Br.)

Physics I. 4 Sudershan Anand Biology 1.
156 Swaran Bala Anand Botany I. Qualifying

, Chemistry I.
2 Vinod Kumar Sud Aggregate 1.History of Science I.

176 Toby Nainan General Knowledge English 1.

45 Tulsi Achtani General Knowledge Mathematics 1.
II. (Br.) Physics 1.

'B.A. I. Year
Chemistry 1.
Hindi 1.

47 Jai Kishori Aggregate I. General Knowledge 1
History I. 201 Sneh Prabha Aggregate 11.
Sanskrit I. Sanskrit 1. (Br.)

37 Vishno Motwani English ~. Raj Kumar English 11.
Sindhi I. Chemistry 11.

32 Rajender Narain Economics I. 337 Sushma Nagrath Mathematics 11.
7 Sunita Sethi Economics I. (Br.) Sanskrit 1. (Br.)

Political Science. I. 16 Suresh Chand Jain Physics 11.
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First in Cricket Ball
Throw

Second in Cricket Ball
Throw

Junior Staff Race
Jagdish Chander
Tara Chand

348 Sushma Paul
82 Kamla
222 Kuldeep Kaur

350 Kamlesh Gupta'

Hindi 11.
Sindhi 1.
Civics 1.
Economics 11. (Br.) Preet Singh
History 1.
Civics 11.
History 11.

229 Raghbir Singh Sareen Economics 1.
223 Prem Kumari Economics II. (Br.)
347 E.R. Meenakshi Logic 1. Jagdish Chander
15 Shyam Sunder Sharma General Knowledge

11.
(8) Union Prizes

Gargi Gupta (B.A. 11. Year) Hindi Extempore S.S. Kumar
Speaking I

Amrit Lal Gupta (B. A.' ManphoolSingh
II. Year) Hindi Extempore I

Speaking 11, Hindi Debate 1 (Br')11
Sushma Paul (Qualifying Subhash Chander

Arts) Hindi Debate 1 (Br) I Ratan Singh Bharel
Toby Nainan I Ishwar Kaut .

(B. Sc. 11. Year) English Recitation 1 Dinesh Kumar
Dinesh Kumar Kirpal Singh

(B.A. Ill. Year) Hindi Recitation I
Harish Kapoor

(B.A. 1t 1. Year) Urdu Recitation 1.
S. Kamlam

(Pre-Medical 1. Year) English Extempore
Speaking 1.

Samir Kumar Dutt
(Pre-Med. 11. Yr.) English Extempore

Speaking 11.
English ,Debate J.

First in Javelin Thros
Second in Pole Vault
Second in High Jump
First in Pole Vault
First in High Jump
First in Running Broat

Jump
Second in 110 Metres 1

Hurdles.
First in Putting the Shd
First in Discus Throw
Second in Hammer

Throw
First in 400 Metres
Second in 1500 Metres
First in' Hammer ThrOll
Second in putting the

Shot
First in 800 Metres
Second in 800 metres
Second in Javelin Throe
Second in 100 Metres
Second in 100 Metres

Open
Mohinder Singh Second in Discus Throw
Hari Kumar Parti Second in 200 Metre's
Kishori Lal Second in 1500 Metres

I. Women's Events

f

l Kanta Chopra First in 50 Metres
First in 100 Metres

j First in High Jump
Vishno Motwani I All round best Athlete

(B.A. }' Year) English Debate 11. I of the Year
(C) S t p. amongst Girls.

por S nzes Savita Nagpal First in Putting the ShOl
Men's Events 'I First in Discus Throw

Sukhbir Singh First in 100 Metres I Rajinder Kumari Second in 100 metres
First in 200 Metres I' Second in 50 metres
First in 100 Metres Open Tripta Sehgal Second in Broad Jump
Second in Hop-Step & Second in putting the

Jump Shot
Second in 400 Metres Lata Bajaj Second in Discus Throe
Second in Running Chitra Vohra Second in High Jump

Broad Jump Sarmista Gupta
Second in 1500 Metres Sarmista
All round best athlete

of the year from Kanta Chhabra
amongst boys.

First in 110 Metres
. Hurdles

First in Hop-Step and First
Jump "'Second

Dilbagh Singh
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(E) Trophies

(3) Inter-Class one act play competi
tion (Dramatic Club)

(I) Inter-College Debate for Deshban
dhu Trophy (Union)

(2) Inter-College Hindi' Extempore
Speaking Contest for Jodha Mal
Kuthiala Trophy (Hindi Parishad)

B.Sc. I year

"B.A. 1 year
B.A. 11 year
B. Sc 11 year
B. Sc 11 year
Qualifying
B. Sc 11 year
Qualifying
B.A. 111 year
Pre. Med. 11 year

Winners of the compe
-, tition for 1956 & 57

Qualifying

Qualifying class

Hansraj College
D.D. Khosla Law Faculty
Yogesh Hansraj Coll

ege.

St. Stephen's College
Deepak Kumar St. Stephen's
S. Kamlam - Deshbandhu

Staff Children Race
First Raman Kakar
Second Indu Chaudhry

(0) Inter-College Youth Festival

Group Dance:

Asha Saxena
Ripdaman Duggal
Satish Bala Kapoor
Indu Malhotra
Ishwar Kaul
Kuldip Singh
Dharmeshwar
Mohinder Singh
Daljit Singh
Dilsher Nagi
Jeevan Saund
Santosh Kapoor
Promilla Gulati
Shelly Dara
Painting:
Ashit Sanyal

Trophy
1 Prize
11· Prize

Trophy
1 Prize
11 Prize

! Trophy

Badminton Prizes
Men's Singles Winner S.C. Bharti

Runner-up Chandru Mot-
wani

Men's Doubles Winners S. C. Bharti and
Ramesh Chander

Runners-up R. S. Khanna &
Chandru Mot
wani

Mixed Doubles Winners S. C. Bharti and
Nirmala Vish
wanath

Runners-up Mohinder Singh
& Prabha God
bole

Handicap Race First J.N. Saxena
Second Gian Chand

Women's
Doubles Winners Kanta Chhabra

& Indu
Runners-up Nirmala Vish-

wanath & Lata
Women's Singles Winner Kanta Chhabra

Runner-up Nirmala Vishwa
nath

Table-Tennis Prizes

Men's Singles Winner Kuldip Singh
Runner-up Ishwar Kaul ,

Men's Doubles Winners Mohinder Singh
& Ishwar Kaul

Runners-up Satinder Sabhar
wal & Kummad
Chadha

Mixed Doubles Winners Ishwar Kaul and
Lata

Runners-up Mohinder Singh
& Prabha God
bole

Women's Singles Winner Meena
.Runner-up Lata

Lucky Doubles Winners Mohinder Singh
& Satinder Sabhar..
wal

Runners-up Kuldip Singh and
R.V. Ragvan

Administrative Staff Race
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Annual Sports

Sukhbir Singh, the best athlete of the year, breasting the tape

High Jump · Preet Singh in action



A scene from 'Nal Heroine'

A scene from 'Bimar Ka lIaj'
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d'~T =ti~T CfiT f~:;ra- fCfi"lfT ~ Isr~TG ~r ~ Wlf

Cf1fOlfT d'~ ~ij" .,TCCfl ~ CflTOlff~T it fCflilr cpr CflTt.
qTf~ fqf+f'=;:ra-T ;r~1 f~li ~T I

~it ma-1 ctn" ~lfT;r 9;llq~lIepdT ij- m~ ~

;r cpJT I ij"+!T m-aT cP) ~:qa ~T~ ~~d" ~~ CR

5f~Cfd' fcplfT ~ I ~ cn~r-fCfCfi"rn if md' ifffiT ~ ,.
~

~-cpfOlf cpT 0) ~T +l"T ~~1W'"R ~T .~

~mf~ ~T \ifT ij"Cfi'a"T ~ I

~cpT it enTOlf-d'~ Cfi'T ij"+rmr ls,-ijR' \iff ett
+fTRCf1 fcr~T ~ I ~Cfd'1 ~n:T it ~l:JT d'~

ti0 ~~~ +f~ ;f ~lG \itT cpT ~ij" ~T CPt

trtrrtTlfT ~ I ~~CfCf: CflfO!1-a-~ Cf1T tr~ ~f ~T

~~T cpT ~~~lf ~ I ~Tfulr ~CflT ~~;rT~ ~

~~tr, 5I"~TCf~reT ~T~ m;;;:~TlfCfl ~'i q-~ ~ I ~\9Cf)

;PT ~ *~T it ~ ij"q:)~d'T flf~T ~ I ~fulr 5ImG

\iff ~:q'imT cpT 11~~~ ~~T'1 ~ ~T~ ~ ~~T if'iT-
~\ifif ep~;f GTrnT 'i~1 GT~~ \j~ ~~ Cf)T ~:q;:rTtt ~ I



"~,, ~f Umq~~
G

660 sr+rr~~
~ .
~ro ~o (HrffPr Cftl)

fim (Symbol)-il~T"

. 'WrT g~T q~T~ +fTt (Accepted atomic
weight) ~~o qT~ I

~qf~ (Occurance)~\if~t ~ ~ QTffT ~

q~ ~ ~r ~)a-T ~ I ~GRf?f 3;1crt~T it ~~Cf cp~ q-T{

\imft ~ I ~qcrlG--It~?fr ~(f" ~~ ~~Cffi f~~fd it
~ ~

mercfla-~ f~@T~ ~T ~ I

~f(t (Preparation)- ··sr~ ~~Cf ;:r ~~

\ifm! enT frr~~ fcplfT cr mr it ~11 ~q"f g-w I

~lf ~ ~T~T ~ ~.q- if ~~ft cpr f.,~l(!J ~~T, q~~~

~enT fi1l1T~ ep~~ ~r+flr +rrrcrr~ Efi' qrn +r~mT cpif

.~ mIT I ~: \3"ij";r B"q- ij- fcrtl f~ cr ~lt +r~ cpT

~f~ I ~T~ ~ ~dT (1"1, cr aru~ cr;T.,-;RfT

cpT fu~ fCf)lfT I ¥~l{T cpT rr)(1"T~ ~Cf)~ ~~~ 91)

m cr ~~ ~TlfT I q:~ CFr epT~qT ?IT~r~ it
~r~T, ~~.~ 5f~UfT, epT~ ~ 3;f~~-~;qlf, f~~.,T ~

+rTm-tr~ cr ll)~ ~ Cfi11;:ftlfa f ~T, ~r~ ij- ;nOT~dT Cf

f~ ij- 9;Tl"iaT ~r- ~ B"~ +rB"T~ ~ ~r CfiT \3"ccrfa
g~ I ~~cr ij-~ "SfCf)T~ ~~T ~r ~trT~ ~ 3;f~~;:ftlf

f~;[ ~f I

Ef)Tflf~ ~'Jf (Physical properties)--
(~) ~ci -{iiI it CI· ij"cf WCf)T~I if q-T{ \jfTaT ~ I

(~) ~~~T B"~cr qT"3"~~, ~rr1, Cl)T~, ~~ ~fflTf~

ij- ~aT ~)dT ~ I

(~) ~:;rr CFT ~a-td (~1f~) ~Ta- +IT ~~ ~T

~T cr ?ITRL ~1a- ~r ~~ "~T ~~r ~ I

(¥) ~d.,T ~1a- g~ +tr ~T~ Q~~T~ ~ q trrefr
~ GfRft ~ t

(X) ~cpT ~T;r oTcp 5l91f( i1 enB €t ~~
epT~Cf) fB"~ ~T B"cpaT ~ I

'(mTtrf;:rCf) ~ur-etl1' Chemical properties->

(~) ~Tr{T, ~r~T, ~T~, ~TffT mf~ crt~T cpT
~T~ ~fCPf~a ~Ta-T ~ I

(~) ~cr~3f" ~~ aT ~Cfi1ccp (combustible)
~rf~a ~) ij"enar ~ I

( ~) f~~T +l"T B"B"lf fepa~ +1T ~?I q-~T~ CflfT ~
~ ~), ~~cr ~T~ cpT ~~T~ ~~ar ~ I fcr~q-

cp~ ~~r Cf ~q-c1 q~~~ ~ij- :---=qrc,

ifT~rror, ~T~, qCP1~ ~~Tf~ ~ij- fcrrr~

fsrlf ~Tdr ~ I

(¥) \3"trT.~~ cpT lff~ cp)f ~ Cf :qi~

~?fr srr ~ aT ~ +r;; if \if~ ~i1

~oGT ~ I

~~)tT (Uses) - ( ~) ~Cf)T~T ~ ij"\jfR

;PT ~~ I

( ':<) B"cf 5fcpT~ ~ trTf~~ cr ~mT cpT ~f8"

~~I

(-~) ~Tlf Cf)+[ ep~it cpT sr+rTCI~T~l ij"TeT;:r I

( ¥ ) ep~mT CFT f~fCler G*c:r cp~it CFT ~~ I

Note :---~ ~fTT~ enT ~;:cr ~~lfGfT., cR~

~~T ~ I t(~~T ~Cf~rGf" cp)~ ~T ~~Tf;:r<fi" ~dlf!. ~.

~+r+n qrlfT ~ I ~+rq~T" ~fCffilII cpr B"~~ Cf;~

~~T~. en~.,T :crrf~~ ! ! .,~1 aT ~tFi)eCf) ~O(f ~~T

.-r~Cfi~ qf~(!JTl1 ~);rT ! ! ,



if~U~ ~
~ ~~ ~

~q-o mi ij'
"

9;fT\if &fl"¥f~ ~,

m;r qra- ~ rCf~ ~ mtf ~ I

~ ~r~r ~R f~lf f~;rT ~T,

~ ~~rft ~~ ~ +tf~ ~T ~T I

m a-T~T cpT +r:;~ ~r~rn ~Cf)~,

W~ ~ +r;r er~r q-~ :q"rG" ~"{ t

~~~ffTf~T,

-rr '1 q-ffi ~ fGRT ~ ~A" a-~ I

~q cpT q~ ~f~~r ~epT ~rnT,

qnr ~rnT, ~t;p~rnT, ~1G \ifTIfT I

~ ;rQl tTra- ~ft f;q·~ ~,

>rT~ ~ ~cr~ ~~ fq}d ~ ~Cf) f~~ I

~ ! \i11T ~ ~~ ~;:~;;,

tTT ;:r~ ~ fCf~T ~ ~R a-=t I

~ tr~T Cf1rT f.,t«r Cf)T~~ t

f+r~ ;:r CfTa- tlfR: ~ ({T ~~ ~~T ~ I

~1:q Cfi'~ ¢frqr tf~r ~~ cr~ ~,

q-<: ~lf' cpT :qr~ ~~TaT Cfl~T ~ !

+r~ ;rt; Cf<:1T ;:r~;r i:ft:

1'JT ;; qTa- ~ fqGT ~ ;rr;; a=t II



(~) ~"UGf) ~:-~

(¥) m~~:-fcn1~T"UCRr'

{"lJq';::~~

r-.
~~~JlPU~

( ~) ~T~-\;f~({T~:

(":( ) ij"aTli~~-R~sr~T'

~~ f~Sli~ if~rf~ WlT-.rTf.fT

~ ~~T9;ffq fcr+rTrrTsf~,! qi ~~)s~~ I

lI1f¥f cni ~a-t ~t f~e1T1i~rf~f~T

~rfCl?1I<1lffi~p:~rfa-~li ~~crr~ ~: I

JIT'=lIT: fsr~~)~ ~€q ijqJGCf)~r~~~if~)

~~q ~~T~~~~a-mrmsfq- l~'

qf~t ~~;:f 5fTCffCfr! I ~fq- ~rff~) lR?I"

~crqf~~fq- ~~T ~t fqwrf~;:r) 'fA"lferqr:

~:q;:rr: q-of;.~ ~~m~T~t =if q~l[~(i I

~wr)~'~5ITe!flq~~ W;:r~T~ q~~.r-:q

qf~~ srfaf~;:f 5Illfa-q~ srrtt~f(i ~~~:q

~R 'SR=TR:q ~6rf:q-sr;r +rfqtlRftfa- f'ifq~ ,

~ ~ ~f~+rl1SrTllT ~1:I"lf'flf~lfet ~

~sftr ~~~: I ~~ ~ ~Cf)T +rrtnffCf I ~-

e1:fti;f f~'iT qli ~1lft ij+-"lfa't ~:q ~ ;4 ~I at ~1'-1"

;; ~J11: I ~rorTlf+f111T~ f~li~) f~

mtfP:n+rrf~ srrc¢q- ~lfCPr 'ir ~~r I ~li

~ m~~lf ~Rq~~)lsrlffa-, ~~a- ~~:q t~~~~

~e'flfc1' I ~cf~~rf~ ij"~ffiqrq-;;~ m~~~~lSll~

ij"Ter~ =qrfa-f~crcf ~rf~~lf+rtlft +r~ I ma-

~Rc~ :qlBIT: f;;f~+r~ll!Tt ~'1T~~lfTfq

f~Ulf~epr ~+rJ1n" I

~ Gfl( Cf) ~<!II Gf ~(i Irnli sr+r· srr~lfr+r) lfa- ~€r
'~ ....

~ +TO~ +rmrr1~~~R)~ I

~:

~(t~){(=J~:

~~ crtf~



~~ ~ql(1CfiI,"a) q~)~q~ I 9;Rf: ~-
e. "'

cprlT :q er.~tt:r~~ tlf;;~fq ~ ~a1mlf~-

lT~g: I cn:ij"a-T~) '(~:qrn~ 9;fij"11~ m~T~ 9;RI'~

a-~lf '(~li ~T~q- frf~~~ 1t:m~lT 1:11: tram
f~~ ~qf~ti:q f~f~ci. qf~~rlf a-lf~Tl1a I ~

~mcr:a-Rl: ij"~rlf: :qmcr;r~T lf~rn~ ij"a~
e.

~frrCfiij'~Tlfat ~crT a-~lf ~~li ~f~: ~fmrcrT;; I
':l "

~~) ! ~q1 ~~~: II

l;tld~&:e
~~rrft f~ ~rcr~ ~~11) crti: "

m~n~ T:T ~~~ ~~ep-T~) 'iT+r ~Cfi) 'Iq-: I ~~ t;f~~Cf~+rCfi~~ I lft :q~fqtr~) ~t if

:tITB"~~ a-~llr~~qT ~PlT ;:rPl ~TqUllcraT +rTlTt I tcr~CfT~ I 9;f~ ~n:rT: cp~~;; 1:q: ~fm ~-

a-~lft a~ ~RfqlT~) ;:rT~ ~?f: ~~"f: I ~~Tcp~+rT~ \T\TlfT~ f:lcrTfij"a-Gfr~ I ij")sfq f~u~t ~4(;:crr ~

ff~~~€1;:r ~ ~~T ~T \iflfT q~et ~T I ~~;:r qf~~\rlf ~qfSflflfT ~~ 5l~rf;:r Cfit~f'i ~TG: fcr~R~

~cnRr)sf~if~)S':ACfq:, q~ ~Cf~~): ~~~1~;; ~ mfGfT,! I fcr~T~~q ~r:rT Cf~ m~rq: ij~lf Cfi)sfq

~Tr;:eIT~~mlf 'r:rtlr ct;:lflfT ~t~lfT ij"~ qrf~~~~- ~?f) ;:rR:fT~ I IllfT arfficpT ~i fij-~ ~~ ij'

Cf)~)~ t m:lfTft;TcnT~T ~rcrm:rfa-" ~fa- ~:q;:rt ~~~ tr f«~ ·
~~ ~;[licp~)q: I fq~lfT ~ WerT (1"'4ij{1+rn" J

fCfif:5=~OPT?IT.,'a-~ ~Tlft '(f~t ij"~ro) ;:rp:r

a-;:rlT: ~~rf: I :qnf~~ft~T ~+iT f~&lt 5fTC~'

~\): ~l1Tq ~~~ I :qmCflT~: ~aTm~ ~~),

~Tlf) arf;g:l1ff~:qrola-, ~ ~q ;:rq-: a~q '(f'ni
~ .... e.

~~~~, en: +rf~qT ~~T 5f~fCilra- ;;Tlf~ I

~r~Tlf ij"~ftmlT \T~ a:T~~~~ I ~f~ CfiT~

",(T~~ifT'(: :qmcr+r~) f~or.rrfCf~p:rt ~[Tlft ft'iwfa-' J

~cf ~~CfT ~r 1q-~lf Cfi~ 9;fijfq~ I ~fa-f~;:;;: f:q~a-d

~q~ .,q-: I ~ :qnfGflT~Tlf '(~~lf ~T~ ~
" e

~Slrgmfl q-~~:

~ 5Tq" ~~~

~>rTtCf)sli" ~)~;:r) Cf~ra-ffiflf: I lf~T B"cf,! ep-TOlf

~~ ~'1TT~) ~ij"~r~) ~qfa- ~r~Cf ij"qT~ ~'! CRT~T

~T\51: etl~lf~ I ij'lTma- cro-~ ~cf~ ~cfa~ Sf +iT~

fq;:r)~lf): ~rn~tl-lf): ~fSli ~~~ I fcr~rrn5r~a~ClT

~qf~ f~&l ~l1'lf~ ~cr 5f~lf~1! I ~f~f~~: ~rf~~)

~q"Gf'1) lT~ l1;:ci ~cr~fa I ~~~lf ~lf: ~ir~

~~ 5fa-'(i:-a- I ~Gf\f~~q-ci(!J ~f~~~ qf~(fT

~fo/a:q) ifTf6f(fCf:T ~q 5ff(i1lTf;a- I ~~~ qraGf~t:

ij"~q-T +r~ ~ ~Tmlf;:~ I ~~:q rflrfTfcrmf;;
~T~rfrf Gmff.,- \CfaTf.,-:q ~qTf~ fcr~~-a I a~
ij");:+r~T ~l1~T ~:5=m;.a I q~T~ ~CRiT: CflT'(Cf)T

~ I 3;[T-;rcr~ Cfi)fOfK1T lT~~ ~~(i q~ ~ ~~T

~~~: ~y;:r;:-~ ~~a J ~d" ~q-T ~fq ~fq~ffiT:

~~~:q ¥7.f~' I ~: qra-~~ ~a J

~crTrfT ~fB"Cf)T~~ ;:rRrfGf~;; li.,Tfcr'i)~ ~:

5IT~.lf~a I ~cf cru-~(iij";rlt fClfcr~q~frfercrT

~erTlilfT ~m ij"li~a- ~~~~lrcr ~Tm etl~Tfa t

~~lflf~) ~Tfcr~~+rCfrg~., qij"raTsli ~1~ICfi~:

Cfi~1l€t, m+rerTlf~ :q +rr~lfTfa?ITlr;:r l1~rn ~fa I ij'~

~rff ~crCf,T~ ~ttQ~ cpfCf~~4!¥Cfirf~~;:r :-

;llf~T ~+rT: ~~qr: m~~ ~qctT',

f~~,~: ~.cpTlTT: q-q-rr: ~~f;.~: I

~~T: 5f~q-T: f~l~ '(l=lIT:

tfcT fsm :q~~ Cffrrff II"
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The, College completed five years of
its life last July and entered upon what
may, with some show .of reason, be
described as 'a period of promising boy
hood. During this quinquennium we
have made, more or less, satisfactory pro
gress in most fields of 'our work. In some,
perhaps, we have been at a standstill, and
in some others, we may, possibly, have
deteriorated. But all of us have tried to
be helpful to one another with, I trust,
mutual and a reasonably satisfying res
ponse,

In 1952 when the College was founded,
only 60 students sought admission to it
and serious doubts were expressed by the
Finance Ministry, with ominous emnhas's,
whether it .was 'worthwhile spending so
much money on the education of such
small 'numbers. To-day, however, the
number is 540 with extremely limited
rlass-room accommodaton and no Col
lege Hostel. In fact, the time has already
arrived when it has become necessarv to
refuse admission to a number of students,
narticularly to the' Pre-Medical, the
Preparatory Science and the B.Sc. Group
CA.' courses.

We are still an affiliated College and
have, so far. been. supported by c:l zrant
in-aid from the Min 'stry of Rehabilitation.
With effect from 1st Anril. 195H, the
financial responsihilitv of the Colleze has
been taken over by the Ministry of Edu
cation.

actve and sympathetic consideration of
the University and we keenly look for
ward to starting Honours Classes in these
three subjects in July next. The College
will then become a "Constituent" College
of the University and will, I suppose, be
placed on the grant-in-aid list of the
Unversity Grants Commission.

There was a sudden demand by some
students in the middle of this year for
being allowed to read Sanskrit as an
elective subject. We were able to meet
this demand, and I am thankful to the
University for permitting us to introduce
the teaching of Sanskrit at short notice.

The University has had under con
sideration the opening of evening classes
in four of its colleges and has suggested
that one of these may be Deshbandu
corege. This proposal is being consider
ed by the Board of Adm'nistration.

An. additional plot of land, 9.5 acres
in ,area, has been sanctioned ,for the
College by the Ministry of Rehabilitation
but actual possession of it has not yet been
given. With ths plot added, our pre
mses, will have an area of 15 acres
which will be just about sufficient for our
requirements, such as the College Hostel,
Staffquarters, Servants' quarters, Princi
cal's residence, playing fields, Science
Laborator.es and a separate Library
block.

The College i~ highly indebted to Rai
The CDllege has appliedfo the Uni- Bahadur Jodha Mal Kuthiala for his'

versity for permission to t~~ch. Honours generous donation of a sum of Rs. 500/
Courses In English, Mathematics & Find Shri K. C. Jain and Messrs. Atma
Hindi. This application is now under the Ram & Sons for their donations of Rs. 300/-
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Shri C. L. Nahal, Lecturer in English,
wrote a short story and a number of
articles for various papers and Mr. R. P.
Budhiraja, Lecturer in Chemistry" pub
lished an article on "Man and the-Animal
Kingdom" in the Hindustan Times,

Shri A. C. Mehta, Lecturer iH
Chemstry, has submitted his thesis fot
the Ph.D. Degree of the Delhi University.

I read a paper on "College Adminis
tration" ·at the Punjab Educational Cori
ference and this paper was later publish
ed by the Ministry of Education in i~s
journal, "Education Quarterly."

Shri Jai Pal was appointed part-time
Lecturer in Sanskrit and was later replac
.ed by Shri M. L. Chaudhry.

Shri R. K. Sud, Head of the Depart-
-merrt of English, translated' two One-Act
plays: "The Grecian Vase" by Maurice
Bar'ng and "The Monkey's Paw" by-W~.

·W. Jacob into Urdu, one One-Act play:
"The Prince who was a Piper" by Harold
Brighouse into Hindi, and one One-Act
.play: "Love and Uncle Harry" by Harry
Penson into Panjabi.

Shri K. S. Rai, Lecturer in Botany,
pubished a paper on "Cytology of
Gnetum-ula" in the Journal of Genetics,
United Kingdom.

The place of Shri Diljit Arora,
Estimates for most of these works Lecturer in History, who got into the

are ready with the C.P.W.D. and I am I.A.S. was filled by Shri B. B. Saxena.
hoping against hope that the construction
of at least some of them, needed urgently,
w.ll be taken in hand as early as possible.

each for founding running trophies for The Departments of English, Physics,
various events in the College. Chemistry, Hindi and Biology were

strengthened by the appointment of Shri
A sum of Rs. 4.94 lakhs has been C. L. Nahal, Shri Kaushal Kumar, Shri

sanctioned by Government for labora- A. C. Mehta, Shri Mandhata Ojha and
tories, additional class-rooms, servants' Shri S. M. Sehgal.
quarters, and other works.

The building of -the Science Labora
tories, which is an imperative necessity,
should really be ready by July next, but
I am afraid, that, owing to delay in the
Iulfi'rnent of .all the requirements of the
C.P.W.D. the University, and the Delhi
Development Provisional Authority, the
laboratories are not likely to be completed
before December next. This inordinate
delay will seriously interfere with the
teaching of Science during the coming year
'and the only remedy partially to mitigate
the consequences of this rather unfortu
nate occurence, seems to be either sub
stantially to reduce or even to suspend
admissions to the Preparatory Science
Class, so that the necessary minimum
accommodation is available for the B.Sc.
Classes, or to extend the practical work
still late in the evenings beyond the
scheduled .hours for a. period of about
six months, or alternatively to hold prac
t'ca! classes on holidays, until the Physics
and Chemistry laboratories are ready for
occupation.

Three godowns at a cost of Rs. 17,000/
have been provided, and the building of
,q. fuel room and the Gas. Man's quarter
is supposed to begin shortly.

STAFF: Shri K. C. Kanda and I attended tH~

All India English Teachers' Conferenee
Dr. C. L. Madan, Lecturer in Botany, at Secunderabad,

resigned his post on his selection as Junior
Scentific Officer in the Central Drug I am glad to announce that all
Institute, Lucknow. He was replaced by members of our staff; both academic and
Shri K. S. Rai. non-academic, . have subscribed to the
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centage in the Qualifying Arts is quite
definitely very low. Our past percentages
in the Pre-Medical and the B.A. Exami
nation, both in quality & quantity were
among the highest in the University, if
not the highest.

I regret to point out once again that
the number of students who manaze to
fall iJl during the days of the House
Examnations is much too large and al
though, in every case, the application for
.sick leave is supported by a qualified
medical practitioner, I have no doubt
that. ill soine cases, th.ese certificates can
na: be genuine. It. may, in future, be
necessarv to insist 'on a certificate by the
Co~ lege Medical Officer.

Azad Memorial proposed by the Univer
sity.

THE COLLEGE OFFICE:

Except the Steno all members of the
Office Staff were away on sick leave for
considerable periods and the Office work
was seriously dislocated for some time.

Shri B. L. Bhutani, Cashier, resigned
his post owing to failing health. Shri
Amar Nath was appointed in his place.

Shri O. P. Hasija and Shri C. S. L~

Jain were deputed to get training at the
Un'versity of Delhi in compilation of
statistics required by the Ministry of Edu
cation and the University from time to
time. IFEE CONCESSIONS & STIPENDS:

The Office Staff is heavily over
worked. The clerical work at this Col
lege is a great deal more in volume and
in detail than in any other' College be
cause unlike other Colleges a large
amount of correspondence has to be
carried on between the Colleze and the
Ministrv of Education. the Ministry of
tRehabilitation, the C.P.W.D. and the
.A.G.C.R. in addition to the University.
One more post of Senior Clerk has been
sanctioned by the Board with effect from
next year but this relief will not be ade
ouate. and at least one more Junior Clerk
would be required to cope with the
rapidly increasing clerical work owina to
Iarzer admissions and additions to both
teaching and ministerial staff.

178 students were -sanctioned fee
concessions and stipends but 113 of them
lost these concessions for doing badly in
the December House Examination;

The stipend fund has, so far, been
made up by a varying donation received
from. the Ministry of Rehabilitation
every year anda substantial contribution
by members of the teaching staff purely
on a voluntary basis, in addition to a
compulsory subscription of Rs. 3/- per
annum by every student. The structure
of this fund is Iikely to be affected' next
April, and therefore the policy on which
Fee concessions and stipends have been
given till now will have to be altered.

THE LIBRARY:

EXAMINATIONS:

We sent up 92 candidates for the
Qualifying Arts, 89 for the 'Qualifying
Science, 39 for the Pre-Medical and 19
for the B.A. (Pass)' Examinations and
.secured a pass percentage of 41.30, 58.43,
74.36, and 63.16, respectively which in
each case was higher than that of the
University. Whatever the University
.pass percentage may be we cannot close
our eyes to the fact that our pass per-

The Library, at present, consists of an
'improvised block arranged by putting a
few class-rooms together and it will be
.necessary to add at least 2 more class
.rooms to meet its requirements: This is
0. most unsatisfactory arrangement. A
new separate Library block is badly
needed.

The working of the Library, under
the gu'danco of Mr. Sud, the Chairman
of the Library Committee, has, on the



whole, been satisfactory. The number of
books during this year has increased
irom 7,257 to 9,570 at a cost of Rs. 24,000/-.
We subscribe to 69 magazines and papers
of which 51 are in' English, 14 in Hindi,
2 in Sindhi and 2 in Urdu. The average
number of books issued every day this
year was 54.

"DESH" THE COLLEGE MAGAZINE:

"Desh" has been published twice this
year and has added a new section in
Sanskrit. A literary supplement has also
been added to the second issue which
comprises a number of articles written
by members of the Staff.' It is hoped
that with further increase in the number
of students and consequently its income
it will be possible to publish three issues
of the magazine next year.

The editorial board of "Desh" con
tinues to bp the same as last year with
Mr. R. K. Sud as Ch~ef Editor.

SOCIAL SERVICE:

Th,e Social Service League which was
described by me in my last report as
existing only on paper, has, in some mea
sure, ju~tlfied. its existence this year. 10
of its members have taken UD the .work
of adult education among labourers liv
jng in huts near the Defence Colony.

I should like particularly to mention
a small incident, On the morning of 21st
November a man was lyin,g on'the road
side in Lodi Colony surrounded by a
helpless crowd, when the College bus
passed by him w.th a number of students
on their way to the College, The stu
dents stopped the bus and on making
enquiries were told that the man had
been run ove- hv a D.T.S. bus and that
nobody had offered to take him to the
hospital. The students lifted. him, put
him into the College Bus and carried him
to the Safdarjang Hosptal and followed
it up by making enquiries about him till
he was discharged.

Yoginder Kumar, B.A. II Year and
Raiinder Kumar, B.A. I Year, together
witl1 Shri V. N. Khanna; Lecturer in
charge of Social Service, attended the
Social Service Camp organised by the
De]hi School of Social Works.

ROVER CREW:

A Rover Crew has been established
with Dinesh Kumar, B.A. III Year, as its
leader. It is steadily getting into its
strde and promises to render useful
service at the various functions of the
College.

vVORLD UNIVERSITY SERVICE:
The College was enrolled as a

member of ·the ~World University Service.
The College Committee of this service
has been duly constituted with the
Principal as Chairman and Daya Bhatia
of the II Year B.A. as Secretary. Shri
D. S. Bhalla. Lecturer in Enzlish, and
Daya Bhatia have been nominated to re
present the College on the Delhi. Com
mittee of the World University Service.

CULTURAL ACTIVITIES:

Cultural activities seem to have
claimed a good deal of the attention of
students this year. Last year we entered
the Inter-College Youth Festival Competi
tion in two items, namely Group Dancing
and Vocal Music. This year we parti
cipated in as many as five:- Group
Dancing, One-Act play, Vocal Music, Fine
Arts,and Group Sona, and acouitted our
selves reasonably well in all of them. Our
Dancing Team was adiudged to be the
best among the Delhi University Colleges
and thus repeated its preformance of last
.year. Ishwar' Kaul, B.Sc. I Year, the
1110St distinguished .member of our Dane
inp: Team, was selected on the Delhi
-University Team, in the Inter-Varsity
Y outh Festival.

In the "One-Act play" competition
for which' we produced 'Sazish' by
Imtiaz Ali Taj, we came out second,- and
were asked to put up this play at the



United' Nations Students' Association
Convention. Shanta Handu, who acted
as the heroine, was offered a role in the

. play staged by the University in the
Inter-Varsity-Youth Festival but she was
unable to accept the invitation because
of the great distance between 'her place
and the University.

Again, in a similar competition held
by the Delhi Public Library our play,
"Nai Heroine", annexed the trophy and
the first individual prize was won by
Surrnder Vaid of the B.A. III Year.

In "Fine Arts" the College submitted
four paintings by Ashit Sanyal, B.Sc. I
Year'. Three of these were selected for
the Inter-College competition and one
ca'Ied "A. Refugee Family" was finally
selected for the Inter-Varsity Competi
tion.

In "Vocal Music" Prabha Godbole,
B.A. III Year, was selected on the Delhi
Un.versity Group Song Team for the
Inter-Varsity-Youth Festival.

The Inter-Class-One-Act play contest
'was instituted' this year to stimulate in
terest in Dramatics among the students
of the College and to discover histrionic
talent. Students of various classes were
nlaced under different members of the
Staff who helped them to put up a One
Act plav each. The B.A. Class put up
"Nai Heroine' bv Sarat Chander. the
Pre-Medical and ~'B.Sc. Classes '''Bimar
k::l-Il::li" by Unendr» Nath Ashk and the
Qu~lifying C1R.SS "Adhikar ka Rakshak"
h~T Unendra Nath Ashk. The Qualifying
c;]p~~ won this competition, honours going
to Sabita.

Credit for the successful organisa
tion of cultural activities is due among
others to Mr. Sud, Mr. Kaul, Mrs.
Thomas, Mrs. Parshnd, Surrinder Vaid
and Rattan Singh Bharel.

The HobbiAS Exhibition. in Paintinz,
Photoeranhv, nl'"::n~Ting'. Embrotderv, and
miscellaneous Handicrafts, which . Is ar
ranzed by Mr. Kaul every year will be
held in another week or so. '

The College was addressed. by Prof.
Geoffrey Bullouzh of London University,
and Professor Vivien De Sola Pinto of
Nottingham University.

Pte Gopi Nath Arnan and Mrs.
.Sucheta Kriplani spoke to the students
on the life and work of Shri Deshbandu
Gupta on the occasion of his death an
niversary.

The College has acquired its own 16
millimeter Projector, Public Address
Equipment and a Tape Recorder.

THE COLLEGE UNION:

Mr. D. S. Bhalla continues to be
advser. Hira Ballabh Tewari.. B.A. II
Ye~r, was elected President of the College
Unon and Bhagwan Behari Mathur,
B.Sc. II Year, Rattan Singh Bharel, B.A.
III Year and Nem Chand Sharma, B.A.
I Year, ·.as its Vice-President, Secretary
and ASSIstant Secretary respectively.

The Union held a number of com
p.etitions in extempore speeches, recita
tions, debates and a variety entertain
ment. The Annual Inter-College Debate
fot ·Deshbandhu CUP was this \rear won
'by St. Stephen.'s College.' The·first' nrize
went to Deep Kumar of the same College,
and. the second to S. Kamlam, Pre-Medl
cal I Year, of Deshbandhu College.

Rajendar Kumar Marwah of the B.A.
T Year was sent un to t~1<e part in the
~11 India Debate in Hindi at the Law
Facultv, University of Delhi, where he
won the II prize. '

Hira Ballabh Tewari, B.A. II Year,
and Rattan Sinzh Bharel, B.A. III Year,
attended the All India Convention at
Lucknow organised bv the Youth. Con
press and inaumIrated by the Prime
M'nister of India.

The Annual College Picnic, in which
manv students vied with one another in
servinrr their fellow students, was sue
rpssfully held at Okhla on the 8th of
March.



Through the courtesy of the Planning
Commission, a p~ ay "Nav-Bharat" was
shown to the students on the premises of
the College.

The Political Science Association
has had an active session. It held- . a
svmposium in English, a Prize Debate In
Hindi, a Mock Session of the Lok Sabha,
it~, annual Inter-College Debate., an Essay
Competition and a Mock SeSSI?n of the
Securtv Council. All its meetings were
succ'essful as usual and particularly the
Mock Sessions of the Lok Sabha and t~e
Security Council, The Kathpalta-J'ain
Trophy was won bv the Delhi Schoo~ of
Economics and the first and second prlze~
hv A. B. Sujali and Sundram of Delhi
School of Economics and Delhi College
respectiveJy.

THE POLITICAL SCIENCE· ASSOCIA- THE ECONOMICS SOCIETY:
TION: The Economics Society celebrated the

National Plan Week and held a sympos
tum in Hindi on some of the controversial
aspects of the Second Five Year Plan
where Hira Ballabh Tewari was adjudged
to be the best speaker. Sushma Tandon
and. Sumer Dutt won prizes in a debate
in English on "The Second Five Year
Plan should be drastically curtailed".
These three students represented the
College in the Inter-College Symposium
in. the University of Delhi.

Dr. Harnam Singh, Reader in Political
~c'ence, Delhi University, gave a talk on
Democracy in U.S.S.R.

THE HINDI PARISHAD:

Prpsinpnt.: Chander Parkash Sharma
B.A. III Year.

Secretary: Naresh Anjan B.A. I Year.

The Parishad. held. a number of
orriinarv meetings, twn prze-debates, one
for the Degree and the other for the
Oualifvinrt Class, a. story, a poetical, an
eSS8V and an extemnore-speaking com
rv-tition. The Inter-Co'Iege Extempore
,Ql)pprhes competition for the J'odha Mal
Kuthiala Trophy turned. out to be 2. great
.~lJccess and. promises to become an. annual
f'enture of th~ Parishsd. The tronhy W::lS
vvnn. hy Hans Raj Colleae »nd the indi
~rirlu~l prizes bv D. D. Khosla. Law
Faculty and Yogesh of Hans Raj College.

The Parishad issued a hand-written
magazine called "Makrand", edited b1:
Shri S C. Gupta, Lecturer in Hindi.
Raghuvir Singh, B.A. III Year, and
Harsh. Vardhan B.A. III Year, with
itlustrations by Dilsher Nagi of B.A. II!
Year.

Shri. S. P. Kanur. Lecturer in Econo
rnics.and Viiay Ki~h()re Sinvh Sodhi,
B A. III Year, attended the Conference
of the Planning Forums held in Srinagar.

Shri Lakshmi Narain, the Regional
National Savings Officer, addressed the
Colleze on the Small Savings Scheme.
Th.e Society also arranged a speech-mak
ing contest on the following subjects:-

1. Our plans and the Socialist
Society of our dreams.

2. Science in the Service of man-
kind.

3. Baby Moon.
4. Antibiotics.
5. Heredity.

THE SCIENCE ASSOCIATION:
The Association held a Paper Read

ing Contest on the following topics:-
1. Plants and Humanity.
2. Students' role in furthering

India's Development Plans.
3. Unemployment among the edu

cated.
4. The Second Five Year Plan is

over-ambitious.
Prizes were won by Ashok Kumar

Tandon, Sumer Kumar and Bharat
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Bhushan, all of the B.Sc. II Year. Trips whch they put up a One-Act historical
were arranged to the Delhi Cloth Mills play: "Kirpan ki Dhar", and folk songs
Cherncal Works, Science Exhibition at and dances of various regional cultures
Delhi University and the Indian Meteoro- ~I India. Credit is due to Shri B. B.
logical Observatory. The Association also Saxena, S. S. Saxena and Manjeet
organised' a Science Exhibition at the Chaudhry for organising this show.
College which attracted a large number &
of students. BAZM-E-ADAB, THE BOOK CLUB

THE SANSKRIT PARISHAD:
Dr. B. M. Johri, Reader in Botany,

Delhi University, addressed the students
and showed coloured slides at its annual
function.

15 students of Botany under the
leadership of their Lecturers, Shri K. S
Rai and Shri S. M. Sehgal, took a trip to
Mussoorie h ~lls and made a large co.Iec
tion of plants, both for class work and
the museum and evinced a great deal of
interest in plant collection and in
familiarising themselves with various as
pects of the flora of the Western
H'rnalayas,

THE SINDHI LITERARY SOCIETY:
Under the guidance of its Adviser,

Shri S. M. Jhangiani, and Tulsi Achtani
and Ratna Hiranandani as its President
and. Secretary respectively, the Sindhi
Literary Society continued to perform its
usual functions wtih enthusiasm. Shri
Jairam Das Daulat Ram, ex-Governor of
Assam, addressed the Society on 'Sindhi
Language, Literature and Culture'. The
Society held an Essay Competition which
was won by Vishno Motwani and Atu
Nagwani. It also put up a variety enter
tainment consisting of a duet, two One
Act plays and some Sindhi songs on its
annual day.

THE HISTORY ASSOCIATION:

The History Association organised a
picnic at Qutab Minar and a trip to Agra,
Fatehpur Sikri and Vrindavan. Mr.
Saxena, Lecturer in History, explained to
the students the historical significance and
architecture of the various historical
monuments. The Association also held
an Essay Competition on "Women through
the Ages". The high-light of the History
Association was its annual function at

Three new Societies have been
founded this year:- "The Bazm-e-Adab",
"The Book Club", and "The Sanskrit Pari
shad". The Bazm-Adab under the inspir
ation of its President, Shri K. C. Kanda,
Lecturer in English, staged two, enjovable
sympos.a one of which was a "Tamseeli
Mushaira" followed by a pantomime
version of the Rubayyat of Omar Khay
yam.

The idea of the Book Club is entire
~y that of Mr. Nahal, Lecturer in English.
The object of this Club is to make the
students book-minded, to persuade them
to buy and read books outside their pres
cribed curricula, and then to get together
to discuss among themselves what they
have read. 15 students, have, for the
present, joined this club. A club like
this is likely to remain somewhat exclu
sive but, I' am sure, it will serve a most
useful and highly educative purpose.

The Sanskrit Parishad was consti
tuted when the teaching of Sanskrit was
introduced in the College in November
!ast and has made a promising. beg.nning.

Its inaugural meeting "vas addressed
by Shri J. P. Vidyalankar, who explained
to its 'members the origin, meaning and
importance of Sanskrit. III another
meetrig members read out, in Sanskrit,
their own compositions consisting of short
stories, essays, shalokas, riddles and
puzzles, and presented an instructive dia
Jogue 'between Swami Virjanand and his
dsciple Swami Dayanand on the offering
of c"oves by the latter on the completion
of his studies.

Dr. J ai Dev' Vidyalankar addressed
the Parishad at its annual function.



SPORTS AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Owing to lack of sUfficien~ a~d pro

perly laid out playing fi~lds, It IS .not
possible fully to cope with the rapidly
increasing demand for games. Ho~ever,

with such facilities as we have, Cricket,
Badm ~ n ton, Volley Ball Net Ball ~nd

Tab' e Tennis have been played fairly
regularly by a considerable number of
students.

The Inter-Class Tournament in all
these games proved highly popular. It
lasted for 45 days and as many as 250
students participated in it. It was won
by the B.Sc. Class.

The annual sports of the College
were held on the 30th and 31st of January.
150 students took part in it. Sukhbir
Singh of the Qual.fying Class was adjudg
ed ii1C best athlete of the year among the
men and Kanta Chopra of B.A. III Year
Class among the women students.

The Badminton and Table-Tennis
Open Tournaments also attracted large
entries both from boys and girls.

The College entered the Inter-College
Tournaments in Cricket, Athletics,
Kabaddi and Badminton. In the first
three we were knocked out in the first
round. Dilbagh Singh and Kanta Chopra
secured places in Pole-Vault and 50
meters respectively. In the Badminton
Tournament for Women students, our
team. recorded a creditable victory over
the Miranda House but lost rather badly
to the Lady Irwin College in the finals.

Every student was given a Physico
Medical Examination by the College
doctors in col laboraton with our Director
of Physical Education. Guardians of
students were informed of the physical
defects of their wards and advised to
arrange for their treatment.

Shri I. S. Kapur and Shri V. N.
Pasricha, Lecturers in Physics, were
se -e ected by the Ministry of Education for
training in Badminton and Table Tennis
at Bombay and Lucknow respectively.
DISCIPLINE:

We cannot boast that all of us here

have a highly disciplined mind. In the
matter of discipline there is so much
which our boys and. girls have to learn.
A sense of responsible citizens~ip, o~

ordinary personal and social duties, ot
correct values and decent conduct, bothin words and acts, under all. circum
stances are assets which may be collected
and cuitivated with the minimum of
effort and in the minimum time, at the
-University. I am not prepared to con...
cede that the vast majority of our stu
dents have taken the fullest advantage
of their opportunities in this direct.ion.
There has however, been no serious
breach of 'disc~pline, as it is ordinarily
understood. One student was sent down
for using unfair means in the l-Iou~se

Examination and another spared me the
pain of dealing with him almost sirailarly,
by wisely decdinz to leave the. Col~ege
himself, after having taken the law Into
his own hands over a personal iSSU2 with
another student.

I wish to thank ~he whole staff, both
teaching and non-teaching, for their loyal
and unstintedco-operation in the dis
charge of my duties throughout the year.
I hope I can" claim a recprocal feeling
from them. Shri R. L. Kakar, the College
Bursar, con i.inued to perform his heavv,
and by no means, pleasant, duties with
efficiency and impartiality.

I wish also to express mv gratitude
to memebers of the Board of Administra-.
tion for the help that I have received
from them from -time to time. and parti
cularlv to the Chairman of the. Board,
Mr. Saiydain, whoss thoughtful guid
ance and. generous support at every step
have, indeed, been most valuable. It is
irnpossibe for me to over-estimate the
value of this support. Working with him
has been. a perpetual and undiminished
source of inspiration.

HARISH CHANDRA,

Principal,

Deshbandhu College, Kalkaji,

New Delhi.


